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ABSTRACT
The literature on the Meds of childhood senial abuse strongly attests to the
negative impact that this trauma has on sexuali. Compounding mis negatÎve impact
are the eff&ts of living in a sexist culture that devalues women. Furtheme,
sexuality, a cornplex consûuct, is often defined simpiisticaliy and narrowly as
equivalent to sexual adnrity or sexual intercourse. This namw definnkn further
cornpounds the concems that sexual abuse survivors have regarding sexuality.
In this thesis a doseâ sexuality gmup program for senial abuse survivon was
developed from a cornplex defÏnition of sexuality and evaluated. This thesis explores:
the salient factors that influenced sexualii for this particuiar group of women and the
impact mat the group experience had on the participants8definiaon of sexuality. The
understanding of sexuality used for this thesis is as foIlOwS: the development of and
expression of sewualitylsexual identity are determined by the context in which the
individual lives. Context encampasses both the environment in which the individual
lives and the experiences the individual has.
Eight m e n were intewiewed be-n
two and three ornes. Eight women
were interviewed pre and post intervention and six w ~ n e n
agreed to be interviewed
at a three month f o l k up point. The m e n were also asked to fiII out the Brief Fear
of Negative Evaluath Scale a pre, post and f o l b up points of the study. AH eight
women had experienced chiMhood senial abuse. and were currently receiving
counselling at Women's Post Treatment Centre. Purposeful, non-random sampling
was useâ to r a i t particints in the study. This study used a case study approach
with qualitative data and AB single case designs. The primary data analysis was
qualitative, Mich used triangulatbn of quantitative data for confirmation of the
findings.
The findings from the study suggest that the participants benefitted h m
participating in aie group and were aMe b make varying degrees of shifts in their
understanding of sexuality. Most of the paidicipants reported negatbe associations
with the ienstNd of seniality and conhision about what seniality meant at the
beginning of the shidy.At the end of the study these participants had constructecl an
affirming unchstandingof sexuality and inaeased confidence in stating their feelings
and thoughts in oShw aspects of aieK Iives.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRûDUCnON

Objectives of the Study
The primary objective of this study was to begin to understand factors
which infiuence the fomation of sexual identity with a particular focus on the

impact of the dominant culture on semal identity. I have implemented this study
through exploring issues of sexuality in a feminist-based women only closed

group for women who were sexually abused as children. A closed group rneans
that no new members were admitted to the group after the first group meeting.

This group served hivo purposes, first as an agent for change and second for

exploring and gathering data regarding fadm iM-ng

sexual identity

formation spacifically with m e n who have experienced sexual abuse as
children.

The second objective of this shidy was to become farniliar with the
processes involved in designing and implemeMing a research study. Of pafticular

2
interest was incfeasing my knowîedge in making appropriate choices regarding
measures and research design.

The Thesis .Cornmittee
This thesis was to fulfill requirements for a Master's of Social Work degree;
consequently, two of the committee rnembers were drawn from the Facuity of
Social Work. The intemal rnembers were Sid Frankel, PhD, (thesis advisor) and

Shirley Grosser, MSW. The third and extemal member of the committee was
Elizabeth Adkins, PhD of Clinical Health Psychology.

The Research Pmbkm and Questions

The impact of sexual abuse on sexuality is written about extensivety in the

literature (Donaldson 8 Cordes-Green, 1994; Dolan, 1991; Courtois, 1988; Runtz
8 Briere,1986; M a h & Holman, 1987, Finkelhor, 1986). My initial search of the

literature on female sexuality yklded approximately 160 titles. Thefe is
substantially less written about how the therapeutic process impacts on the
sexuality of the survivor d sexual abuse. H i l e numerous theoretical bases drive
the therapeutic interventionsfoaising on resolving the impact of semal abuse. I
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was particularly interestecl in focusing on feminist-based practia. This interest

was based on the abundanœ of material describing feminist-based practice in the
resolution of sexual abuse. Wittiin the Iirnits of a Master's thesis it was not
possible to explore a whole range of feminist-based intementions Therefore I
limited my exploration to a particular intemention, ferninist gmup work.

Given the gaps in the literature, my interest in ferninist therapy and the
therapeutic intervention Iwas interestecl in answering three general questions.
These questions are as follows: What d a s it mean for one to have resolved the
impact of sexual abuse on sexuality?; What is the impact of resolution on
sexuality3; and How does feminist-based therapy influence the development of
sexual identity in sexual abuse suwivors

umore of the StUgy.
The purpose of this study was to explore the impact of a feminist-based

therapy group on the semal identity of sexual abuse sunrivors. I sought to

discover those parüailar fadors that participants saw as influencing female
sexuality development, especially the development of sexual identity. Broadly.
the study I condudeci was a phenornecioriologic inquiry into the perceptions and

meaning making that occur because of the experiences of sexual abuse,
socialization, sexism and a subsequem feminist-based therapy group resulting in
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a phenomenolqical descp
rio
itn

of the impact of these experiences. At this stage

in the study I used sexuality and senial identity interchangeably to mean ua
broad psychological configuration that combines personal identity, biological sex,

erotic sensations, interpersonal experience, intrapsydiic consequences, social

and cultural experiences" (Tyson, 1994, p.451). The site of the study was
Women's Post Treatment Centre, a feminist- based counselling agency

rnandated to provide service to women with the dual issues of unresolved
chiMhood sexual abuse and chernical dependency.

The primary question k i n g explored in this study was: What were the
experiences of female childhood sexual abuse survivors who participate in a

sexuality group that infiuenccd their sexuality? Several questions followed from
this first question: How did participants define their sexuality before and after the

group inte~ention?What were the salient factors that infiuenced sexual identity

in this group of w o m ? If there were shifts that ocarrred in the participants'
understanding of theit sexual identity, did these shïfts parallel any of the existing
paradigms of identity formation, such as those outlined by Kus (1986)' Downing
and Roush (1QûS), Cass (1979) or Cross (1971). The final set of subquestions
that l explored involved the experience of sexism. The firot of these subquestions
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is: How did socialization in a sexist society influence sexuality? The second
subquestion was: How did resocialization in a feminist therapy gmup experience
influence sexual identity for the group participants?

QefInmm
Kahn's (1991) and Whitfield's (1989) work are helpful in understanding

factors influencing sexual identity fornation. Kahn (1991) states 'reciprocal
interadion between the individual, significant mers, and society detenine the
development and maintenance of an integrated self image"(p.48). Since
sexuallgender identity is part of self-irnage one can assume that the reciprocal

interactions beWeen the individual, significant others and society also detemine
the development and maintenance of an integrated sexual identity. According to
Whitfield (1989) experience is the organîzer of sexuality (p. 883). She sees

several factors influencing the development and expression of sexuality. These

include: biological factors; early experiences with inner state regulation, intimacy
and affection; and socialization (parental attitudes, religion, peers, school and
popular culture), as infiuencing the development and expression d sexuality (p.
879). Kahn (1991) discusses environment as inlluencing identity development

(p.48); while Whitfield discusses experience as influencing sexuality. These two

construds overlap but are not totally inclusive. To encompass both Kahn's notion
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of identity and Whiffield's

definition of sexuality I have used the tem context.

Thus the development and expression of scxuality/sexual identdy are detennined
by the context in which the individual Iives. This understanding of sexuality is

consistent with the endeavour of social work pradice which sees the point of

intervention as k i n g the person, the situation or both (Andemon:1988; Johnson,
1986). Haug (1987) defines sexu-

as a f o m of socialization (p.25). The erotic

is defined by Lorde (1984) as an assertion of the life force of women. of creative
energy empowered. the knowtedge and use of which we are reclaiming in our
language, our history, our loving, our work and our Iives (p.55). She further states
that "aie erotic is the masure between our sense of s e l and the chaos of ouf

strongest feelings" (Lorde, 1984, p.54).
Feminist theraw is defined as 3 collaborative pmcess between
r

counselor and client in which both idenMy, analyze, and atternpt to rernediate the

social. cultural, and psychological bamers to m e n ' s optimal functioning, setting
as the immediate goal the alleviation of the client's personal distress and as the
long-terni goal effecting social change' (Valentich. 1986, p.265). NiCarthy,

-.

Memam and C d h a n (1984) characterize ferni-

t h e r w as having a social

analysis of mental balai problems as adaptive rather than indicators of
"sickness," helping clients to see their problems as the results of social systems
rather than individual fault and minimizing the power difference between therapist
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and client. ' How meanings are embodied, as well as how k i n g in a female body

defines any experience, is an ongoing asped of feminist therapy" (Kaschak,
1992, p. 220). For the most part these authors agree about the essence of

feminist therapy. These feminist therapists locate the source of the problern in
the interaction between the environment the woman lives in and the woman. The

problem is then understood as an adaptation to living in a female body in a

misogynist warld/environrnentlcuîture. The focus of therapy then is understanding
how the social and cultural aspects of the environment irnpad on the psychology
of the individual and making changes.

Mainstream social work grouo woS is I%haracterizedby common goals.
mutual aid, and non-synthetic group expience" (Pape118 Rothman, 1980. p.7).

Feminist arow wo* 'provides a resocialization process that gives women the
right to be nurtured as well as to nurture, which helps women distinguish between

aie personal and the political sources of their difficutties, and that empowers

women" (Burden & Gottlieb, 1987. p.37). Butler and Wintram (1991) are in
agreement with this understanding of feminist group work when they state:

'collectivity amaig women is a major tool in the process of decanstructing
rnasculinist oppression, and reconstructing an alternative, personally significant
reaiity" (p.3).
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Sexism: the belief in the inherent superiority of one sex and the right to
dominance (Lorde, 1984, p.45). Fmm this definlion of sexism one can infer that
the less desirable sex is viewed as inferior and must suknit to the superior sex.

The implicationfor identity is that the individual of the infeflor sex category would

develop an identity that is based on feelings of inferiority.
Childhood sexuJ abuse is a terni that has numerous definlions. Some of
these definitions are very broad, while othen are extremely narrow. For this study
I will be using Donaldson's (1986) dcfinition which states that childhood sexual

abuse is the violation of a child's boundaries in an asymrnetrical power

relationship in such a way that the relaüonship is sexualized.
Phenomen~l~cal
inquiw focuses on the question: 'What is the structure
and essence of this phenornenon for these peoplen(Patton, 1990, p. 69).

Delimitation and Limitations

1

i

Several fadors Iimited the facus of th& study. The first limiting factor was
the nature of the study, a Master's Thesis. Thus, the scope of the study was

controlled by constraints of time and resources. Further restrictions to extemal
validity occured because the participants were drawn from a particular agency at
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a partiwlar point in time. The seledion criteria for participation in the group also
narrowed the generalizablity of the shidy findings, in that not al1 clients of the
agency were eligible for the group. Only those who were in later stages of therapy

qualified for the group.

Limitations of th& study were a result of the design of the study and the
time and financial resources available to the reseanher. An example of a designrelated limitation was the use of purposeful sampling that did not allow for

generalization to a larger population of semal abuse survivors. Another example
of this type of limitation lay in the use of a measure that did not have

demonstrated reliability or validity. As the researcher I had multiple roles in this
study, and these d e s could have conflicted and created bias in the findings.

Another researcher related limitation was my familiarity with the client population.
Swanson (1986) recommends that the researcher be Wesh to the clinical area so
as not to contaminate her findings with her own expenence (p.69). It was possible

to counter any bias by cansulting wia, rny thesis advisor as I analyzed the data.
Another means of countering this bias included being aware of my own
assumptions about the outcornes and paying careful attention to where I might be

interpreting the data in favour of my own bias. I exerted topic control, that is put
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some structure in the interviews, because of my lack of experienœ as a research

intewiewer-A more experienced interviewer would most likely exert less topic
control and thus obtain more in-depth information (Swanson. 1986, p. 69).

The significance of this study lay in the paucity of literature that addresses
female sexuality in a cornprehensive manner. There was, for instance, little

consensus on the definition of sexuality. At times when Wrjfefs agreed on a

comprehensive definition, they defined different constmds. For instance,
Whitfield (1989) and Tyson (1994) put forth definlors that were compatible, but
disagreed on what they were defining. Tyson (1994) was defining what she called
gender identity, while Whitfield (1989) used the terni sexuality. This study

addressed and explored mcems such as differing constnicts.
A second reason for undertaking this study was to begin to fornulate an

understanding of the factors that infiuence the development of sexual identity.
1

General theories of minority identity development have not been explored to
determine whether they are groundcd in pfactiœ. This study was an opportunity
to explore any parallels in the expefiences of the m e n in the group with

existing theones of female identity development.
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This study is relevant to socail

work in that it focuses upon the construd of

sexuality, within a social wrk world view. Social work focus upon the interaction
of person, problem and environment. The shidy, in its definition of sexuality as

dependent upon context, encompessed this theoretical perspective.
A fourth reason for pmceeding wiM this study lay in the lack of measures to

study the construct of female sexuality. Many existing measures focus on

performance and orgasm, which are only small components of sexuality. These
measures run counter to the goals of feminist practice related to empowering
women and giving thern an understanding of thernselves that takes into account
the larger social framework. Thus, by beginning to explore this constnict, I hoped
to begin to develop criteria for measuring the construct.

Finally, this study has been an opportunity to integrate knowledge from
different theoretical stances. Thus, I attempted to develop hypotheses about an
integrated understanding of sexuality that are based on the experience of women
participating in the group and the Merature and research on general minority

identity formation, the eneds of trauma, and feminist therapy. In summary I
atternpted to gecierate a theory of female semal identity and detennine the
theory's consistency with a generalist social work ftamework.

The model of intervention used in this study sought to integrde a number of

theoretical models. The intervention had its foundation in generalist social work
pradice which understands th& it is the interaction between person and situation
that is the point of intervention (Anderson,1988; Johnson, 1986). This particular

intervention, a group, was an integration d mainstream social work group
practices and feminist group pradices. The intervention also attempted to
integrate theones of identity development, self and trauma with the experiences
of women in the group. This integration o c w m e d frorn a compatison of the

literature covering these various topics and testing their ffi with the experiences of
women in the group.
At another level it is impossible to talk about a rnodel of intewention, when

a theory of sexwlity ha$ not been generated. This pfesents an ethical dilemma

because an intervention that is not grwnded in a sdid ffamework may be
dangerous (Donaidson, 1986). Thus, the above-mentioned models and theory
provided some parameters for the intervention but did not pnwide a

comprehensive definition.

CHAPtER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

Thwry of the Intmmntion

mmwmnuu
The primary mode of intervention must address the issue of the context in

which development and expression of sexual identity occun. As defined earlier in

this thesis, context consists of four factors: the individual, significant others,
society and experience. Feminist therapy is a mode1of therapy that can address
these four factors.

In discussing feminist therapy as an intervention it is important 10
rernember that it is a philosophy of psychotherapy rather than a prescription of

techniques (Brown & Brodsky, 1992, p.51). Brodsky & Brown (1992) state that

mile ferninid therapists may practice in numerous modalitias, six core values
inform feminist practice. These values are as follows: 1) The need to rebalance
the construction of reality so as to include as nonnative and valued ways of king

that are inherent to king female in this cultural cwitext; 2) 'An attention to power
dynamics in the therapy relationship, with the goal of developing an egalitarian
relationship and structure"; 3) &Atheory of human behaviour that equally attends
to intrapsychic and sociallcontextual variables" 4)

relianœ on empirical data
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gathering from feminist schdarship on the psychoiogy of women and gendef; 5)
The valuing of a balance of both heaithy autonorny and relational cornpetence for

al1 adults"; and 6) The understanding of the goals of tkrapy as including both
intrapsychic change and a changed perspective of sociallailtural realities that
affect clients' lives, whatever the specifics of conte* ((Brown8 Brodsky, 1992,
pp.51-52). These six principles are an example of the match between feminist

therapy and the four elements of context of sexual identity development being
addressed in this thesis.
These principles are easily traceci in the works of numerous feminist

therapists. An example of an application of the fint principle is when Herman
(1 991) makes the observation that rape and combat are *complirnentary social

rites of initiation into the coercive violence at the foundation of aduit society"
(p.61). Kaschak (1992) in her theory of psychotherapy is clea-rlyaddressing

Brown and Brodsky's third principle when she advocates making visible the

masculine observer perspective to women as they tell their story in the therapy
process (p.214). For instance this is evident in Kaschak's work when she asks
questions such as: 'Wh& are the multiple meanings in this situation and which
ones have salience for me at Mis tirne?, What are the masculine meanings

applied to women? And Am I wing my own eyes ta see myseWT (p.214).
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Surrey's (1991) promotion of her theory of women's development is an example
of a writer that is following principle me.

While the majonty of feminist m e r s seem to agree on most of the
pnnciples as outlined by Brown and Bmdsky, there is an exception with the

second principle. The issue of m e r is not as universally agreed upon in the
literature. This second principle regarding power is difficult to compiehend and is
paradoxical. One may ask, 'how to build an egalitarian nlationship out of a
relationship that is characterized by an asymmetfical power irnbalance?'
Jordan's (1995) paradigm of feminist therapy is an example of how
feminist therapy addresses the interpersonal aspects of context of sexual identity
maintenance and expression as well as trying to address this power paradox of
Brown and Brodsky's second principle. She suggests a relational model in which
the therapist is invited to be more real, more vulnerable, more mutual than many

psychodynamic models advocate. M i l e Jordan advocates mutuality in the

therapeutic alliance she qualifies mutuality by stating "'thetherapist must assume
the responsibilw to regulate and modulate rnutuality in such a way that the

client's interests are at al1 times the core of the treatment" (Jordan, 1995, p. 262).
This notion of mutuality is the antithesis of traditional psychothefapeutic dogma
which often protects and mystifies the therapist (Jordan, 1995, p. 262). Mutuality
in this fom of feminist therapy means " therapists are challenged to stay in

connection, to stay in awareness and open to leaming in the face of their own
vulnerability and limitationsn(Jordan, 1995, p. 263). NiCarthy, et. al. (1984)
suggest that the power difference between the therapist and clients be minimized

in the feminist therapy experience. Jordan (1995) and NiCarthy et. aL(1984) when
they respectively discuss the notions of 'rnutualRy" and 'rninirnizing power

differences", are addressing the same issue, that the therapist is not to take on
the role of expert with it's acu~mpanyingpower. At the same time therapists

must remain aware of the vulnerability of their clients and should never use
clients to meet their needs. Jordan is clear about the roles of the client and

therapist in feminist therapy: 'The therapist is comrnitted to helping; the client b
comrnitted to getting helpn(Jordan, 1995, p. 266).
While NiCarthy et. al. (1984) agree wiai Jordan (1995) there is a danger in
the language that NiCarthy et. al. use, (rninirnizing power dflerences), that can be

easily rnisunderstood and cause the feminist therapist to lose sight of the role and
power differences that corne with bcing helper and helped. Brown (1988) exhorts

therapists to ainn their pawar and the ability to misuse R . B

m is M i n g in

response to the reality that lesbian feminil therapists have been exploitative and
abusive of their clients. Brown's work highlights the dangers inherent in
NiCaraiy's language. Minimizing power differences can Iead to disawning the

power that is inherent in being in the role of helper. Thus Jordan's (1995)
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constnict mutuality which is balanceci by the responsibility to ensure that the
client's interests are always aie core of tnatment seems to be a better way of
defining the feminist therapeutic alliance. In the framework of the values outlined
by Brown and Brodsky (1992) NiCarthy et. al. (19û4) only address part of the

value conceming power in the therapy relationship. NiCarthy et. al. focus on the
task of establishing an egalitarian relationship but fait to address the issue of

attending to the power inherent in the role of therapist.
Pearlman and Saakvitne (1995) suggest balance bctween mutuality and
neutrality. They define neuîrality as a 'nonjudgmental attunement, evenly
hovering attention, and acceptance of contradictory aspects of the client's self
and expetiencen(Pearlman and Saakvitne, 1995, p.51). Pearlman and Saakvitne
do not use the terni mutuality; rather they talk about being affedively present and

genuine, which seems congruent with what Jordan (1995) describes

as mutuality.

Thus the terni mutuality seems more appropriate than the terni equalitarian.

Principle six also poses a problem for practitioners: goals are cooperatively
generated behNeen therapist and client. How does this work when the client has

no interest in focusing on social change?

Braiinr and Brodsky (1992, p.

52) make

an important point when they state that feminist therapists neeâ to make their own

values explicit to their clients. This addresses part of the problem. Presumably if
the therapist gives this information such a client can chose to seek out another
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therapist. This issue becomes more problernatic when Mering no-fee service in
a feminist agency. In Winnipeg there a n very few free cwnselling services for

adult survivom of sexual abuse outside of those Mered by feminist agencies. In
the situation with WomenssPost freatment Centre, there is no other agency

rnandated ta deal with the issues of childhood sexual abuse and addiction. Thus
the therapist is faced with either letting go of her agenda of helping the client to

change the social environment or coercing the client into accepting information
and education about the need for social change. If the therapist gives up her

goals around the need to address social factors that impact on the well-being of
the client, she may feel she is helping to maintain a social system that h a n s the

client. This is a difficult c o n m with no simple answer and is probably best dealt
with on a case by case basis rather than by fomiing general niles.
The concerns about the principles of feminist therapy are serious and do
not lend aiemselves to easy answers. At bast the feminist therapist can strive to
be aware of the complexities of both power in the therapy relationship and

dinering value systems btween therapist and client. Perhaps the best way of

dealing with thase cornplex issues is to continue to be critical of one's piadice
and to continue to dialogue with M e r therapists (feminist and non-feminist) about

the ethics of that practice.
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In the instance of this intwention, feminist values were of less concem,
because the women participating in the group uuere cumnt clients of the agency.
This rneant that women who did not agree with the feminist perspective of the

agency had been referred out or chose not to continue with therapy, or chose to
overlook these values.
The balancing of poww with mutuality was an issue that neeâs to be

assessed throughout the intemention and throughout the study.
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Group work is one of the earliest interventions known to social work

i.

practice. The origin of group work in social work pradice c m .be traced back to

i.

the settlement houses in Great Britain and the Uniteci States in the early 1900's
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(Johnson, 1986). In the 1960's selfhelp groups flourished and were soon
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followed by co(1scioumssraising groups. Feminist group therapy was then

developed using the consciousness-raising groups as a model (Leman, 1987,
pp. xxiv-xxv).
The focus of the early consciwsness-raising groups was to bring wornen

together to cwnterad sexism (Leman, 1987; p. xxiv). These groups atternpted
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to empower women to challenge society rather than to assist them to adapt to the

dominant culture. The emphasis of consciousness-raising groups on societal
change over individual change is in sharp contrast to the settlement house groups
that aimed to help new immigrants adapt to the new culhrre and to cope with the

new environment (Johnson, 1986, p.32).
The major disadvantage of the early consciousness raising groups was a

tendency to concenttate on political change to the point of exclusion of personal

change as part of the healing process (Steinem. 1993 ; Kasl, 1992). The
emphasis on the political resulted in ignonng the personal, often leaving women
stuck in selfdefeating behavioun. However, an over emphasis on personal

change can resuit in women bonding together over their pathology and in 'self
blamen(Kasl, 1992). For gmups to be effective they need to focus both on
encouraging societal and individual change. This balancing of the individual

change with societal change is best articulateci by Butler and Wintram (1991)
when they state Women's groups are the basis for overcoming some of the
psychological obstacles produced by occupying a subordinate positionn(p.5).

and Disadva-s

of Giow Wo*

Given that the particular group intervention king explored in this thesis
was woman-anly and based in feminist group theory, the discussion of

advantages of gmup work must explore not only the advantages of group work in
general, but also the advantages of feminist-baseû. mmen only groups. Courtois
(1988) and Sprie (1987) outline nine benefds of group work for incesusexual

abuse survivors: 1) the idenüfication with other group members; 2) the raising of

consciousness through recognition of cornmonalities among group participants; 3)
the resolution of issues of secrecy and acknowledgement of the abuse; 4) the

development of a support network; 5) the provision of the catalyst for the
exploration of emotions and beliefs related to the abuse; 6) the provision of the
context in which beliafs and childhood messages can be challenged; 7) the
provision of the forum for expressing grief related to the abuse; 8) the opportunity
for the therapist to observe and explore client dynamics and patterns of

interaction; and 9) the provision of an environment in which new social skills can
be practised.

McEvoy (1990) identifies five advantages to group therapy for sunrivors of
sexual abuse: 1) the bnaking of isolation; 2) the experiencing of emotional
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support; 3) the development of new friendships; 4) the opporhinw to try new
skills; and 5) the opportunity to laugh and cry their way to health. Groups can also

enhance an individual's strengths (Kasl. 1992; Stafiawk. 1987). An example of
one strength that can be enhanced in a group process would be in encouraging

individuals to make changes that they migM resist making if they were on their

own. Thus. as a resul of the supports available in a group setting an individual
rnay take risks that she would not otherwise have taken. In the instance of this

sexuality group the group mernbers have the podential to support each other in
taking stances that are dissonant with the views of the dominant culture. uAta

deeper level, groups can help people develop trust and the ability to be intimate
with othersn (Kasl, 1992, p.291).

Corey and Corey (1982) suggest six risks in participating in a group: 1)
individuals rnay make themselves overly vulnerable when opening up to other
group members; 2) setfdisclosure rnay be misused or rnisunderstood by group
members or mey becomc an end in itsel rather than a means; 3) confidentiality
rnay not always be maintainecl by al1 group memben; 4) the group rnay
scapegoat one or m m memôers of the group 5) the group leader rnay lack

experience and compctenca 6) group members sometimes may experience
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significant disruption in their Iives. Starhawk (1987) states that groups can

enhance an individual's weaknesûes as well as strengths. A weakness or a
limitation that may be exacerbatecl migM be shame. An individual with a great
deal of shame may be further shamed by other group members, thus resulting in
negative viewm of the self k i n g more deeply entrenched. In the instance of the
particular group implemented as part of this thesis, the group members could
have reinforced the definition of female sexuality from the perspective of the

masculine gaze. Starhawk (1987) further states that groups can be places of
liberation or replications of oppression. Thus, groups can be places of healing or
places of destruction.
Kasl (1992) outlines eleven potentially limiting charactefistics of groups: 7 )
groups cm isolate m e m k n by discouraging outside involvement; 2) groups may
discourage access to reading material and other foms of personal growth 3)

members can be punished or discauraged when they express dissension; 4)

groups can becorne grandiose and see themselves as k i n g the only route to
healing; 5) group members cm get locked into roles; 6) grwps can fom an 'us
against them' mentality, devetoping a paranoia regarding outsiders; 7) members
can intemalize group fhetoric at the expense of indivlduality; 8) in-group jargon

rnay predorninate conversaüons;9) groups may exert undue pressure on
memôen to stay; 10) group members may use the group to mcdt sexual needs;
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and 11) the group may becorne unable to reftect on itself and may create an

unquestioning ideology.

Group work is a powefil intemention that has both strong advantages and
strong disadvantages. One of the prirnary reasons for using a group intervention
in enhancing the development of self-defined serual identity was that the group

experience has the potential to influence numemus areas of the context of sexual
identity. The group experience temporarily provideci participants with new
experiences, new relationships and a new social environment in which
exploration of sexual identity may occur. While this new context was of short
duration and thus likely to be Iess powerful than a life time of socialization, R was

believed to be likely to provide the opportunity to challenge longstanding bcliefs
and attitudes about the seif, thus leading to eventual long terni change. lt was
hoped that the gnwp mironment, experience and relationships would provide a

new reference point from which a new understanding of one's sexual s e l can be
developed.
m i l e there am numrous disadvantages to a group intervention, the
majority of these can be auintered by a highly skilled and experiemed group

facilitator. Grave ham could have arisen if the group facilitator or co-facilitaton
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lacked the necessary skills and experience to conduct a group as descrigbedin
this thesis.

e S e l Workei u gr ou^ Leader
As a social worket in this instance I had several roles. As writer of this

thesis. my role was that of researcher. I also observeci and gathered data for the
thesis study. I designed and irnpfemented the group intervention. me
combination of these roles has the potential to compromise any one or al1 of my
roles. For instance my researcher role may have been biased by the fact that I
was the same social worker that gathered data and implemented the intervention.

However the more senous compromise may be in my role as a helping
professional. This role requires that the social worker meet the needs of the client
rather than meeting the n e d s ofthe profassional (Peterson, 1992:75). Very
clearly, in the instance of the camying out of a Masters Thesis, as student

lresearcherlpradRioner I will benefii from carrying out the intewention and the
project. Thus, it is important that the client be informed of this benefit to myself
and risks ta the dient, befwe agreeing to participate in the g m p . However, even
with this knowledge, the needs of the client mwt come M o r e my own needs..

According to Peterson (1992) 1 would have k e n behaving outside of the confines

;
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of ethical practice ifI chose to exploit the client and her needs to meet the needs
of the Masters Thesis.
This caution is particulariy mie when working with a taditiocially
disempowered group and therefom ftequently exploited group such as female
sunrivors of childhood sexual abuse. Childhood sexual abuse teaches the victirn
that her needs are subordinate to those of the person with more powef (Blume,
1990). Thus the social worker as group leader must not a d in a way that re-

victimizes the clients participating in the group process. Ultimately the needs of
the researcher/social worker are second to those of the client. In my roles as
social worker and mearcher. I needed to be prepared to abandon the study if it

compromised the needs of the clients participating. Furthemiore, I needed to be
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convinced that the clients participating in the group would benefit from

participating in the study. I also had to be knowledgable of other resowces, that is
semality gmups, that were available to clients who felt that participating in a
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research group was not in their best interest.
Oonaldson and Cordes-Green (1994) state that the professional
background d the group leader should inclucle: knowledge in several theoretical
orientations including individual, family and group techniques, formal course work
in human developrnent, psychopathology, systems theory, group dynamics,
vidirnization and women's issues, knowledge regarding etiology and treatment of
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long terni effads of childhood sexual abuse and experience in working wiai other
types of groups ( p.34)- The effective therapist tends to have qualities such as

awareness of the issues facing a suwivor ofchildhood semal abuse, empathy,
the ability to set appropriate boundaries and an understanding of gender and

power issues (Donaldson and CordesGreen, 1994, p.35). Courtois (1988) wams
against group therapists who use the experïence of ninning a single group for

sexual abuse suwivors as their sole means of training to do such work (p.263).
The "incompetenUpassive needy authority figure who relies on the survivor for

assistancen( Courtois, 1988, p. 263). may resemble too closely the perpetrator of
childhood sexual abuse. Sprie (1987) suggeds th& the therapist be nurturing and

reality based rather than abstinent of emotion or aloof (p.212).

For the most part I agme with Donaldson and Cordes-Greens'

requirements regarding professional background. However as a feminist social
worker I would qualify the kmmrledge arwnd psydropathology. Because women
who have experienced violence have so often been given psychiatrie labels that
do more ham than good for the client, the worker ohould be cautiow about

applying any such labals. It is best that the sacial worker/group leaâer have an

understanding of psychopathology to undentand these label but that the worker
understand that these labels have been used to maintain social control.
'Compulsory meâical -ment,

partiarlarly if it involves (involuntary) psychiatn'c
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incarceration or abusive (prescfibed) drugging, may be a more prolonged and
insidious fom of social controi then a standard prison sentencen(Faith, 1993, p.
47-48). Faludi (1992) cites the example of the maoodiism disorder as an

example of a psychiatrie diagnosis which fails to take into consideration the
reality of the experience of battered women (p. 380). For example this diagnosis
would see wornen who remain in abusive relatîonships doing so because they
enjoyed the toment rather than seeing these women as choosing to stay in these

relationships for fear of the consequence of leaving. Faludi also cites how the
voices of feminist psychotherapists are dismissad when decisions regarding
criteria for diagnosis and labels are k i n g added to documents such as the DSM.
(Diagnostic Staüstical Manuai) when they are being compiled. Thus the group
leader must be able to critique any psychopathological labels that clients may

cany and integrate that information with the effeds of violence.
Co-leadership or CO-therapyis an aspect of group leadership that is
strongly recornmended by the literature pertaining to group wrk with sexual
abuse survivors (Donaldson 8 CordesGreen; 1994; Saxe. 1993; Courtois, 1988;

and Sprie, 1987). One ream that cdeadership is rec~mmendedis to mode1
non-competitiveness and support to group mernbers (Saxe, 1993, p. 13).
Glassman and Kates (1990) strongly emphasize that the co-therapists should not
be ranked ( p. 267). This is to say that they are of equal status and equal ability.
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A second reason for the support of ccMwapists is to provide the therapist with

mutual support in what can be extremely intense and draining work (Donaldson &
Cordes-Green. 1994; Saxe, 1993; Glassman 8 Kates, 1990; Courtois, 1988).
When discussing the social worker as group leader, a dimension that
needs to be addressed is that of the tasks or fundions of the group leader.
Dimock (1983) identifies two major fundions of the group leader: "1)helping the

group to achieve a spekific goal; and 2) helping to maintain and build the group
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itselç (p.3). Sprïe (1987) sees the therapist's firnctions as: dernonstrating a
willingness to deal with al1 aspects of abuse, k i n g a witness to the past abuses,
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attesting to the abuse and validating the sunfivor, and being a role mode1 (p.
212). DonaMson and Cordes-Green (1994) see the therapist as having four

functions: messenger, monitor, mediator, and rnember.
The following table desuibes each of Donaldson and Cordes-Green's
(1994) gmup leader hinctions:

The Messenger Fundion: The therapist is a messenger via:
Madelling: Oemonstrating helping skills, empahy and
A.

B.

boundafies
Teaching: Describing pertinent research and theory, the
rsoovery process and cuttural issues

The Monitor Function: The therapist rnonitors the gmup process by:
A.
Obsenring: Maintaining vigilance over all functions of the
group and its members
Analysing: Analysing what has been obsenred in ternis
B.
of basic belief themes of power, goodness, and
importance

The Mediator Fundion: The therapist mediates group process by:
A.
Actjng: Engaging in appropriate behaviours based on
analysis of observations
6.
~divating:Facilitating client helping behavior, actions,
problem sdving
The Membef Fundions: The therapist is a distinct member of the
group who fundions as such by:
A.
Participating: Being an acthre part of the system with
clear professional boundaries
B.
~eaming:Developing professional and personal
knowledge as a resul of padicipating in the group
pracess (p.38).

Oonaldson and Cordes-Green (1994) in their outlining of the tasks of the
group leaders, include the tasks as stated by Sprie (1987) and Dimock (1 983). In
cornparhg Spfie's fundions of the group leader wiai those of Donaldson and

Cordes-Green, it is apparent that Sptie's fall under what Donaldson and Cordes-

.
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Green describe as the messager function. particularly in the modelling task.
Donaldson and CordesGreen provide more detail to Dimock's two general
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functions. Thus, the group leader is most effective when she is able to inteprate
the four fundions as desaibed by Donaldson and Cordes-Green.

on of the G r o ~ n t e w e n t i o ~
A crucial issue in detemining the structure of a g m p is its sire. Dimock
(1986) suggests that an optimal number of members for a therapy group is

between five and ten membenr (p. 20). The agreement th& McEvoy (1990) uses
with group members States that the group w*llhave a maximum of eight
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members. Because ofthe researchorientated nature of this study, the group was
opened to ten members. As a researdrer I wanted to have a large enough sample
to be able to make some generalizations about the exparience of the group.
A second structural issue that needed to be addressecl regarding

description of the group is its duration. Courtois (1988) in her swvey of literature
regarding duration of groups for sexual abuse sunrivors found that authon
recommended between 10 and 20 sessions (p. 249). She sees groups of less
than 10 weeks as having only limited utility. Saxe (1993) outlines a twenty
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session group. Spfle (1987) outlines a 10 week group process. 00th Saxe and
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Sprie in their groups for sexual abuse sunrivors are more general in their focus
than was the group that was studied in this thesis. Handzuik (1993) in The

Women and AIDS Project at Women's Heaith Clinic (Winnipeg) developed a 10

t

week sexuality group. The group k i n g studied in Viis thesis was also 10 weeks
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in duration. The reason for the group k i n g of this duration was that less than 10
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weeks wouM not allow for the level of safety aiat was rsquind for the gmup to be
of use to the participants. The time of the year and earlier precident lead to the

group k i n g no more then ten weeks long.
A third structural issue that needed to be addressed was that of the

general format or structure of the group sessions. The structure used in this
instance followed the structure used in the sexual abuse survivors group program
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at Women's Post Treafment Centre1,from which the group was conducted. The

format follows the following outline: 1) Check In, whem the group members bflefly
report on how they are feeling and what the last week has been Iike; 2) Leftoven,

where issues, questions, or comments from previous sessions are raised and
addressed. 3) Focus on the main theme for the week, where information

pertaining to the topic is discussed and an exercise relatecl to the topic is carried
out 4) Sharing and discussion of exercises if they wem camed out individuelly or

in dyads or triads; 5) Home work, where exercises or material related to that
session's focus may be given out so that participants can continue to explore the

topic on their own; and 6) Check out, where participants discuss how they are
feeling about the session and debfief any feelings that may have been suflaced
from the session's adivities. The group was of a two and haIf houiduration with a
15 minute coffee break at mid point. This two and half hour group format is the

nomal duration of groups at Women's Post Treatment Centre. This group format
is based both on the litemtwe regarding groups for sexual abuse swivors

(Courtois. 1988; Sprie, 1987), and on feedbadc from clients that have participated
in the group pracess at Women's Post freatment Centre.

1

Women's Post Treatment Centre founded in 1985 is non-profit counselling agency
mandated to Hiork with m e n with the dual issues of unresolved childhood sexuai
abuse and diemical dependency.
The group was wnducted at this agency.
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The choice of group topics was based on their eompatibility with both the
construct of sexual identity and the research question as outlined in this thesis.

Group topics were also drawn from other sexuality groups that feminist agencies

had developed. W i i n the constNd of sexual identity, group topics explored how
family of origin, signifiant othen, society and experience, particularly
experiences of sexual abuse, impact on sexual i d e m . The group focused on
developing and leaming skills to challenge extema! definitions of sexuality and to
enhance internai definitions of sexwl identity. For a more detailed outline of the
group see Appendix One.

Separating sexual identity hwn identity is an anifidal separation. The Wo
are part of the same whole. Despite this fact and to limit the sape of this thesis,

I have chosen to separate out the constwct of sexuality. However, in order to
adequately discuss sexual idantity formation, it is important to return to the notion

of identity formation as e whole. Because wornen are the foais of this study, I
focused particularly on the literature concerning identity development in wornen.

Writers such as Gilligan (1982) argue that models presehted by Piaget, Erickson,
Freud and KoMberg use male development as the nom and judge women's

development as inferior to the male nom. This androcentric bias in many of the
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traditional psychological h
teoelfs

lead me to primanly explore feminist literature

regarding female identity development.
A review of feminist Iiterature regarding theories of women's development

suggests that self-in-relationship is one of the pMnary principles in understanding
women's development (Gilligan, 1962; Surrey, 1991; Kaschak. 1992; Rubin,

1992; Hendrickson, 1992; Gilligan and B m , 1992). This notion of serinrelationship closely resembles the premises supported by objed retations theory.
According to object relations theory, 70 understand H a t motivates people and
how they view themselves, one neeâs to understand how relationships are

intemalized and how they becorne transformed into a sense of self" (Cashdan.
1988, p.23). These relationships are not limited to those with pflrnary caregiven.

The self continues to develop through the development of relationships

throughout adolescence and adulthood (Cashdan, 1988; Gilligan and Brown,
1992; Rubin, 1992).
Not only are aspects d the mlationship intamalized by the individual but so
are societal values and norms. 'Because the self is constructeci out of
relationships mth others and therefore involves the intemalization of societal
codes and conventions, R can be considered a miniature society within the

individual" (Cashdan. 19û8, p. 49).
Women are denied and corne to deny themselves actual
confrontation and full exmence of the physical. To k a woman

means to live in a mimw worid, but not the kind of minors of which
we ordinarily speak. Perhaps a pfism w u l d serve as a m o n apt
metaphor, dividing women, like so many fkquencies of IigM, into
their component pafls. Refracted back am onfy the part and qwlities
that masculine -ety
and individual men deem important, those by
which they evaluate attractivenesr and femininity. Women's images
are nfraded bedr to them evaluated or contextualitedl Mat is,
distorted (Kaschak, 1992, p.106).
Kaschak (1 992) also sees the folowing

six oompanents as central in the

development of selfancept in women:
1) the physicalness of women's identity; 2) that the physicalness is
always evaluated; 3) that this physicalness is evaluateâ fiirst and
primanly by individual men or by the masculinist contex-as mediated
by significant othem; 4) that what is deemed pleasurable to men is
often not pleasurable to women. but hamiful, dangerous, or
diminishing; 5) that these evaluations c m change situationally with
the presenœ or the abserice of different men and temporally with the
inevitabk change in fashion; 6) that the women's intemal expecience
is secondafy and often kept invisible hwn others and eventually, as a
result, from hersalf (p. 98).
"The rost common mirror of al1 in modem society is the television set. And the

television, especially commercial advertising. is a prhary source of gender
stereotyping and of the emphasis on physical attradiveness for femalesn
(Kaschak, 1992, p.107).

Given that the development d sense of seif is ongoing throughout one's
life, a woman who has a negative self-identity can ôegin to shift that identity by

developing relationships in which she and her womanhood are valued and
affimed. Furthemore, interadion in environrnents in which misogynist and sexist
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views are deconstructed and aiallenged would result in the intemalization of

va lues that reject traditionally fragmenting societal values. Kaschak (1QQ2),for

instance, encourages teaching women to understand the perspective ffom which
they tell their life story and to recognize when that perspective is a male one that

distorts the woman's image.

In order to understand sexual identity formation in sexual abuse survivors it
is useful to examine existing paradigms of identity formation. The use of models

of identity for oppressed groups is of importance in this study. It is based in the
feminist assumption that 'patriarchy oppresses women in every sphere in

lifen(Butler8 Wintrarn, p. 8). One understanding of minority is fewer in number.
This definlion would not apply because in fact women are a majority in number.
Another way of understanding of minority is 'a part of the population diffefing from

othen (as in race or religion)" (Wooif, 1974, p. 448). In this case this population
diffen because d gendar. A m t h r way of defïning minority is a 'group that

suffers unjusttfied negatïve acts from the environment" (Margolies, Becker &

Jackson-Brewer, p. 230). At the very least sexual abuse can be viewed as an
unjustified negative ad. Therefore, I argue that the very a d of sexual abuse
would justify the use of the notion of minority group for the population in this
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study. The numemus acts ofsexism that m e n experience within our society

would justify calling wornen in general a minority group.
Four paradigms of minority identity development seem relevant to this
thesis because of their basis in the experience of oppressed groups. The first

model by Cross (as citeâ in Downing & Roush, 1985 ) is a model of Black identity
formation. Cross suggests a five stage model; pre-encounter, encounter,

immersion-emersion, intemalization and intemalizatiorrcornmitment.The p r e
encounter stage is characterized by the acceptance of oppression as if it were
justified often resutting in a negative selfancept (Downing 8 Roush, 1985: 696).
The second stage, encaunter, is one in which the individual has a profound

experience or cn'sis and then begins to understand the world in light of this new
experience (Downing & Roush, 1985: 696497). In the immersion4menion
stage the individual expetiences intolerable intensity of feelings generated frorn
the encounter experience, withdraws from the dominant culture and immerses

herihis self into the rninority subcultwe (Downing 8 Roush, 1985: 697).

Intemalization, the fourth stage is typified by the resolution of the confficts
between old and mm identities and a movement towards a non-racist perspective

(Downing & Roush, 1985: 697). The fiRh and final stage, intemalizationcornmitment is defined by the stniggle to integrate identity into action for the

beneffi of the minority comrnunity (Downing & Roush, 1985: 697).
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Downing & Roush (1985) propose a five stage theory of feminist identity
developrnent: passive acceptana, revelation. embeddedness, synthesis and
active commitment. The first stage, passive acceptance is characterized by the
acceptance of traditional sex roles, wïthan understanding of these roles as
advantageous and a view of men as superior to women ( (Downing 8 Roush,
1985. p. 698). Stage two, revelation, occurs when a series of crisis

catalyses the

individual to begin to question self and roles. At this stage dualistic thinking
occurs and men are perceived negatively (Downing & Roush, 1985, p. 698).

Embeddedness-emanation is a time when 'discovery of sisterhoodwocaim. A
dominant theme of this stage is the emphasis on connedion with other women
and with cautious interaction with men (Downing & Roush, 1985, p. 700- 701).
The fourth stage, synthesis is characterireci by the increase of valuing positive

aspects of being fernale, the ability to transcend traditional sex roles, the ability to

make choices for the self based on well-defined personal values. and the ability

to evaluate men on an individual basis (Downing & Roush, 1985, p. 702). Active
commitments, stage five, involves the translation of the newly developed identity
into meaningful and effective action.

Cass's (1979) writing about gay/lesbian identity developrnent advances a
six stage theory: identdy confusion, identity comparison, identity tolerance,
identity acceptance, identity pride, and identity synthesis. ldentity confusion
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occun when the individual receives information regarding homosexuality and
personalizes the information. This perronalization begins to challenge the
individual's identity as heterosexual (Cass, 1979, p. 222; Benon, 1990, p. 45).
ldentity cornparison occurs when the individual begins to accept the possibility
that helshe is gay/lesbian (Cass, 1979, p. 225, B e m , 1990, p. 48). Identity

tolerance is the stage at which the individual begins to think shelhe is probably
gay/lesbian and the individual begins to acknowledge the social, emotional, and
sexual needs that are part of this identii. The individual begins to experience a
heightened sense of alienation and, to cope with this feeling, begins to seek out
other gaysilesbians (Cass, 1979, p.229;Berzon, 1990, p.51). In stage four,
identity acceptance, the individual increases hislher interaction with the
gayllesbian subculture and begins to develop fnendships within that subculture.
The individual begins to view gaysllesbians more posïtively. The questions,

-

"Who am l? and VVhere do I belongr have k e n answered (Cass, 1979, p. 231

232;Berzon,1990, p. 5S54). ldentity wde occurs when the individual begins to
devalue the imporiance of heterosexuals. This is necessary in order for the
individual to cope mai the negative view of gaysllesbians in the dominant culture.
Thus, the gayllesbian perception is viewed as credible and the heterosexual view

is discounteci (Cass, 1979, p. 233; Berzon,l990, p. 54-55). The final stage,
identity synthesis, is characteritecl by the individual realizing that viewing al1
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heterosexuals as negative and al1 homosemals as positive no longer holds tnis
(Cass. 1979, p. 234; Berzon,1990, p. 55).

Kus (1986) suggests a four stage coming out process or development of a
positive gayllesbian identity. His four stages are: identification, cogniüve
changes, acceptance and action. identification cxcurs when the individual
realizes that shelhe is lesbianlgay. This period may be marl<edwith feelings of

guilt and low sen-esteern (Kus,1986, pp. 230-231). Stage hno is marked by
changing one's negative notion about homosexuality without acoepting a
gay/lesbian identity as positive (Kus, 1986, pp. 231-232). Accepta-,

stage

three, is charadenzed by the acceptance of k i n g lesbianlgay as positive (Kus,
1986, p. 233). In the fourth stage, action, the individual begins to engage in

behavioun which result from accepting the self as gayilesbian in a positive light
(Kus, 1986, p. 233).
Of the four theories, Cass's theory is the one that is based in clinical

findings (Kahn,1991). However, even that mode1 of identity development seems

be much tess lnear than it suggests. Often individuals will skip stages of Cass's
mode1 (Kahn.1991). Golden (1987) cautions that M e n awinselling women who
are in the a d of sexual selfdefinition, therapists need to be mare of the

variations in the process of identity formationn (p. 32). These models of identity
development al1focus on the development of a positive identity in a minority and
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oppressive situation. Thcy are al1 very similar in their tasks and are comparable
with each ather. Thus, I am not interesteci so much in how these models differ but

whether they are useful in understanding the m u a l identity development of

fernale sexual abuse survivors ( See Appendix Two for a cornparison of the four

models of identity development). Cass (1979) and Downing & Roush (1985) both
developed their models W h the awareness of Cross's model. Therefore, it is not

surprising that the models a n similar. The most significant dinenna beWeen
Cass's and Cross's models are that in gay/lesbian identity formation the

individual rnust first of al1 realize that helshe is gayllesbian. When one is a person
of colow there is obvious extemal evidence that one is a person of colour, being
lesbian or gay is not as evident. Thus the fimt three stages of Cass's model are
focused on the ncognlion that one is gaynesbian. However these first three

stages are much like the first stage of both Cross's and Downing 8 Roush's
models in that the rninority identity is a negative one.

Research Related to thh Population and Intervention

Rape and combat may be considered complementary social rites of

initiation into the coercive violence at the foundation of adult society ( Heman,

1992: 61). Sexual abuse is not an isolated ad; but it is a fom of social control.

Steinem (1993) describes sema1 abuse as a preverbal semal tenwism that
breaks the female spirit (p. 48). If, as Kaschak (1992) argues, female

socialization sepamtes women from their experience. then sexual abuse is one of
the most powerful means for bringing about this end. It could also be argued that
the impact of senial abuse on women and their sexuality is a desired outcorne of

normal socialization.
Finkelhor and Brome (1986) theorite that the experience of sexual abuse

can be analysed in ternis of four traurnagenic dynamics (p. 180) These dynamics.
which may ocair in response to any fom of trauma are: traumatic sexualization,

stigmatization, betrayal, and powerlessness.

Traumatic senialization has the following impact on one who experiences
childhood sexual abuse:

namics: Child rewarded for sexual behaviow inappropriate to
developmantal level, oftender exchanges attention and affection for
sex, sexual part of chilci fetished. offender ttansmits misconceptions
about sexual behaviour and sexual morality, conditiming of sexual
adivity with negative ernotkms and mernories; m
liqpaa:
imased selienoe in semal issues, cdbsion about sexual identity,
confusion about sexual m s . oonfusion of se%with love and car*
g a n g and caregiving, mgative associations to semal activities
and amusal sensations, aversion to suc or intimacy; -viourg#l
ions: semal preocaipations and compuÏsive sema\
behaviours, pfecdclfeCdClous senial adivity, aggressive sexual behaviour,
promiscuity, prostitution, senial dysfunction: flashbacks, dimcuJties

in amusal, orgasm, avoidance of or phobic nadion to sexual
intimacy, inappropriate sexualization of pamnting (Finkelhor and
Browne, 1986, p. 186).

[

1

Heman (1992), in her discussion of Complex Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder,
uses a chart that includes seven diagnostic criteria. Of partiailar interest are item
2, 'altemation in affect regulation, including compulsive or extrernely inhibited

sexuality (may altemate)", item 4. 'aitemations in seif perceptionnand item 6.
"altemation in relations with othars" ( p. 121). Briere (1989) cites adversiality as
one of the effeds of semal abuse, a perspective which 'assumes that love,

caring, physical goods or attention are available only to the survivor if she trades

sex for themn( p. 22). Negative setf-evaluation is anather effect of sexual abuse
(Briere, 1989, p. 12-14). With depressing fegularity, m e n who have been

t

sexually abused refer to thernselves as bitches, witches and whores (Heman,

!

1981,97). The secrecy that Men surmunds sexual abuse also leaves the vidim

I

P
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of sexual abuse believing that she is a CO-conspirator.(Mere, 1989). Courtois
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(1993) identifies semal effeds as one of seven categofles of aftereffeds of

sexual abuse. Maitze (1987) identifies three categories of sexual eflects: sexual
emergence, sexual Orjentation and pfennce, and general problems in sexual
functioning, induding sexual amusal, response, and satisfaction. Sexual
dysfunction and sexual pmblems are frequent Mer-effeds of childhood sexual
abuse ( Runtz and Briera, 1986; Lew, 1989; Bachrnann, Moeller & Bennet, 1988;

Dolan, 1991; Wind and Silvem, 1992).
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Child semal abuse also impacts negatively on inner state regulation and
interferes with the development of inner reprssentstom that allow the child to s e l
comfort ( Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995; Heman. 1992). lnner state regulation is

an important factor that influences the development and expression of sexuality
(Whitfield, 1989).

Pearlman and Saakvitne (1995) state that responses to sexual abuse result
in changes to the individual's: 1) frame of reference, which indudes: world view,
identity and spirituality, 2) capacity to modulate affect and maintain ôenevolent

inner connection with self and othem, 3) ability to meet her psychological meds
in mature ways, 4) central psychological needs, which are refleded in disrupted

cognitive sdiema, and 5) rnemory system, including sensory experiences (p. 6061). All of these changes in the individual are likely to impact on sexuality either

directly or indirectly. It would be impossible for instanœ for changes to occur in
identity without impading on sexual identity.

Just as it is important to undentand how sexual abuse impacts on the

victirn, so it is equally important to undentand M a t fadom facilitate trauma
resolution. JanotT-Bulman (1992) states that three factors are significant in the
trauma resolution process: '1 ) the viaims ability to tolerate arousal and
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distressing emotions; 2) the vidims ability to creatively rework and reappraise the
powerful new 'data' and 3) the support of close, caring othersn( p.172). Niesen
(1993) asserts that healing from sexuallphysical abuse and cultural victimization

requires thrae tasks: keaking the silence, establishing perpctrator responsibility
and reclaiming personal powar. Thus, we need to consider that trauma occurs as

a result of acts of individual violence but also as a result of systemic cultural

violence. Racism, sexism and heterosexism are acts that are not only
perpetuated by individuals but also by institutions and society at large.
I have already established that trauma impacts negatively on sexuality and

identity. Presumably, the resolution of trauma will result in shifts in sexuality and
identity. Therefore, a group intervention focusing on issues of sexual identity

should take into consideration trauma theory in the development of the group
structure and in understanding the tasks that need to be accomplished by group
members in the gmup pfocess.

A number d authors speak to the impact of culture on sexuality ( Folwkes,
1994, Kaschak, 1992, Lorde, 1984). 'it is the Amencan way to treat adult intimacy

as synonymous with mamage, and mamage, in tum, as synonymous with

sexuality" (Fowlkes, 1994, p. 151). 'Women tend not to seek sex for its own sake,
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and far more than men, they estsblish their sexuality through a relationshipw

(Fowlkes. 1994, p. 167). For women emdional attraction is the catalyst for
physical attraction (Fowlkes, 1994, p. 168). 'lt is not easy for a woman to see
herself or to see for herseIf wÎth her own eyesn(Kaschak.1992, p. 1OO). The

female "body becomes a product to be manipulateci and exhibited to its best
advantage rather than a living apparatus to be developed and experienced hrlly"

(Kaschak. 1992. p. 112). "Women's experience of self is splintered in the same
way that women's bodies are divided by the sexist gaze. This splintered

experience is embedded in women's sexuality" (Kaschak, 1992, p. 113).

"In order to perpetuate itself, every oppression must compt or distort those

various sources of power within the culture of the oppressed that can provide
energy for change" (Lorde, 1984, p. 53). The poww that Lorde refers to is the
erotic. She states that within Western Society we have k e n taught to suspect,

vilify, abuse and devalue this resoures.
The abovequoted aulhorî point to the impact that culture has on sexwlity.

Culture is a mimx refleding a distofted image of wman to women. The
experieme of not k i n g valued, sexism, in ow cuitwe f m s part of the basis of

women's sexual identity. Earlier in the discussion of self theory it was established
that culture impacts on identity formation. Thus it is important to understand that
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the cultural rnirror through which wornen corne to know themselves is one in
which the image is negative and distorted.

Niesen (1993) furthemore articulates a notion of cultural victimization.

While he is addressing heterosexism in particular, it is reasonable to assume that
al1 foms of cultural victimization impact on individuals in similar ways. Thus, I will
assume that sexism impacts on the individual and her identity formation in ways

that are similar to heterosexism. Niesen (1993) suggests tM the impact of
cultural victimization is quivalent to the impact of sexual or physical abuse. He
identifies three particular Mects that resuît fom cubral vidimization: blarne of
self for causing the vidimization; shamehegative self concept and anger directed
at self (Niesen, 1993, p. 53).

Not only does ouf culture support sexism; but it perpetuates violence

against women and children and a lack of support for victims (Pearlman &
Saakvitne, 1995, p. 60).Furthermore, contemporary North American society has

a tradition of victim blaming (Pearlman 8 Saakvitne, 1995, p. 59). As I noted
earlier when disawsing identity fomiation. the individual's sense of s e l is not only
canstnicted from the intemalization of nlationships with othen but also from the
intemalization of societal values and noms. mus,the sexual abuse vidim is
likely to intemalize societal values that intensify seif blame, glorify violence, and

condone misogyny.

CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY

Assumption and Rationak for a Qualitrtîve Design
To understand whdher or not quantitative or qualitative research designs
are appropriate for a study, it is important to understand how they differ.

Discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of each design rquires that
one understand the goal. purpose, and foais of the study question. A match

between the dimension of the study and the dimension of the research design are
most likely to yield the most desirable resutts. The level of knowledge about a
given subject detemines the level of research design that is appropriate for
studying that subjed. An explanatory design is appropriate for a situation in which

there is a substantial body of research finding about the given subject. Whereas.
when Iittle is known abait a field of study, an exploratory research design is best
used (Grinnela Stotnem. 1988 p. 220). Frankel(1994) outlines and compares
eigM dimension of these hivo appaches to research (p.6):

Dimension

Qualitaüve
positivism, logical
ernpiricism

phenomenology, social
exploration

Goal

--

discovery and
development of theory
Design

approximation to
contexhraIly-corrtroIled
expari-mentafion

constnias explicated by
theory (hypothesis-

description of process
and subjective
understanding of actors.

testing)
Measurement

approximation to
objective, noMeadive
standardized
masurement in physical
sciences

flexible strategies to
detemine frames of
reference of situational
adors, and relevant
social process.

Application

bmad generalization
thrwgh probability
sampling (extensivity)
an* npeated
fepiication

in-depth understanding
thmugh purposive
sampling of focal cases
(intensivity)

Analysis

test hypothesis

indudive development of
contextuaIly based
üieory and meaning.

Thus. as well as the body of knowledge gathered regarding a subjed or
field, factors such as the availability of standardized measures, and the possibility

t
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of application of an experimental design determine whether a qualitative or

quantitative design is appropriate for a given subject or field of study.
The epistemology, goals, focus and uther aspeds of this study made it

better suited to a qualitative design rather than a quantitative design. The lack of

material on this particular topic area and the lack of appropriate quantitative
measures make a qualitative approach more appropriate to this research
situation. However, quantitative instruments were used as secondary measures
to support the fïndings of the qualitative data. These quantitative instruments
were not useâ to measure sexuality directly but to measure factors which may

influence sexuality.

The Research Design
The research design best suited to the quantitative portion of this study was
the single system design. Several limitations of the randomized or experimental

control design made it unsuitable for use in this research projed. The most

1

r

î

l

compelling limitations am: that the experimental design is W h costly and time

1

consuming, it is mt fniiMiI in the eaily stages of pmgrarn development, the
burden of generalizing findings to othcr populations and the ethical and pradical
concems regarding randomization (Rossi 8 Freernan, 1988 ).The research
question dealt with in this study was exploratory and based on an understanding
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of subjectivity. An objective stance in this study was likely to reinforce a

fragmented understanding of sexuality. Iwas intemsted in the subjective
experiences of the study participants. thus it would have k e n contradictory to

use a research design that is based in objadivity. Generalizing the findings from
this study was not appropriate because random sampling had not occurred and

the sample was too small to yield findings that could be applied to other

populations. Thus, it was not appropriate for a group expen'mental design.
Constraints of the study also made the single system design preferable to an
experimental design. Experimental designs require bath an experimental and

,

I

i

coMrol group (Bloom and Fisher, 1982). This study had only one group. The

F..

l-

a

number of available participants also mades the single system design the optimal
design for this study. Another fador that mades the AB follow up design desirable

1'

1.

is the amount of data that was gathered. A more cornplex design would have

f

made organizing and analyzing the data unwieldy for the purposes of a Mastem

k-

t

i

I

i

Thesis.

Measurement occuned at pre and post intervention and follow up design.

1

making this an ABC design. A marks the baseline pNod prior to intewention and
B is the period of time aRer the intervention occurs and C marks the follow up

period after intervention has been wiaidmwn (Nelsen, 1988, p.367). The A pend
had a maximum of four data points a week apart from each other; and the B
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phase had a maximum of nine data points at one week intenrals. The C follow
up phase had a maximum of fwe data points at one week intervals.
The AB follow up design was preferable to the ABA because the influence
of the intenrention was likely to be seen even after the intervention is removed. A

serious limitation regarûing the ABA design in this particular study is that cany
over was expected. That is to Say, the change that occurred as a result of the

intervention was expeded to last beyond the intervention pend. Generally the A,
i:

1

phases assumes a return to the same state as the prc-intervention stage (Bloom,

Fischer, & Orme, 1995). In this study, as in most therapeutic interventions, the

hoped for outcorne was long-terni change, thus withdrawal of the intewention was
not likely to result in a retum to the baseline state. Another factor that could not
be controlled was participants in the gmup maintaining relationships beyond the

group intervention. These relationships wouM have confounded the A, phase of
the research design.

The multiple baseline design is problematic in that group participants

needed to start aie g m p intervention at the same time, so that safety and
cohesion cuuld ocair. Starting different members at different t i m s would, in
effect, have meant the fonriation of a new group each tim a member was added.
Sexuality is an intimate topic which muires time for building safety and
relationships. A multiple baseline design w l d have been disniptive of the gmup
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process. Given the limitations presented by the nature of the intervention a more
appropriate design in this instance was the ABC follow up design.
In summary the design best suited for this study was a AB longitudinal

senes of case studies. An experimental group could have intefieml with aie
nomal duration of treatment at Women's Post Treatrnerit Centre. The nature of
the intervention made a multiple base Iine design inappropriate.

Purposeful sampling was used to select the group of women who

b

participated in this study conceming women's sexuality. A non-random sampling

procedure is usually used when the expense d conducting a probability sample
would be too gmat or where less than precise representatian is justifiable
(Seaberg, 1988, p. 251). Using these two general criteria for utilizing non-

probability sampling. ranâom sampling for this study was not possible for

1-

numerus rasons. Fint, ttte sampling procedure was lirnited by the population

\

being explorad. The population k i n g explored was women who are survivon of

i

b
1

childhood semial abuse and have received couiselling at Women's Post
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Treatment Centre. This agency was relatively small and the number of women

available to participate in the study at a particular point in time was very small.
A second limiting factor was related to the requirement for a therapist's

referral to the group. Participation in the group occurred through a process of
therapist referral. Therapist referral was essential because it was a means of

screening out participants that were not be suiteâ for the intervention. In order to
ensure therapist participation the study had to demonstrate a clinically justifiable

means of screening. Random seledion was likely to be seen by dinicians as an
l

k

r

unacceptable screcrning criterion.

L

1

A third factor limiting sampling design choice was the requirwnent that

5E

screening occur in order for women to participate in the group study. The

f

intervention requires that rigid screening occur so as to ensure the effectiveness

i

i1.

of the intervention. The intervention was to pnnride service as well as to provide

t.-

knowledge about social work practice. In order to prwide the best possible

1:

service scfeening needed to occur. Thus, even if random seledion was possible,

!

1
1;

l,
;1

a woman could be exdudexi becawe d the rigows of the screening instrument.
A fourth limiting factor is the nature of the study. This study was part of a

thesis for an M.S.W. fhus, the scope of the study was constraincd by available
resources and time. Furthemore, a sampling frame for al1 sexual abuse swvivors
was not available. The final IirnHing factor with regard to the nature of the study
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lay in the fad that this was an inductive, exploratory study to define constructs

and the relationships among them.

The screening mechanism for inclusion into the study was the foundation of
the criterion sampling process. One of the foremost saeening criteria was

participation in an early senial abuse survivors group. &Adiscussion on the
technical aspects of sexuality, is gencrally not appropriate for a beginning group,
for at this stage of healing, sexuality and intimacy are often confuseci because of
the early experience of incest" (Saxe, 1993, p. 162). General indicators that

counter-indicate participation in a group include: acute psychosis, active
hornicidal or suicida1 behaviour, severe substance abuse, lack of motivation to
change, dread of self-disclosure, a high degree of denial, paranoid, sociopathic,
and strongly narcissistic or bordedine personalities (Courtois, 1988, p. 254).

Courtois (1988) also suggests the following screening critena for individuals
participating in gmups for sexual abuse survivors. The group participant must be
able to tolerate the intepersonal demands of group participation. Group
participation is not appropriate for individuals who are unable to control strong
impulsive or aggressive tendencies or behaviours or who cannot tolerate the

painhl feelings arising during group sessions. Motivation and goals for group
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involvement a n also important to assess for in prospective group membs. The

individual wishing to participate in the group should fundion well on a day-to-day
basis and not be in personal ciisis when she joins the group. men concurrent

individual treatment is a recornrnended aitcrion for participation in an incest
group.
A final screening criterion for participation was one that resulted from the
group king held in a particular agency, Women's Post Treatment Centre.

Participants of the grwp consisted of cunent clients at the Women's Post
Treatrnent Centre. A lengthy waiting list for service at Women's Post Treatment
Centre works as a screening mechanism. Individuals who are financially able to
pay for service may screen themselves out because they chaose to go elsewhere
rather than wait many months for counselling. (See Appendix Three for the screen
tool .)

Reuuitment into the study was a serious etnical concem because I was a
clinician at the agbncy in which the study was taking place. The ethical concem

was that I could coerœ clients from rny caseload into participating in the study.
Therefore, in this study the m i t m e n t was irnplemented by the group CO-

facilitator who did rot conduct the study. Furthemore,to pfoted the n'gMs of the
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client any referral to the group was reviewed by the clinicat tearn at Women's
Post Treatment Centre. This consuitation occurred before the client was

approached regarding the study. In summary, the m i t m e n t process proceeded

after a referai was made to the clinical team and assessed. The referral was then
passed on to the recniiter. Once the m i t e r had approached the client, a letter

(Appendix Four) descn'bing the study and a consent fom (Appendix Five) was
sent to the client. The recruiter reviewed the consent with the client. If a client
decided that she wanted to participate in the group, but not the study, she was
allowed to do so.

cilption of the Powktion B
e
mStydied.
The population studieâ was a sample of women in the later sages of the

therapeutic process at Women's Post Treatment Centre. The women in this

population differ from other semal abuse survivcws in that they al1 have some
involvement with addidion issues. This is due to the fact that the mandate of
Women's Post Treatment Centre requires that in order to be eligible for the
service clients must be expen'encing the duat issues of unresolveâ childhood
sexual abuse and addiction. Addidion issues are defincd broadly in the agency to

mean that the woman sees herseif as having an addiction proMem or has
received treatment for her awn addiction or she has been Mected by the
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addiction of either a member of her family of origin or a partner. m i l e there is a
high prevalence of addiction among senial abuse survivors, not al1 have

addiction issues. Thus, the prevalence of addidion issues of 100% in the client
population at Women's Post Treatment is not representative of al1 sexual abuse

Another way that the population at Wornen's Post Treatrnent Centre differs

from other populations of semal abuse survivors is in tenns of its economic
status. The long waithg list oRcn rneans that m e n who are financially able to
r

obtain treatment elsewhere earlier do so. The result of this factor is that the
L

f.

1

1
i
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t

women who remah on the long waiting Iist &en do not have the ewnomic
resources to seek help elsewhere. mus, the mean income of semal abuse

survivors at Women's Post Treatment Centre is likely lower than in the general
population.
A third factor mat dikrentiates clients at Women's Post Treatment Centre

i
r1

that has occuned p r i ï to women coming into the program. This population has

ii

engaged in high levels of help seeking. Furthemore, the prionty given to those

E

from other populations of senial abuse sunrivon is the degree of help seeking

I

I.

referred to the agency ftom tha Addidion Foundation of Manitoba means that a
least 20% of the worncn have reœived fornial addiction treatment. This differs

from other populations in that survivon generally may not have received prior

addiction treatment.

Data Gaaiering

Advantages of qualitative methodology include the flexibility of this
paradigm. It considers the context of the research problem. The influence and

perspective of the mearchet are acknwledged; and gender can be recognized
as an organizing feature in the Iives of clients (Heinonen, 1995, p. 14). Qualitative

!

I

methods are useful in gathering information in fields in which we have Iittle

I

knowledge, relatively low levels of conceptualization and rudimentary theory

t

r

t

building (Epstien, 1988, p.195).

i'

1

cannot be generdized to the general public (Heimnen; 1995; Jayaratyne and

t
i

A comrnon critique of qualitative researdi is that it lacks objectivity and

'

Stewart;1991). Qualitative research, particularly when camed out by feminists, is
often regarded as pditically motivated, biased, subjective, and advocating
change (Jayaratyne and Stewart,1991, p. 90).

MmQmim
Quantitative methoâs cumntly tend to be more available to social workers
than are qualitative methods (Epstein, 1988. p. 193).This methodology can be
used to change political opinion because of the value given to research that is

apparent1y objective. F u r a i a m , this methoci of research can provide.statistical
evidence that validates the feminist theory ( Jayaratyne and Stewart, 1991, p.
100). The scientific rigour of quantitative research means generalization is

possible (Frankel. 1994). Quantitative meaiods can establish cause and effect
(Epstein, 1988, p.195).

Ferninist cfiticim of traditional research commonly associated with
quantitative appmaches cites several problems with this type of research.

Jayaratyne and Stewart (1991) raise seven uiticisms: 1) the selection of sexist
and elitist research topics; 2) biascd rssearch designs, including selection of only

male subjects; 3) an exploitative relationship bbtween the reseanher and the
subject and m i n research teams; 4) the illusion of objedivity associated with
the positivist approach; 5) the simplistic and superficial nature of quantitative
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data; 6) irnproper interpretationand over generalization of findings, including
using person-blame explanations and the application to women of findings testeâ
exclusively on male subjeds; and 7) inadequate dissemination and utilization (p.
86). Some researchers view quantitative reseafch as dehumanking and violating

the integrity of life (Kotre, 1984, p. 3)

Summrrv
While there are strong advantages and disadvantages for both qualitative
and quantitative data gathering, in this study qualitative data gathering was the
most compatible with the questions being asked. Furthemore, in this instance
depth of data gatheml was more desirable then breadth. Despite an abundance

of writing in the area of sexuality, there are no emmpassing theories of

sexuality. Data gathering occurred in a way that infornation ptaining to the

research questions can be assembled and a theory indudively developed. A

qualitative design was also prefmble because I am interesteci in the process of
meaning making. This was to say that a hoped for outcorne fram participation in
the study was a new undemtanding of sexuality by the participants. Existing

quantitative rnethods of data gathering would have failed to gather the type of
information desired in this study. In fad, as I stated eariier, existing quantitative
measures would have reinforced a restricted view of semiality, thus preventing
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me from obtaining an understanding of participants' experience of their sexuality.
In most instances quantitative measwes would bias the study. The exception

was the one standardized measure that was used to tfiangulate the data gathered
via qualitative means.

mJmm4
The primary questions Ming explored and measured in this study were: In

their own view how did participants define their sexualw; What factors
influenced sexual identw?; Were there any shifts in understanding of sexuality

before and after the group intervention?; If shifts occurred were they compatible

with existing paradigrns of minority identity development?

Given that them are no standardized quantitative measures which
adeguately measus the construds being explored in this study and that many of
these existing measures reinforced societal beliefs and values about sexuality,

quantitative measures did not seern to be suited to this particulsr study. The
measure that best suited the neeâs of this shidy was a qualitative measure in the
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form of an indepth. semi-structurecl fomal openandeci interview. One major

advantage of this form of measwement was that Ï t was a useful means of
gathering large amounts of data quickly (Marshall 8 R o m a n , 1995, p. 80).
Significant disadvantages of this type of rneasurement wwe that it relied on high
levels of co-operation of subjeds and personal interaction with the researcher
could influence the data that was gathered. Another fador infîuencing the quality

of data k i n g gathered in the indepth interview was the means of recording and

rnanaging the data (Marshall and Rossman, 1995. p. 109). In this thesis, It was
I
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endeavoured to record data from intewiews in two ways: written and through

audio-tape records. The audio-tapes of the intenriews were transwïbed.

Transcribing of the audio tapes fundioned not only as a means of gathefing data
but also as a check against interviewer bias. f o pmed the confidentiality of

participants, these audio-tapes were destroyed when the final report was written.
Audio-taping ocairred only with m e n , infomed consent. Transcription

of the

1-.

I

1-

data was camed out by the researcher with the help of voicc didation software.
However, should transcription have needed to be cam'ed out by another party, the
transcriber would then have been required to sign a dedaration of confidentiality.
There were three points at which open-ended interviews occurred. In some

instances the same question was asked al1 three times, to compare any changes
that may have occuned in the answers (see Appendix Six). A major theme

exploreci in the opan-ended interviews was identifying significant experiences that
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might have influenced the understanding of sexwlity. These questions were
intended to measure the variables pertaining to salient fadors that influenced

sexual identity. This subset of items induded questions such as: 1)What has
infiuenced your sexuality? 2) If Iwere completely fiee of mother's sexual

influence.. .? 3)lf I were completely free of fathsr's semal influence.. .? 4) The
message I most rernember about sexuality is...? 5) The diurchlsynagogue taught
me that sexuality was.. .'6) What is one belief that you have that you feel gets in

the way of expressing your deepest sexual self?; and 7) What belief do you have

1
5

1

that helps you to express your deepest sexual self? (Brandon,1985, p.323). In this
subset of questions, question five was asked only in the first interview. Question
five deals only with a past influence. While it is important to know if this was an

influence on the individual, I did not expect religious teachings about sexuality to
change significantly. Questions one through four, six and seven were asked in al1

F:
1

three interviews. These questions were asked al1three times because change

i

was likely to accur in the answers through the three points in which they are

tr
F,

I

r

asked.
A second set of interview themes was focuseâ on how individual

participants defined sexuality. The accompanying set of items asked questions
such as: 8) How would you describe yourself as a sexual king? 9)What words or

feelings corne to mind M e n you think of the word sexuality3; 1O)Womanfor me
is...? ; Man for me is...? and 11) Is there- a respect in which your sexuality
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expresses your deepest self? (Brandon, 19û5, p. 323). Questions eigM through
eleven were asked at al1three levels of intewiewing.
A third set of questions was asked only et the second and third levels of

interviews. These questions includeâ the following: 12) Has the way you

understand yourseîf as a sexuel k i n g changed since yoo began the group?; 13)
If there have k e n changes what are they?; 14) Are there particular aspects of the

group that helped you to make those changes?

A third means of measun'ng change in group was by audio-recording and

f

i

transcribing group sessions. This method of observation provided a greater

i

degree of objedivity than the researcheritherapist observations alone. It may.

I

however have proved to be problernatic due to ethical concems. Participants may

f

have been reludant to agrm to such a fom of measurernent because of

t
t

-

t

1:

concerns about Confidentiality. It was of extreme importance that written infomied

S.k

consent be obtaimd from each participant. The audio-tapes from group sessions

:

were transcribed

f

F-'
!

in a manner which protected prïvacy. Voiœs of participants may

have led to participants k i n g recognized. After the transcription of the audio
tapes occurred, they were destmyed.
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The data was used to gather information about whether or not women's

understanding of sexuality changed throughout the g m p process. The data fmm
each session was seamhed for themes and compared with following group to

see if there wen any changes in themes as the group progresses. The method
most appropriate for the analysis of this data would be the constant comparative
method (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). This type of analysis occuned in four stages:
1) cornparing incidents applicable to each category, 2) integfating categories and

their properties. 3) delirniting the theory, and 4) wnting the theory (Glaser &

f

Strauss, 1967, p. 165). The check-in and check out periods of the group sessions

t

were of particular interest because these were the least diredeci part of the group

f

f

if.
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program. The group exercises were didated by the group leaders and the

literature on sexuality. Thw, this section of the gmup session may not be as
accurate a portrayal of the voices of the participants as the check in and check
out periods of the group sessions.
I also uscd this data to see if any change that ocarrred correlatecl with

phases of identity development in rninority populations. fhus. this partiailar set

t

of data was revieweâ with the themes as outlined by paradigms of identity

1

development.

ii

The third measure that was u W was a client satisfadion fom and was
only administemcl as a post treatment measure. The measure used was one that

has been developed at Womcn's Post Treatment Centre (Appendix Six). This

rneasure was not stanâardized. Thus. it had Iimited value as a research tool. Its
main value was in providing group members a means of refiecting on their group
experience and giving them a means to voice their opinions about what was

helpful and what was not with respect to the gmup. Rather, the tod had more

L

i

value as a means to provide client driven feedback about strengths and

)

weaknesses and therefore to mate groups that are more responsive to the

i

5

needs of the client population. This taol. because it had some open-ended
questions, provided some qualitative data about the group experience. It was a
requirement of Wornen's Post freatment Centre that this feedback form be

1

administered to al1 group participants.

Because of conams of lack of validity and reliability Iused a second

F

j

i

standardized dient satisfaction tool. The Client Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSQ8) is a brief, highly reliable and valid instrument that has been used on numerous

populations that included both genders, several racial groupings, and variations
on several demogmphic variables. In several studies the alphas have ranged
from .86 to -94,
M i c h indicates excellent intemal consistency. (See Appendix
Seven.) Scores on the CSQ-8-haveôeen show to correlate with clients' ratings
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of global improvement and symptomatofogyand therapist ratings of client

progress and likeability. There was no evidence available regarding test-retest

correlations. The CSQ-O is available fiam Dr. C. Clifforcl Attkisson (Conrxan &
Fischer, 1987, pp. 120-121). This measure. Iike the Client Feedback fom for

Wornen's Post Treatment, was administereâ only once at the end of the group
sessions.

e Bdef Fear of N w e EvaIuatio~~
Scala

I

l

The Brief Fear of Negative Evaluation Scale or the Brief FNE is a 12 item

1.

i

scale in which subjects use a five point response format to indicate how

BI.

characteristic each mement is of them (Leary, 1983, p. 372) (See Appendix

b

!

l

EigM). The s a l e labels are: 'not at all'; 'sligMly'; 'moderately'; 'very' and

2

'extremely'. The Bnef FNE has b e n found to have high inter-item reliability with a

!-

I

t

F:

Cronbach's alpha of -90(Leary, 1983. p. 374). me Brief FNE has been show to

i

C

I-

have a high correlation wÏth the FNE developed by Watson and Friend (Segal

f

and Figley, 1985, p. 242). Convergent validity of the FNE has been demonstrated
by Watson and Friend shomng that the scale has signnicant correlations with

measures of similar cansbuds (Segal and Figley, 1985, p: 242). Like the FNE,
the Brief FNE has been shown to have signifiant correlations with measwes like

the Social Avoidance and Distress Scale and aie InteractionAnxiousness Scale
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(Leary, 1983, p. 272). A shortcoming of the FNE, addressed by the Brief FNE, is
that users find the scale too long, men taxing the patience and endurance of

subjects answering the sale ( Leary, 1983, p. 272). Subjeds in this thesis
underwent time consuming indepth interviews. Therefore, R was important that
the Brief FNE be used because of Ws brevity. This masure was available in

journal articles (Corcoran and Fischer, 1987, p. 154)
As nded earlier, Kaschak (1992, p.106) argues that a central component of

women's self-concept is the experience of their physicalness being evaluated by

men. The Bnef FNE measures the impact that other's negative evaluation has on
an individual, which may make the Brief FNE compatible with the theory put forth
by Kaschak. There were some limitations of this measure as an indicetor of

Kaschak's theory. The measure did not directly evaluate physicalness or the

impact of evaluation by a masculine perspective. However it had value in that it

measured the impact of others' evaluations. The higher the score on the Brief
FNE the more concemed the individual is with the other person's negative

evaluation (Leary, 1983. p. 272). The more concemed one is with other person's
evaluations the lem one is likely to be concerned with their own evaluation or as
Kaschak (1992, p. 98) states, the more invisible a wornan's interna1 evaluation

becomes. While the Bnef FNE has not been used with sexual abuse survivors, it
has been used with women who had bulemia. Segal and Figley (1985) found that

a t test revealed that bulemics scored significantly (6158I= 2.68, pç.01) higher on

the FNE than did nomal eaters (p.242). Heman (1992) states that many

survivors develop eating disordes among other bodily distress syrnptoms (p.
108). Thus, the population studied by Segal and Figley (1985) may have

sirnilarities to the population shidied in this thesis.

In-depth
Interviews

#

Pre

Pa

3 month
follow up

X

X

X

audio taping
of group

X

weekly

X

sessions
-

satisfaction of

- -

X

treatrnent
BFE

X

X

X

X

The BFE was administered at weekly intervals. In the pre-test period, it

was administered a maximum of four times. While R would have been prefetable
that more baseline data be gathered, a compromise had to be made between the
4

needs of the host agency and the point at which the necessary preparation for the

study was completed. During the course of the group, the BFE was administered
prior to group members checking in at the beginning of the session. The BFE was
be administered for four w e e k s prior to and during the follow up group session.
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This was Iimitedto fnrb data points because of the anticipateci dimailty of insunng
that the study participants would take the time to fiIl out the questionnaire on a

weekly basis after the temination of the group.
The in-depth interviews had some common questions as mIIas questions
that are appropriate for each point in the study. Thur, questions prior to the group

focused on those influencing expen'ences that are likely remain the same.

Questions dealing with the influence of group were asked during the second and
third interviews. these three levels of interviews concurreâ with the research

design that was implemented. Therdon, the first interview ocairred during the A

phase. The second interview occurred during the B. phase. The third interview
occurred dunng the follow up phase.

Ethical Issues
A sound qualitative research design requires the consideration of ethical

issues that may arise through the application of the design (Marshall 8 Rossman.
1995, p. 8). Gilchn'st and Schinke (1988) propose six guidelines for insuring

ethical research pradice for social worlcers: 1) the social worker should carefully
consider the conseQuencesfor research participants; 2) consent should be

ascertaincd from the subjeds; 3) the social worker should ensun that the
subjects are pTOfected fram undue or unnecessary physical or mental hami; 4)

cases should only be discussed with persons directly and professionally
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connecteci with those cases; 5) information gathered about subjeds in the study
is treated with careful attention to confidentiality; and 6) the social worker should
be careful to only take cfedit for work done in connedion wiai scholarly and

research endeavours and credit contributions made by others (p. 67). Marshall

-

and Rossman 1995) cite one further area of ethical sensitivity reciprocity (p.
71). According to these authors recipr~ity

Mers to the researcher's

indebtedness to the research subjeds. The researcher needs to be sensitive to
the reality that research subjeds give much of themselves and that the

researcher is obligated to repay this generosity within the constraints of research
and personal ethics, and within the constraints of the role of researcher. Patton
(1 990) suggests airee further ethical issues that need to be addressed with

regard to interviewing: data ownership, intewiewer mental health and advice.

This study addressecl the ethical concems raised above. Conceming the
first guideline outlined by Gilchrist and Schinke regarding consequences to the
research subjects, both data gathering and the intervention testcd were more
likely to benefit participants than to do ham. The subjeds that participated in the
study were in the later stages of the healing process, and thus had many intemal

and extemal resources in place should distress adse from the change pmess.
Since change was expeded as a resuît of the intevention, the participants were

likely to experience the stresses that oRen accompany change. In the process of
screening for participation in the study, therapists at Women's Post f reatment
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Centre, as well as myseif, explored extemal supports available to the

participants. The CO-facilitator,Noma, and I also made ourselves available for
debriefing any stress that was a fesul of the change process. Part of the

intervention incfuded a discussion about the impact of change. Furthemore,
items in the in-âepth interviews were reviewed to ensure that no ham ensued

from the asking of the questions. The questions may have been of benefit to the

clients in th& they may have leâ to insight about themselves.
Meeting guideline two was assured by the folfowing measures. Voluntary

participation in the study was guaranteed by having the participants sign a
consent fom regarding voluntary participation in the g m p with an option to
withdraw consent. Participants also consented in writing to being audio-taped and
to having data regarding their participation in the study published in a non-

identifying manner. It was explaincd to participantsthat service was guaranteed
at Women's Post Treatment even had they decide not to participate in the study.

This guarantee of treatmenf inchideci the flgM to participate in the group without
being requifed to participate in the shidy. The consent fom that the participants
signed also confimied the participants' rigM to refuse to answer any que-

asked during the imdepth interviews or to complete items on self-report

instruments. It also reminded participants that nhwal to answer would not result
in a compromise in the service that they received. Protocols for grievance were
also outlined to participants should they feel that they were denied service or if

service was compmmised m u s e d their decision to not participate in the

study . Routes of disciplinary action were explained to the participants. These
included: the administration of the agency, the Manitoba Institue of Registered
Social Workers because Iwas registered with this body, and the Faculty of Social
Work at the University of Manitoba.

Informecl consent (Appendix Five) was obtained by providing participants
with a surnmary of the group process and conditions of the research study. This

summary was supplied at the time of referral. The researcher atso arranged to
meet in person with each participant pflor to the commencement of the study to

review the nature and conditions of the study, with careful attention given to

possible negative consequences and the parameters of the study.
The intervention and measures were designed to be mindful of any harm
that may have arisen from the study. I reminded participants, both verbally and in

writing, of the powerful nature of the group intervention and advised them of the
risks that may resutt fmm participation in the group. The dangers that group

members could be exposed to included: scapegoating, group pressure, breaches
of confidence, inappropriate

massurance, hostile confrontation, and the possible

precipitation of crisis in the participantswlives (Corey 8 Corey, 19û2, p. 43).

Beyond infoming the participants of these risks, I in my role as group co-

facilitator used my group work skills to minimize these risks. The final means of
securing that the least harm occurred, was that I made myself availabte for
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clinical supervision and consultation. Clinical staff at Women's Post Treatment
Centre participate in weekly team supervision. It is the pradice of the clinicians

leading gmups to report to the rest of the clinical members on the progress and
cancems regarding group treatment.
Second, to ensure that the least ham occuned and to assure

accountability to Wornen's Post Treatment Centre a dinician who was a staff
member of Women's Post Treatment Centre, Noma Hoeppener, was assigned to

CO-facilitatethe group with me. Noma's skills as a clinician and the shared role
as group mfacilitator M h e r ensureâ that the interests of the client were

safeguarded and the least ham done. Noma was also present during team
supervision, thus insuring that Iwas accountable to the team for the activities that
occurred during the group intervention.
A final means of ensuring that the least amount of hami was done to study

participants was that one of the weening criteria for grwp participation was that
the client had a therapist that was available to her for individual counselling.

Thus, should a aisis occw,the client had that resource available to her. Beyond

issues of crisis the @mary therapist was also someone to whom the client could
report concems about the group pmcess.
To ensure that guideline four was followed, I identified to the participants
the persans with whom 1 discussed the research. Iobtained written consent from

the participants to speak to my thesis cornmittee about the contents of the
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reseanh. I would have tried to obtain m e n consent to contact the primary

therapist had a @sis arisen. I also notifiecl participants that I would seek clinical
supervision and consuftation with regard to the intervention. Participants were

infomed as to who the supervisor and consultants were.
Confidentiality was strictly enforced in this study. The participants were
infomed that the results from the study would be published and madeavailable to
the general public. Confidecitiality was asswed in m e n reports by disguising
any identifying features of the participant. I also fallowed the niles of

confidentiality as outlined by the hosting agency, by the Code of Ethics for the
Canadian Association of Social Workers and the guidelines of the Reseanh
Ethics Cornmittee of the Faculty of Social Work at the University of Manitoba. I
also infomied participants, verbally and in writing, of the limas of confidentiality.
This is to Say that if thers was a possibility of suicide, homicide, or a child at risk

of harm, I was obligated to infotm the appropriate auniofities and thus break

confidentiality. CoMdentiality was also established as a requirement of
participation in the group. This meant that pafticipants were requested to also
maintain corilidential information obtained about other group participants.
W i i respect to guideline six, I was canful to reference any ideas or work
th& belong to othefs. Icontinued to use the practiœs I used throughout earlier

editions of this document to ensure that the appropriate person is ctedited with
that work. Exercises that are the work of others were acknowledged.
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Furthemore. M e n an exercise is amended or adaptcd I am careful to note this in

writing.
The guideline of reciprocity was guaranteed by ensuring that the

intervention being evaluated was created with the highest degree of benefit to the
participant in rnind. Thus, the participant most likely benMied from k i n g in the
study. I have had many years of group experience. Therefore the participants

benefitted from my skills as a group worker. Participants ware also notified that
the results of the study were available to thern. Finally, I gave of my skills and
resources within the parameters of my role as researcher and ctinician.
Data ownership was a complex issue. The data belonged to me as the

principal researcher. I had entry iMo the host agency only with the permission of
the agency and was accountable to the agency regarding data gattiered and the
type of ctinical service offered. Iwas aiso accountable to the Faculty of Social
Wofk.

Interviewer mental health was another important ethical concern, Rrst of al1
because the mental heaîth of the intemieuver can impact on the subjectlclient. The

questions that needeâ addressing wen: 1) How will the intewiewer ôe affected
by canducting the interviews? 2) What will the interviewer hear or see that may

ment debriefing and processing? (Patton, 1990; p.356). In response to the these

questions, I am an experienced clinical social worker, who has worked diredly
with sexual abuse survivors for over six years. I have developed numerous
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means of debriefing and processing what I have heard in counselling interviews.
An example of one means of coping is debriefing with other clinical staff at

Women's Post Treatment Centre. Ialso belong to a support group that focuses
on vicarious trauma. In this g m p I do not discuss client issues so much as how I
am affected by the work that I do, being canful to maintain confidentiality.

The issue of advice deals with the question of w R whom did the
researcher disais$ matters of ethics during the study? (Patton, 1990, p.357). In
this instance, the structure of a Master's thesis means that I had the thesis

cornmittee as a resource. Staff at Women's Post Treatment Centre wen also

another resourœ for disaissing ethical concems dun'ng the study.
A final ethical concern, not mentioned in the Iiterature is that of the role of

the researcher with the participants. There was potential for the researchets

clients k i n g involved in the study because she was a social work clinician at the
host agency. lt m l d have been unfair to exclude the researchets clients from

the possibility of participation in the group because of the potential benefit to

those clients. Thefore, special attention to issues of camion needed to be

considered in this situation. Often clients feel a great deal of indebtedness to their
clinician, and thus may try to pay the clinician back by 'helping" her in this case to
cornplete her master's thesis. Thus, 1 was essential that m i t m e n t not be the
responsibility of the researcher but that of another perron, the co-facilitator. In
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this case, even greater attention needed to be paid to the assurance of adequate
service.

nalvsîs of Qurlitpdhre Reseamh Da@
Three of the five measures used in the study are qualitative in nature, and
therefore a qualitative analysis design was used to organite and understand the

findings. The transcripts ftom the indepth interviews and audio tapes of groups
yielded substantial data. Therefon, it was important to put much thought into how
this data would be organized. The third measure that was categorized was the

client feedback form. This fomi had several open-ended questions. Qualitative
data analysis was used to manage the data yielded ftom these open-ended

questions. The rated questions that were part of the Women's Post Tnatment
Centre group feedback f o m ume deait with in a quantitative manner, but
because the rneasure was not standardized, sophisticated analysis of these

questions did rot occur.
Marshall and Rossrnan (1995) state that the analytic procedures for
qualitative research data falls into five modes or phases: organizing the data;

generating themes, categories and pattern; testing the emergent hypothesis
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against the data; searching for alternative explanations of the data; and the

writing of the report (p. 113).

Addressing the issue of organizing data, Ihad two choiœs: developing a
structure for analysis of the data collection either before analysis began or during
data collection (Marshall and Ross, 1995, p. 111). While having a highly

structured means of analysis helps in the management of large guantities of data,
it is disadvantageous in that this structure can filter out unexpeded or unusual

responses and data. Marshall and Rossman (1995, p. 111) recommend a
balance be struck between the need for efiiciency and the need for flexibility.

They f u r t h state that a large part of organizing the data is becoming familiar
with it by ieading and reviewing, making minor edits of field notes, and entering

them into the appropriate software program. It was also important during this
process to take notice of the data reduciion process.

Henenon, Moms and Fe-Gibbon (1987) suggest dividing data into three
general categories. In this particular instance data f m the initial in-depth

interviews was divided up into: a) those whose sexuality is mostly selfdefineci
b)those whose sexuality is mostly dhef defined and c) those who fall in between.

Because the effect of group was measufed these categories were crosstabulated with the pre-intervention, intervention and pst-intervention phases of
the study. Another set of categories lodting at compatibility with models of
minority identity development was utilized. These categories included: a) those
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whose change is consistent with the models of minority identity formation, b)
those whose change is not consistent, and (c) thse who fall in between. Marshall

and Rossman (1995) suggest that categories are generated through the process
of noting regularities in the people chosen for the study (p. 114). The categories

need not be mutually exclusive. Often a matnx will emerge hom this p m s s . A
grounded theory approach suggests the use of a constant comparative method to
develop categories (Robertson,1992; Swanson, 19û6; Glaser 8 Stauss,1967).
This grounded thcary appmach to organizing data was prefemed because I had to

be careful so as not to let the matrix drive the analysis, but to guide exploration.
Thus, an important part of data analysis for this study was the expansion and

critiquing of the categories derived from those suggested from the work of
Henerson, Moms and Fm-Gibbon (1987).
The third analytic task suggested &y Rossman and Marshall (1995) is that

of testing emergent hypotheses (p. 116). This involved nviewing the data for

negative instances of patterns that may challenge the data. The data also had to
be evaluated du
nirg

this task to detemine infornational adequacy, credibility.

usefulness and centfaîity(p. 116). Wong-Reiger and David (1993) suggest that
expected results be compareâ with actual results (Appendices Nine and Ten).
The fourth task as outtined by Marshall and Rossman(1995) is searching

for alternative explanations (p. 116). This task involved identifying and describing

alternative explanations for the data. I then had to demonstrate how the

explanation originally oflefed was the most plausible.
Marshall and Rossman's (1995) fnth task is that of report writing. This

involved choosing a prefenwl mode1of report writing. The mode1of report writing
that best met the needs of this study was one which attempted to link data to

general theoretical constnids. This approach seemed best suited to this study

because, while there was some literature supporting the constructs being
explored, there was insufficient supporting data. Thus, this report sougM to link
research data to the theoretical framework that suggests that women's sexuaiity

is influenced by context.

When choosing a statistical test three considerations determine which test
are most appropriate. These three considefations are: 1) sampling method, 2)
nature of the research population and 3) leval of measurement of the variables
(Weibach and Grinnel, 1987, p.105). In this study there was neither random

sampling or a sample large enough to ensure a normal distribution, thus

nonparametric tests were best suitad for the analysis of the data in the study.
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While the data gathered from the BFE sale was intended to substantiate
the data found through qualitative analysis, it was important to look at the

analysis of this data separately from the analysis of the qualitative data. It was
possible to calculate medians for each point of measurernent. Thus, there could
be group comparison overtime. However, the number of people participating in
the group was small. Therefore, a times series analysis of variance w l d not be

an appropriate means of analysing the data for this measure. The small size of
the sample would have likely resuRed in a non-normal or skewed distribution. A

non-parametric measure was more appropriate in this instance. The Friedman's J
test was the most appropriate test to use for the purpose of analysing this
particular set of data. This test does not require assurnptions of normality or
equality of variance. fhis test was most appropriate because there were three
points of data comparison and these data points are not independent.
Another statistical test that was appropriate for this data was the Wilcoxon
matched pairs signed mnk test. fhis test requires no assumption regarding the
shape of the distributions ( Nonisis, 1991, p. 458). This test is based in the
assumption that if a treaûmnt makes no difference, there will be essentially no

difierence in regard to the dependent variable among the cases in one group or
cornparison point and their cwnterparts in another group or comparison point

(Weinbach and Grinnel, 1987, p. 187). This is to say that there will be as much
negative change as irnprovement between the pre-test and p s t test points.
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Because this test involved only two camparison points, the data points form the
pre-test phases and follow up phases were combined. These two data points

were grouped together because canysver was anticipated from the intervention

phase to the follow up phase.

The data was also analysed for each individual. This was camed out by
the use of a ftequency polygram. This could give a portrayal of the distribution of

scores. Median group scores can also be portrayed in this manner.
The data were also analysed on a case by case basis or using a singlesystem design. The data for each group participant were visually analysed by

graphing the points in each phase of administration of the BFE. This visual
analysis was helphil in finding patterns in the data. A m e r way that visual
analysis was camed out was through the use of two standard deviation bands.
This method of evaluation can be partiailady useful when fewer baseline
observations have been made. This method can also be helpful in situations in
which baseline data was fluduating wildly and no stable patterns were

discemable ( Bloom & Fis-

(1982, p.455). In this study there were fewer

baseline observations and there was fluctuation. Limits of this type of evaluation

are a high probability of autocorrelation and it is not appropriate when there are
pronounced trends in the baseline ( Bloom 8 Fischer, 1982, pp. 455456).
A third type of visual and statistical analysis of the BFE single case studies
that was carriecl out was the use of the proportionifrequency approach. This is
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statistical technique that 'compares a 'typical' pattern of events during the
baseline period with the outcorne emerging from the interventionn(Bloom and
Fischer, 1985, p.448). A typical pattern was detennined by calculating the central
tendency in the baseline period and then drawing a zone that represented the
typical presenting situation (Bloom and Fischer, 1985).

Rated questions on the client feed back f o m also requireâ some
quantitative analysis. Because the measure was not standardized and only post
intenrention data was gathered, cornplex data analysis was not appropriate for
the data gathereâ with that instrument. Therefore means, median, mode and

standard deviations of the responses to dinerent questions wen calculated.
Percentages were also used to desdbe the categories of questions that are
nominal. This fonn was also anonymous. Thenfore it was impossibleto match
the response from this measure with the responses from other measures.

Although the CSQ-8 was a standardizeâ rneasure, it was only administered
once. Consequently it was not possible to do any within group comparisons.

However, noms were available from other groups. mus, the noms of this study
were discusseâ in the context of noms from other studies. The means from these
other studies helpcd to give meaning to the scores from this study. This measun
also provided some corroboration to my rating of qualitative data with regard to

group participants' progress. Percentages were also calculateci for each answer
and a chart made to descn'be these outcornes. The mean was calculated for each
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individual item in the CSQ-8. Because means could be celarfated so could mean
deviation be cafculated. Standard deviation was also be calculateci, even though
not al1 of the assumptions of the test were met. The data did not meet al1 of the

assurnptions for this type of analysis. Whik it could be argued that the CSQ-8
could ôe rneasured at an interval level, the srnallness of the sample m l d not

guarantee normal distribution. Acknowledging the limitations of this data, an

independent 1-test was also conduded on the data using the rneans from other

female only populations with which the CSQ-8 has been used and cornparing it

with the data gathered in this study.
For both the BFE and CSQ-8 the following measures of central tendency
were determined: mode, median and mean. The measure of vafiability was
demonstrated through the calculation of mean deviation and standard deviation.
The standard deviation was used cautiously because the data did not meet al1 the

assumptions requiml for this calculation. Determination of mode, median and
standard deviation could help to give fuller mcaning to the calculation of means.

CHAPTER 4: FINDINOS

Description of the Sampk

EigM women participated in the study. Seven m e n completed the full
group program, while the eighth woman, Polli left the group at mid point. Six of
the eigM women participated in the pre, post and follow up interviews, while two

participants (Sondra and Teresa) chose no2 to participate in the follow up

interview. Sondra also chose not to do the Brief Fear of Negative Evaluation
lnventory (BFE) dunng the follow up phase of the study. Sondra chose to take the
option of participating in the grwp without taking pari in al1 of the interviews and

filling out of the BFE. Teresa had other concems in her life that were of more
significance than participating in the final intenriew.

-

The age range of the group participants was 26 years 40 yeam. The

mean age was 35 with a standard deviation of 5. The median age was 36. The
modal ages were 33 and 40.
The sexual orientation of the group was diverse. The participants identified

themselves in three gerieral categories of orientation; heterosexual, lesbian and
asexual. This information was not sougM by the interviewer and was volunteered
within group sessions or in the inteMews. The heterosexual women did not
identify themselves wiai that label; but indicated a pattern of preference for male
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partners. The women who identified themselves as asexual or lesbian used those

particular labels in reference to themselves. The distribution of sexual orientation
was three lesbian, three heterosexual and two asexual. For the eight women it

appeared that the senial orientations with which they identified remained

constant. The only change regarding sexual preference was Beatrice, who initially
labelled herself as unsexual or asewal, and then later labelled henelf as celibate
by circurnstance.

Four women were cunwitly in long-terni relationships. The tenn long-tenn

relationships m e r than married or cornmon-law is being used to describe these
relationships because this is a more inclusive terni. The tem mamage can only
be used to describe some heterosexual relationships. Cornmon-law assumes that
b

the couple lives together. The assumptions of these terms, that a couple is

heterosexual and Iives together negate the validity of eqwlly significant long-terni
c

relationships that exist outside of these assumptions. A fifth woman was in the
beginning stages of entering into a long-term committed relationship. Another
woman was in the final stages of ending a long-tenn relationship. Two women
were cunently single. Thus, the grwp represented a continuum of relationship
statuses from single to longterm relationships.

Summrry of the Quantitative Data

Five types of inferantial tests wen fun on the data gathered frorn the BFE:

visual analysis of the case studies through the use of a line graph, two standard
deviation bands, and the proportion frequency approach; and fnedman's J, and
the wilcoxon s@ned rank matched rank test measuring for change within the

group.

ingk Case Qtudy Data An-

When al1 of the case studies are viewed as a group and the graphs for

each case study are overlaid in one graph the data plotted on the Iine graph
showed no discernable patterns. However, m e patterns are evident when the
data is viewed case by case. When viewed case by case three different patterns

emerge. This first pattern is evident , in three of the seven women (Mama, Gwen
& Stacy) who completed the gmup, whem there is a substantial dedine in the

scores of the BFE in the baseline or A phase of data collection (see figures 1-3).
Ideally, stable scores in the baseline period was hoped for. A second pattem in
the baseline peflod was evident in the cases of Sondra, Beatrice, and Teresa
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who showed a pattern ofincreasing scores during the baseline perïod (figs 5,4,7).
A third pattern was evident in the case of a seventh woman, Patti, (fig 6), who

shows fluctuating scores in the baseline period. Polli, (fig 8), who did not

complete the group shows the greatest decrease in scores in the baseline period.
The instability of the baseline period may have been as a result of the

remîtment process. Participant's anxiety levels may have increase or decreased
as a resul of k i n g accepted into the group. The baseline period may have also
shown less fluctuation if a longer period of data gathering could have occurred.

When the case studies are compared there is no single discemable
pattern of decline of scores during the intenrention period. Scores seem to
Ruduate up and d o m for the majority of the wornen. except for Polli, (fig 8) who
showed a stable pen'od alter she leaves the group. Hawever several patterns

emerged. Stacy (fig 3), Martha (fig 1) and Patricia (fig 4) seem to have had a

pattern of gradua1 d m a r d decline in scores despite the score fluctuation.

Three of the six women (Stacy, (fig 3), Gwen (fig 2) and 8eatrice, (fig 6)) who
cornpleted the gmup and participatecl in data cdlection in the follow up period
showed a dowmniard trend in scores in this phase. Martha (fig 1) showed a most

constant lower score in the follow up period. However, this score was no lower
than the lowest score attained during the basdine or A phase of data collection.

Teresa (fig 7) showed a pattern of incraasing scores during the follow up period.
While Patricia (fig 4) had her lowest score in the follow up phase, the rnajority of
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her scores aie at their highest point during this phase of data collection. Polli (fig
8) who did not complete the group showed a flat slightly lower follow-up period.

In summary, no single pattem can be deduced Rom the data when it is

exarnined as a grwp. However, several patterns are evident throughout the three
phases when the graphs are analyseâ on a case by case basis. When each
graph was viewed in tems of change of diredion and magnitude of change.

patterns were discemable for each single case study.
Martha (figure 1) showed a trend of increasing scores at the end of the

baseline period. These scores stabilited for the initial portion of the intervention
period and then declined and stayed lower thmugh the later intervention period
and the follow up phase.

Gwen's scores (figure 2) showed a declining trend in the baseline phase.
Ouring the intervention phase she showed an initial stabilization, then a

fluctuation with a stabilization at the end point that is canSed through in the
beginning of the follow up phase. The follow up phase which begins with a stable
pattem ends with a dear pattem of declining scores.

Stacy (figure 3) showed a pattern of deciine in the baseline period. Het

intervention pwbd inlially shows a stabilization and ttien a rapid decline with
some moderate fluctuations throughout the fernainder of the intervention and
follow up phases.
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Patricia (figure 4) starts with the lowest scores of all of the study
participants. Her graph shows a great deal of fluctuation throughout the three
phases. The follow up phase shows both the highest and the lowest scores of al1
the phases.

Sondra (figure 5) s h o w increaseâ scores in the baseline period. During
the initial part of the intervention period she showeû a pattern of gradua1 decline.

However, in later points of this phase Sondra showed fluctuations.

Beatrice (figure 6) initially showed a stable baseline period that ended with

an increased score. Her intervention phase starts out with a stable period, with

sorne fluctuation in the later part of this phase. The follow up phases showed the
lowest scores of al1 three phases with a relatively stable trend throughout this
phase.

Teresa's (figure 7 ) scores in the baseline period showed a slight increase.
During the intervention phase Teresa showed a stable pend with lower scores,
which is followed by a p«iod of fluctuation in the later part of this phase. The

follow up phase once again shuws imeasing scores.

Polli (figure 8) shwed a rapidly dedining trend in the baseline period. The
intervention perlod showeâ two stoMe psrids with a decline Setween these two
periods. The follow up period shows a remarkably stable pefiad. The data

gathered in the stable pwod in t h intervention pevïodand the follow up period is
problematice because there isno variance in the answers to the questions
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according to how the questionnaires were distributed. Polli was given the four

questionnaires to fiIl out on her own in the intervention phase. These four
questionnaires al1 had same mwers to al1 of the questions, which suggest that
she may have copied answws from one questionnaire to the next. Polli was given

a second bundle of questionnaires to ansuver in the follow up phase. Again the

answen to al1 five questionnaires match exadly. which suggests that Polli rnay
have copied the answen from one questionnaire to the nefl for all five.
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The introduction of two standard denal%onbands to the visual analysis

-

reveals that six of the seven women (figs 10 15) who completed the group have
scores beyond two standard deviations. Martha (fig 9) and Polli (fig 16) both show
scores that remain within two standard deviations- Three of the six women ( figs
10, 11 & 14) who completed the group and provided data in the follow up phase

showed the majority of their scores beyond two standard deviations in the follow

up phase. Two successive scores beyond two standard deviations indicates

change that is statistically significant where pg.05 ( Bloom 8 Fischer, 1982). In
this instance lower scores indicate positive change. Thus, scores that fall beyond
the lower standard deviation band indicate statistically significant poslive change

and scores that fall above the upper band suggest statistically significant negative
change. The baselines of some of the graphs could be describeci

as having

pronouncedtrends. Thus, not all of the assumptions for this test were met.
Therefore, the findings may not have been reliable. Given this limitation, Gwen,

Stacy and Beatrke dl showed statistically signifiant positive change. Teresa (fig
15), Patti (fig 12) Sondra (tig 13) and Stacy (fig 11) al1 show some scores beyond

two standard deviations in the intervention or B phase of data collection.

However, these changes c m o t be considereâ statistically significant because
the data points that occur bayond the lower two standard deviation band are not
successive.
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While Gwen, Stacy and Beatrice al1 showed statisücally significant
change, this ocairred in the follow up phase of the study rather than in the

intervention perioâ or B phase. This suggests that there was a strong cany over
into the p s t intervention phase. As has been anticipated in the design of the
study, termination of the intervention did not result in a retum to baseline scores.

There was strong evidence that the desirable outcome of continued change after
the intervention was comptetecl did occur.
A third, more reliable, form of statistical analysis that was camed out was

the use of the proportion/frequency approacti. Each chart contains the critical

value for that nurnber of data points and the number of data points in the desired
zone. Where the data points in the desired zone are equal to or greater than the
critical values, the finding is cansidered to be staistically signifiant. This method

showed statistically significant change at an alpha of .O5 in four of the eigM

women (Figures 17-19 824). Three of these were women who completed the
group. The fourth woman Polli (figure 24) did not complete the group program.
The data was tested for auto correlation and it was shown that no auto correlation
had occurred,

Martha

:igure 17

Critical value = 8112

Data cmints in desired zone = 9/12

:igure 18

Critical value = 7112
-

Data points in desired zone = 12112

Stacy

:igure 19

Critical value = 10112 data points in the desired zone = 11

:igure 23

Critical value = 8112 data points in the desired zone = 3112

:iaure 24 Ctitical value = 9113

data points in the desired zone = 12/13

Median Scores and Ranks for Women Completing Group (N=6)
Table 1
T

Name

Median
A

Rank

Medan

Rank

6

'

Median
follow up

Rank
1

Patricia

22

2

21-5

1

23

3
4

Teresa

46

3

43

1

45

2

Martha

33

3

31

2

25

1

Stacy

48-5

3

38

2

35

1

Beattice

57

2

59

3

54

1

Gwn

45

3

35

2

22

1

r

sum of ranks

16

11

9

The fredman's J yielded a score of 4.33, with the sums of the ranks of the
three phases of data collection (A, B and Follow up) from six participants

respectively being: 16,11, and 9. Because the resuAs are based on more than
five rank sums a Chi squared disWmtion was used for detemining the

appropriate critical values ( Hassard, 1991, p. 272). Whik seven wornen

participated in the study only six m e n piovided data for all thme phases of the
study, and thus aie rank sum of six rather than seven participants was used for

this cakulation. Three blocks of data gathered is equal to 2dY. Fw 2df;

(0.05)

= 5.99 (Hassard, 1991, appendix A-9). Freidm's J as calculateci for the
sexuality group is 4.33, which is lem than the critical value. Bacause 4.33 < 5.99

the resuits h m the Freidman's J cannot be said to confiml the existence of a

significant differences among the three phases. The difference in the sums of the

ranks of the three phases of treatment are not statistically significant and, thus the
nuIl hypothesis cannot be rejected. This is to say that there is a more than one in

twenty possibility that the scores yielded are likely due to chance. To state that
the results were not likely due to chance would have iequind a score equal to or

greater than the critical value.

wiJcoxon signeci mnk matched pairs
Table 2
'

MEDlAN A ' MEDlAN 8
i Patricia

22

22

1 Teresa

1 46

1 43

Stacy

48.5

1

35.5
1

1

Beatrice

1 Gwen

57

58

1 45

1 29.5

1

The final statistical test wed to analyse the data from the BFE was the

wilcoxon matched pair Mned a n k test. Bccause this statistical test requires only
paired data, the 6 phase and follow up phase were treated as one rank, called 8

and the A phase (called A) was the othei rank. The 6 phase and follow up phase

data was added together because of the anticipated cany over effect to the follow
up phase. The medians of A and B were calculated for the stvcn women who

completed the gmup. Median 8 was then subtracted fnmi median A and yielded

sums of T+ = 15 and T- = f .The smaller of the two sums was then used as the
test criterion. ln order for the nuIl hypoaiesis ( the difference between the paired
ranks was due to chance alone) to be rejeded a critical value d the Wcoxon

signed rank matched pairs test one-sided (.05) s 2 for nt 6 was needed ( Beyer,
1968, p.399). A value of n=6 wes used rather than n=7 because a difference of

zero was yeilded from one of the matched pairs. Because le2 the wkoxon
signed fan& matched paim bst was considered to be significant and confinned
the existence of a significant difierence ôetween the paired data for the sexuality

group.

The is a clear disagreement between the findings of the Ffidrnan's J and
the wlcoxin signed rank match& pain test. The findings of the 2 standard

devieticm bands point to the m
s
o
nfor the dimpancy between these two

statistical tests. Visual analysis of the data gathered suggested that there is a
strong carry over from tho B phase to the fdlow up phase. This cany over effea

would have influenceci aie ranking of aie data for analysis with the Fn'Wman's J.
As a resutt of this cany over Mect,the lowest ranks w l d have been split

between phase 8 and the follow up phase. The wrlcoxiin signed renk matched

pain test took into consideration the carry over effect from phase B into the follow
up phase.

The CSQ-8 was administered once. Consequently the focus of analysis on
this data was on descriptive statistics to summarùe the characteristics of this
data. An independent t-test was also conducteô using data from Nguyen,

Attkisson and Stegner (1983) where the CSQ-8 was administered to 3120 service

recipients from a variety of mental heaith facilities.
Table 3
Description of Central Tendency of the CSQ-8 for the Sexuality Group (N=7)
Range
Mode
Median
Mean
Standard Deviation

i

t

ft '

1
!

In Nguyen et al (1983): Meai = 27.09. Standard Deviation = 4.01 and
N=3120 (p.311). Variance needed to ôe calculateci to detemine if the data met

the basic assumption of equal variance for the t-test. F v&

= (4.01)2/(2.45)2=

2.66. [ F(.05) ~ 3 . 6 7for 311916 dlj (Hassard, 199, Appendix A-4).

nie variance

ratio is not statistically significant for these two groups because 2.66 < 3.67.
Critical value for q.05) = 1.9 for 3125 df. Therefore, it c m be inferred that the

;

.

it .

C

1

I

variance for the two groups king campareci was the same. When t is calculated
using the Nguyen et al (1983) data and the data for the sexuality group it is equal
to 0.309.This value is substantially less than the critical t value of 1.9 (p. =.05,

two-tailed). Therefore, it can be concludecl that there is no statistical difference
between the means of these two groups. The clifference in these two groups can
be accounted for by chance. While there is no significant difference between the

two groups, the group in this study showed a tendency towards higher satisfaction
scores than did group studied by Nguyen et al (19û3).

The client feedback fonn had seven questions that are quantative for Wich

descriptive statistics were supplieâ. This questionnaire was administered once

I

anonymously. M

1

rated on a scale of 1 to 10. Questions 5 to 8 are nominal yeslm, questions.

1

o r e no comparative data is available. Questions 2 to 4 are

Table 4
Client Feedback form Questions 5 82

-

Question #

#no

#y-

%no

%yes

Table 5
Group Feedback Fom Description of Central Tendency Questions 2-4j
Statistic

Question 2

Question 3

Question 4

Range
Mode
Median
Mean
Standard
Deviation

5-1 O
8,9
8
8
t51

5-1 O
8
8

8-10
9
9
9.14
0.64

7.57
1-59

The data gathered with this instrument suggested a high level of

satisfaction in every area except for the duration of the group. The wording of the

*

5. Oid you feel a sense of group unity?
6. The lemgth of sessions was saüsfactory?
7. The number of sessions was adequate?
8. Were the handouts materials helpniYuseful?
2. How usef'ullwas group to you?
3. Were your expectation meet?
4. Did you feel safe in gmup

I

i

!

*

k

i

question did not indicate wheünr the group was seen as too short or too long.
However, when this information was viewed in the conte* of the qualitative data,
it appeared that group participants may have wanted the group to last longer than

it did.

The nNo instruments used to detemine satisfadion with treatment both

indicate a very high level of satisfaction with the treatment. Even Polli. who
dropped out of the group, had a score of 32 on the CSQ-8.

Summary of the Qualitative Data

Gasmddm
Introduction
The qualitative analysis of aie interviews and transcripts of group sessions

occurred in the f m a t of case studies. Each case study consists of four sections:
the starting place, the group experÏence, themes of change and themes of

consistency. The starting place is a summary of the initial interview. The group

experience is a summary of themes derived from the tran-pts

of the group

sessions. These themes were denved from reviewing what each group rnember

said during group sessions. Themes of change examine changes that occurred

between the pre interview and the post and follow up interviews. Themes of

consistency summarize areas whem change did not occur.

10rnake the reading of quotes casier, words like,"um".'W. and 'like' were
omitted. Furaiemore, to protect the participants' anonymity. the names of
partners or significant others were replaced by using a role description in italics.
An examples of this is the use of bovftrend instead of a proper name.

The case studies are used to give the reader a sense of the experience of
the study participants. The case studies were wed as a basis for organizing the

qualitative data. Discussion of this data in tenns of aie research question occurs
in Chapter S.

Marlhr

c
MaRha presented with a comprrhensive understanding of sexuality 'l

guess sexuality is king mfortable with who I am...that inner self coming out."
However, at the end d the interview she sbted '1 don't know what sexuality is",
which countered her eadier staternents regarding sexuality. Martha's definlion of

sexuality included a notion that her sexuality was part of al1 of her relationships.
This was particularly evident when she was asked in the interview '1s there a

respect in which your sexuality expresses who you are?' and she responded 'I'm
quite cornfortable with that in my job, with a lot of friends. So there are areas, i
think, you know,I've kind of reached that point where I am happy with who I am.
And I am trying to be more open with close friends and things like that."

Martha saw her parents as having negeüvely influenad her understanding
of sexuality. Her rnother taught her that Women were doot mats, women were

second class ciüzens, women had to please their man, m e n ' s purpose in life
t

c

was to take care of family." Freeâom Rom this influence or these messages
would mean mat Martha would feel t h t %men

did have self worth. and women

L,

*
L
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should be treated as equals in relationships and in work places, that kind of thing.
and they should be accepted for who they are."
Despite a very positive understanding of semality, Martha reported that it

1

was negative messages that she most Men remembered about sexuality. These

5
[

messages included the following statements 'That I was no goodnand '1 was

i;

L

1

undeserving of a relationship.'
Mama's father comrnunicated to her that ïmmen w e trash, sluts." When
asked what she would be like if she was free of this infiuence Martha stated that
she would believe that 'men would want me, in particular for who I was. not as a
sex symbol, n a for what they coukl get fmn me, as in rnoney, as in status, as in

whatever."
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When asked to list what had influenad her sexuality, Martha provided a
Iist of rnostly positive influences. This list included udifferenttherapy that I've

been into, counselling;" "justgetting older;" and 'knowing more what I need."

Theam~e~rknce
The initial and middle part of the gmup exmence

confronting painful feelings and issues for Martha. In the beginning of session five
Martha stated, 1' just find coming to group, I leave exhausted al1 of the time." The

final weeks of group seemed to have brought resolution for Martha. This

resolution was evidenced by the following comment, 'In the last week I feel that

!

I've been reborn. I feel naw energy. And I thank the group for being here for me

!

1

was a time of

-

going through this tirne." Whik Martha did not articulate specifically what lead to
her feeling of k i n g 'rebomn , earlier sessions and comments gave some

,

t

indication of what may have leaâ to those feelings. An exarnple of a statement
that may have lead to the falings of rebirth was in session seven when Maraia

1

stated: 'It's good to ôe be because Ican k more honest' afler having disclosed
the pain that she feît b u s e her fomm boylnend had 'sexual addictionwissues.

Another factor that may have lead to the sense of rebirth was Martha's
recognition of how her father's attitude towards womn had impBCfed her feelings
about being a woman: The way he's ( Martha's father) treated me or whatever. it

feels just as yud<y as sexual abuse."
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During the first group session Martha articulated the following goal "Just
to be more cornfortable with who I am. * In the following sessions Martha began
the painful process of disclosing dificult events in her past and present. In

session five, Martha seemed to have gained significant insigM into the impact of
her father's negative attitudes towards m e n . "They (refdng to incidents of

sexual abuse) don? even stand out in my mind as much as my fathefs verbal
sexual abuse.' 'I'm feeling more anger towards rny father, because he was ouf
main role mode1 in the way he treated my morn and me, rny sisters and how he's

fucked us al1 up." Session six seemed to have been a tuming point for Martha

-

'I'm doing good, I'm working really hard on some yard sain and I guess that's

releasing some of my anger." This shift was reflected again in session eight,
when Martha disclosed some pâinhrl details and feelings about her recent

relationship and yet concluded the group by saying: '1 think I'm feeling freer than I
have in quite some tirne;' 'Ifs good to be here because I can be more honest." It

seemed that k i n g able to be honest in the group facilitated Martha to feel freer.

Thers were thme signifkant changes evident from the content of the post

and follow up intarviewa when compaml to the first or pre interview. First, Martha
expanded her definlion of sexuality to include how past exmences

-

had

irnpacted on her understanding of sexuality 'For me it means just understanding
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and accepting how things in my past people I ' vcorne
~
in touch with, um, people I
work with. al1 kinds of things Iike how they've affécted how I feel about myself as

a woman."
The second change was in the messages that Ma-

gave herseIf most

often about sexuality. Martha identified these new messages as having come
from the group. These new messages incfuded the following: ' To like myself and

to accept mysdr and Just to look at the little things, the positive things. instead
of the negative stuff."
t

i

The third area of change was in her associations with the word 'man'. ln the

t

i

It
t

initial interview Martha had viewed men as 'babiesm;in the second interview she

-

disclosed that men were intimidating 'l'm still afraid of men. I'm still afraid of

relationships. I'm still afraid of being hurt in intimate relationships. But men for me

t

i

with the word man changed again in the third intewiew where she stated man for

i

me is 'equal." She Vien qualifieci this by saying %an k equal". Martha explained

I

ft

3

are the stronger race and I can be inümated still, by men." Martha's associations

this equality as 'Hey we'n just two people and we both need the same kinds of
things in life. Not necessarily are you more important than me. You can be as fa?

as yow position in your IL. Whemver your place is, as far as people we're

equals.
Martha obsewed the following change in herscît 'l'm more confident." She
explained this increaseâ confidence in the following way: 'I know rigM now that
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I'm not wanting to rush Ïnto another relatïonship, that I need time out for healing
and that's unusual for me because I'm the type of person that wanted to gel into

something like that even O it didn't happen for years and then I'd feel less
adequate or I'd be depressed about something like that. And this time I'm just
saying no, you know. just be cornfortable with who you are and take some time
for yourself."

Martha reported that her sense of hersetf changed as a result of her

interaction with the other group participants. Marlha had previously viewed
herself as an outsider; but with the group experience she fel a sense of belonging

". . . You know and just having other women to share with. And Ialways felt
different because al1 rny friends are manlcd and da, da, da, you know. They paint
rosy pictures kind of things, and I've aiways felt that 1 was ditlemnt and probably
am." Another change that Martha obsenred in herseIf was her awareness of the

impact that her father had on her

-

Ididnl realize how much my father affectecl

me and stuff. And that came out in group."
When Martha talked about aie impact üwt the group experience had on

her, feelings wre an important theme. In interview two Mattha Stated, 'It brought
out feelings and W.'Martha talked hirther in interview thme (the 3 month follow

up) about the feelings mat wem surfacd by the gioup process. 'It wasn't a
positive fcaling;" 'And I don't think it will ahnrays be (distnssing) but I guess it's
just getting that much doser to maybe when Iwant to be. 'Cause I think it's kind

of painful and it's not, you know. But Ithink if you look at it. it's little baby steps,
you know. or climbing that ladder to where Iwant to be. And I think there's süll
going to be some pitfalls and there's still going to be pain;' 'But I know in hindsigM that it's good, even though it brings up some pain."
A group theme of k i n g honest rnay have accounted for the intense

feelings that surfaced for Martha. The group session that focussed on m e impact
of family of Mgin facilitatecl Martha in exploring the impact of her father's attitude

towards women and may have been a particularfy diff~iculsession for her. In the
group Martha disclosed a realkation that her fatheis tteatment of her felt
yucky as semal abuse."

MaMa's predominantly positive understanding of sexuality persisted
through al1the interviews. Additionally, her understanding that her family had

negatively influanced haw she felt about herseif as a m a n was constant
through the interviews, allhough her awareness of the depth of that impact
seemed to increase thrwgh the thme interviews.

Martha started with a positive understanding of sexuality, 'sexuality is
being cornfortable with who I am". Howwer, this understanding was tempered
with a lack of confidence in this definition. This la& of confidence was

demonstrated in the first interview when Martha concludeci the interview by
saying "I don't know what sexuality is." After the intervention Martha exhibited
substantially more confidence in her definition of sexuality. This new confidence
is exemplified by the following statements: 'it [solualjty] would be to me, be

something to do with how a woman feels inside...about herself. about other
women." and Tor me Ws a better understanding of how certain things in my life
affect me and understanding where Iwant to be a healthier me." The use of

statements like Yor me* and ÿvould be to menalso indicated both ownership and
a confidence in defining sexuality. Furthemore, 'understanding where I want to

be a healthier memindicated that Martha had a sense of her own ability to counter

influences on her undewstanding of sexuality."
Wth regard to her understanding of gender Martha showed a movamcnt

into what Cass (1979) described as a phase of identÏty synthesis. Adapting this
stage to look at positive female identity rather than semal orientation, this phase
is characterized by an integration of a positive identity as a wman that is not
based on the devaluing of males "but on a cornfort with the differences and

similarities of al1 peoplea( Davidson, 1995, p.41). Martha's shift was evident from

her response in interview three when she answered the question 'man for me

is....' "Equal,can bc equai. We're just two people and we boai need the same
kinds of things in life.'

c
Gwen's first intenriew showed two dominant themes: a sexual woman is
bad and sexuality is painful. The first theme was evident in Gwen's response ta
the question about what gcts in the way of her expressing her sexuality: '1 don't

want to be a bad woman." This theme was repeated when Gwen was asked
about what message she most often remernbered about sexuality. To this she

responded "sexualityis for bad women.' A sub-theme of sexuality being for bad

women is Gwen's repeateâ a-ation

of sexuality and shame. An example of

this is when Gwen said ' in wme part of me, I really klieve that the whole
sexuality thing Ieaâs me to being a bad destructive person and that I'm
responsible for men hitting on me when I don? want itn
The second theme. sexuality is painful. was also repeated numerous times
throughout the interview. It surfacd whan Gwen was a s k d the Rrst question
around associations to the word sexuality: '1 remember when we were at the
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cottage I remember being raped." When asked H a t message she most Men

remembered about sexuality, Gwen stated 'pain."
While Gwen had some strongly negative associations with sexuality she
also had a small amount of hop. One message of encouragement she gave to

herself was T m healing." At the end of the fint intewiew she stated Were's

some h o p that al1 of this m'Il be looûed at."
Gwwi has a polarized view of the hnro genders. For her women were

'safety". whereas men were 'pain in the ass, danger."

Gwen saw her parental figures as having deeply influenced her

understanding of sexualiRy. From her grandfather she leamed 'bad wrnen were
sexual- they seduced men and they caused problems in marriages.' Becwse of
grandfathefs infîuence Gwen f e l ?rappedn. She feit mat without this influence '1
would be able to go inside myself and feel okay about myself." Gwen stated that
overmming motWs influence would m a n '1 could go on with my I L . " Gwen
stated the following regarding her rnather's influence on her sexuality 1' aiink it is

the uglied thing, 56mlii,bacause of how she behaved. I would see her behave
inappropflateîywiai my brother or she would penetrate me with her finger when
she bathed me." Other infîwnces that Gwwi listed were those that had affected
her sexuality adversely. These influences included: We media"; 'Yhe church;"
'my home family;" 'my pers;" and 'some of the shitty bouidaries of teachers and
stuff when I was coming into being a young m a n in school." From the church
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Gwen leamed that 'because of women we must all die...the whole fall thing."

Gwen leamed fonn her peefs mat an attraction to another female could get you
seriously isdated from al1 of your peers. mat was very painful and scary."

c
Early in the group pfocess (group session four) Gwen admifted '1 still don?
get a handle on M a t sexuality is." This umtainty about what sexuality was
shifted for Gwen after she did a homewwk assignment of experimenting with

touch and texture. Gwen explained to the group in session five. and. . .what's R
called the sensory exmence

thing? lt was terrifie. At first Ithought 'oh, no.' My

thing was to toudi difrent textures. I did it in small pieces and I really liked
it....this is going to be my healing joumey about my sexuality. That I can take it in

m a ll pieces." Later in the same session. Gwen, was less confident affer
explofing how the sexual abuse affecteci her sexuality. At this point Gwen
expressed '1 feel ernbarrassed about my earlier comment. I was naive. You know

the thing aborrt touch...' Haniisver, Istar in the session, and in following sessions

Gwen's sense that she understands sexualiRy was retumed. One example of this
sense of understanding about what sexuality was occurrad in session eight when
she said ' I get the due, the pictun. So that's kind of what it is. Just letting myself
feel what I'm feeling.' Gwen made this statement in session after the group

didabrainstonning exmse comparing the three constnicts of samiality,

sensuality and sex. A second example of solidification of the new understanding

was in session nine when Gwen stated 'I'm not as fteaked out as I was about
sexuality."

Gwcn's rcsponses changed significantly batmen the first intenriew and the

interviews after the group experience. # e n

Gnmi oncc a-*at

sexuality

with pain, shame and king bad she came to associate it with ' possibility,

.

i

presence, connected, natural natural expression." Whae Gwen was once

1

giving herse1messages that sexuality was bad, shc came to say 'Sexuality is

I

1!

i

11
b
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beauty. sexuality is empowering." She now extemafiml the old negative

messages around sexuality, me old messages I know where they are coming
from.* An example of this extemalization of old messages is when G w n stated

1

in interview three in response to the question M a t beliefs do you have mat help

i

you to express your semal self?': 'So

1
t

1
r

al1 the stories from perpdmtors saying I

was bad or P w s my fault, it was bull shP. An extemal source of negative beliefs

tM Gwen identifed was her family.
Another shin aiat occurred in Gwen's understanding of her sexuality was in
her shift around vulnerability and sexuality. m e n Gwen describeâ herse1in
interview one as vulnerable, lack of safety was implied. In the later interviews
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when Gwen talked about vulnerability she meant something much safer 'Good

vulnerability", 'l'm open and I feel positive about sexuality, exploring it."
There was also change in Gwen's Iist of what infiuenced her sexuality. She
added Yhe incest, the abuseaas part of the adverse influences. Regarding

supportive or helphil; influences Gwen Iisted the following: ' a huge support for

me has been the group here;" 'separating the sexual abuse from sexuality;"and
"leamingto trust myself more."
When asked whether she felt that her understandingd sexuality had

changed since the group began Gwen responded lrery much san As an example
of this change she listed '1 fel safe in the (AA) club roomn;'a huge piece of

shame is just liffed."Gwen also talked about what some of the shifts were. An

instance of this was when she said the following in interview two: ' Before group

...Like I had to get R outside of me, my semality and I wear it like a piece of
clothing. It's not like that at all, my sexuality is fine and intact, untouched." Gwen

reiterated this cornparison of hersslf before and aîbr group in interview three
when she reporied, '1 ml safer in the world. I travel further now, and I feel safer,
and this is my home. this is whem my erotic nature lives, in my body, this is my

homen;'1 feel safe in my body now,"
Gwen was askad what about the group helpdd her to make the changes
she made. She listed: 'safety for one;" 7he art work;' 'sharing it after;" IYhere

was support;' and 'asking questions that I felt afraid to ask... and to be minwed

back that it's okay. Whenver I am. is just fine." Gwen gave aie following

example of what made the group safe '1 guess it was the saf*

to be vulnerable.

The strong presence of you guys as facilitators, so that I felt safe to be

vulnerable. Like if anybody did get Ctjfical or rude or anything, I knew that it would
be taken care of, so it enabled me to step out a bit more and ask questions that I

.

felt afraid ta a&." G w n e ~ p ~ e n rninwing
cd
that Were ever I am is just finen

from both the group facilitators and group membem. 'lt was the group leaders

because none of us knew if any of it was okay until the end. So by the middle and
the end I think we al1 had got the sense that where we were was okay, definitely,

we mirrareci that back to each other."

The one thme that m a i n s constant is G m %polatization of m m and
women. Regarding women, Gwen, stated in interview t h m that woman was
'beautiful. SttOng, hmic.' Them was a shiR in Gwen's pmeption of men from

men are ' pain in the ass, dangerous" to interviews two and three where men are
respectively hot that interesünggand %ad. um. a little irritating and prlvikged."
This shifl indicated less fear and pefhaps less anger twards men.

c
Gwen made a signifiant shift in her understanding of sexuality. In the first

interview she viewed sexuality as if it was something that caused her to be
objedified and abused. 'in some part of me, I really believe that the whole
sexuality thing leaâs me to being a bad destructive person and that I'm
responsible for men hitting on me." This stance was abandon by the time Gwen
was interviewed the thirâ tirne when she began to understand %exualîty is
empowering."

Gwen aljo adopted ownenhip of her sexuality after the group experience.
She was also awam of mniv owning her semiality and expressed this awareness

and new ownership in the second interview as follows: 'Before group.... I had to
get it [sexuality] outside of me.....l wear it like a piece of clothing. Il's not like that
at all, my sexuality is fine and intact, untouched.'
With regard to Gwwi's integmtion of a positive fmale identity she appears

to have remained in the embeddedness stage as described by Downing and

Roush (1995) or tha identity pride phase descn'bed by Cass (1979). These
phases are charaderized by devaluing of men to resolve the incongruence
betwean self acceptame and Society's devaluing of women. Statements that

polarize women as good and men as bad were evident thmghout the three
interviews. Houvever, as was stated in the previous section, Gwen's anger

towards men seems to decrease. which indicates a rnovement towards a later
stage of identity development.

The s m i : e L

in the first interview Stacy was able to list a number of negative influences
on her sexuality. The influences she listeci are as follows: 7he media;" 'my
mother;" "gonig through abuse; 'and '1 think when you're at school you get a lot

of peer pressure." Tha abuse taught Stacy that she was IYhere to be used as
another man wants you." The particular effet3 of peer pressure that Stacy

experienced was the fear of being labetled a Iesbian: ' I remember girls at school
that were more boyish or whatever and they would say, 'She's a Iesbian'."

Another area of influence was the distribution of household chores when Stacy
was a child. '1 always thought mat he ( Stacy's brother) got the good end of the

stick and I g d the shitty end of the stick. You know, he didn't have to do the
house work or do chores. I used to get home from work, get home from school,
so things like you got to rnake sure you peel the potatoes and you start cooking

dinner."

When Stacy was askd what message about sexuality she remembered
the most she reported "that k i n g a woman for me is difficult. Rs a feeling that

you are a second class citizen.' This theme was repeated again when Stacy was
asked 'woman for me is.. .?'. Stacy responded 'having a hard life." Stacy's

response to the question 'man for me is...y was refiective of her statements

around labour division in her childhood, in stating 'he has an easy time*.
One response that Stacy repated to several of the questions was 'I really
don? know." Stacy rcsponded I don't know to questions 4.7.8 and 10. Aftcr

responding I don't know to questions 4.7 and 10 Stacy wcnt on to answer the
question. In some instances Stacy admitted that she had never tbught of the
issue surfaced by the question. However, often 1 seemed '1 don't know' seemed
to be part of a pattern of spcaking for Stacy. She would say '1 don't know' before
she had time to really think about her response.
Stacy admitteci that the only time shs feit cornfocfable expressing her

sexual self was ï m s whdn Iwas smoking marijuana.' Sha admitted that h a

expression of her sexual seif was inhibited by worrying ua'aboritsilly things: how
you're going to be. how you'n going to nad.am I too fat or too ugly." Stacy was
very open about admitting that she was not clear about what sexuality meant

-

'unsure of M a t R [sexuality) means." Oiscornfort with saxuality was another
theme that surfaced in the R n t intenriew. This was evident whcn Stacy was asked

'what words, feelings or images corne to mind when you hear the word sexuality?'

and she responded 1' think Ws a general uncornfortable feeling."

The theme that seemed most significant during the group for Stacy was

that of honesty. This theme emerged in group session three during a discussion
of the way childnn dress for Jchool and Stacy advocated a SCfiool uniform. Upon

taking this stanœ Stacy disclosed ' I'm going to be very honest with everybody
here. I'm having a really hard time with this. I donJtknow whether it's because of
where I am in my recovery. I fecl pretty good in my movery rigM now, that I'm

having a hard time relaüng to a lot of what is being said." Voicing this sense of
not belonging and speaking her experience seemed to have been a pivotal
expefience for Stacy. At the end of this same session Stacy concludecl '1 feei

more cornfortable m u , aK#i I was. definitely more cornfortable than I was before.
I guess being honest does work.' The shR fmn not fMing in to becorning

cornfortable was also avident in session six whecr Stcicy told the group 1' find it
very therapeutic to come hem.' She refend to the shift again in session eigM

when she said ' I feel Cs safe ham....There's a lot of support here and a lot of

understanding and that makes me feel really cornfortable."
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Anotber theme that parallels the honesty theme is Stacy's valuing the

sharing from group members. In session eigM Stacy sMed. 1' think ifs nice to

see a group of women who've be!en through many experiences and have different

points of view and SMlike th&, and we get along and who express their feelings,
if they feel sad." Along the same lines in session ten Stacy shared 1' enjoyed

very much that everybody shared so much. It takes a lot to share how you feel
and to say, you know, '1 don't fwl good' and I really appreciate that because it

made me want to participate more.' Stacy appMated
I
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honesty not only in the

others, but in herself as well. For example, in group session six Stacy talked
about the importance of her being honest and her increased cornfort with herself:
'I'm being honest. That's got a lot to do with it. Perhaps I haven't been honest

enough before. But coming here. it's making me get honest with myself."
Stacy was one of the Brst group membersto have revealed that she was

!

gaining an understanding of the notion of sexuality. This revelation occurred in

i

session three when Stacy admitted, 'Because the first question you askeâ me ,

f

!

[matwas sexuality? And I remernber that I said '1 haven't got a due' and Ididn't.

E.

And coming M

i
E

;

e in the lrst week, I'm really listening, I'm going to get H a t this

is. And I'm feally listening to everybody because Ithought I was a little bit thick or
something. And I thought about it every week, you know and I kind of started to
put little bits in littk places and I don? feel uncornfortable about it and I thougM I

would." In session six Stacy repeated this theme of beginning to understand what

sexuality meant for her: 'Ys only as we've been going through the last few weeks
that a little IigM bulb's corne on. I think I'm beginning to understand it's [sexuality]

how comfortable I feel inside my own skin and it's what's been shedding a lot of
light on my recovery."

In reviewing Stacy's participation and statements throughout the group
process, it is clear th& the group experience was signifiant for her. This
significance was evident in session tan wlMn Stacy remarked 'l think the most
that I got out of it (thegroup) was feeling more comfortable wiar me and giving

me more, um, seIf-confidence."This theme connecfed to the earlier theme of
honesty that Stacy s u r f a d in session three when she made the connection
between k i n g honest and feeling cornfortable.

The most evident change from the first to the second and third intenriews
was that Stacy was able to answar questions much more quickly and confidently.
Whereas in the fimt interview Stacy oftm nspoMkd '1 nally don't km#, in the

later interviews shs was able to either answer questions or take the üme to
reflect. Stacy moved from fading uumasrabout sexuality to '1 feel more positive

about C in the second inte~iew
to 'being cornfortable with one self" in the third

interview.
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Stacy identified her bmther as having had signifiant influence on her role
as a woman. Stacy saw her brother as promoting the same messages regarding

roles as her mother. Regarding this influence Stacy stated '1 would have probably
been much more fiee;" Yeah, how I undersfood it and how I understoad my role

as a girl, a teenager, and then becoming a woman." This response showed a

development of the understanding of the impact of getting the 'shitty end of the

stick."
Stacy admitted, in interview three, that before the group she saw sexuality
and sex as the same thing. In interview three Stacy saw being able to

differentiate between the hnio as important to Mping her express her sexual self:
"1 guess identifying that or trying to identify that sexuality and sex aren't of the

same group." When this change was refleded back to Stacy she responded, "itns
more deep than what the sounding of it sounds."

In al1 thfee intewiews Stacy responded differently to the question 'what
message do you give yourseif most dten about sexuafity?' In interview two Stacy

said 'it's okay to be who you am." In interview t h m she stated '1 wish that I was
more sensuous...m m whole, in a gooâ spaœ." Her rssponw in interview three

seemed to be somewhefe in bahncen hcr responses in intenriews one and two.

One issue that Stacy sbuggled with throughait the thfee interviews is her
attitude towards m.In interview two she artiailated this stniggle when she said
"if you're talking about men in general they're not too bad. I think for me men are,

there are still a lot of men mat are very domineering and . . .very sexist,
chauvinistic." In interview threc Stacy simply said th& man for her was 'pain in
the ass."

Stacy reported that shc feit that her understanding of herseIf as a sexual
being changed through the time of the group experience. Stacy reported in
interview two '1 think that it opened rny eyes up. R made me really stop and think
and look at myself. That it was okay just to feel the feeling that I îeit. it was okay

to have differences of opinion." In intenriew three Stacy mitefateci this M e n she
said "beingable to express yourself, for me to express myself a lot better then I
had in the past.

mat's been a big differena. Being able to recognize then deal

with the doms of Me."

Stacy saw the diversity in the group as cantributing to the changes she
made: '1 think for me that had quite an influence on me. Because for the first few

sessions we had a Iesbian, we had some feminists, we had some regular people,
there was quite a mixture there and first of al1 I didn't feel cornfortable with that
and it took me quite a time to get cornfortable; but once I became comfortable
then I suppose R changed my way of thinking." In interview t h m Stacy stated
"just the honesty we had together" as the factor Mat inRuenced the changes that

she made through the group process.

i

emes of consm9)ncy,
I

One theme that remained somGWhat constant for Stacy was her stniggle
with the value of women.

She stated that the belief that gets in the way of her

expressing her semal sel was 7hat a wornan's place is difkrent ftom a man's.

Hence you or I should... are classified more as a second class citizen. I find it
really hard to shake off."

Stacy started out by stating that she warr "unsure of what it [sexuaiity]

1

means to mea. She. like many of the other participants in the study, saw sexuality

t

F

as equivalent to sex. After participating in the group, Stacy's understanding of

h

wbat sexuality was had shifted significantly to her Ming able to define this

tr.

f-

1i..

construc3 as %eing cornfortable with one seW. Knowing that sexuality and sex

1

were different also seemed important to her. Thus, after the group intervention

I.

i.

she had a sansa of whal sexuaiity was and what it was not. Sacy also made the
connection htwam king honest in rehtionships and sexuafity. She used the

r

t

b

group expience to pmctice being honest and discovered that she feit better

L

about herself. Hortesty is a requirement of intimacy. lntimacy is a vital

component of sexuality. Thus. Stacy made an extremely important and wise
connection between intimacy and sexuality. This relationship is noted in Eastern

spirituaiity, where it is the second chakra which is associated with the
reproductive centre, but the meaning of this chakra is about the capacity to

maintain intirnacy (Ozaniec, 1991, p. 12).
Regarding gender identity, Sacy had a notion of the injustice of the
treatment of women and men. She saw men as receiving prekrential treatment.

and women being treated unfairly. lmmediateiy after the group experience Sacy
seemed to have shined ta a place where she sew 'a lot of men....are

domineering and very sexist, chauvinistic, whiie she rnaintained that ' if you're

IT

talking about men in generai they're not too bad." These staïements suggested a
shift to Cass's (1979) identity synthesis. However, her responses in the foliow-

up interview suggested that she had shified to an earlier stage with regard to

gender identity. Men werc once more 'pain in Vie ass." This shift seemed to have
occurred mostly as a result of Stacy's work environment in which she was
-.

experiencing discrimination. It is entirely possible that Stacy's work situation had
brought her to another point of revelation (Downing and Roush, 1985) and she

was cycling through the stages of identity development.

in the first interview Pabicia, seemed to have soma mixed, kit
predominantly negaiive, associations wiih the notion of seniaiity. Oirtg was the
first word that Patricia said when asked about associations with the word

sexuaiity. Tite message abart sexuality that Pmcia remembered the most was

'scaiy and iack of power." When she was asked about a respect in which her
sexuaiity expresseci who she was, she stated young and vuinerabie.' f rom

tnese and other statements about sexuaiity there was an indication tiiat Patricia
saw sexuaiity as something threatening, almost perpetrafor-iike in ifs nature.
Patricia had a polarized attitude towards aie corisaucts of man and wornan.

v'oman was "strengthb
and man was 'ass hoie"These siatements indicaie that
Pairicia is in stage three. emMdedness-emanation, of the deveioprnent of a

counter-cuiturai idemtity. A dominant theme for this stage is femalelblacknesbian,
etc is beautifUr (Downing & Rowh, 1985).

Patriciastated that if she wem iree of her fBtheis infiuence on her sexuaiity
'i would be stmnger, I'd . . . be ciearer about my rights." She saw h a motner as

infiuencing her sexuaiity in a way that made her uncornfortable with sexuality.
When asked 'If i were free from mother's sexual infiuence...?' Pairicia responded

*I might have some sexuality." She also identifid *king useâ, not protecteâ as a
child", " sexist jokes and 'positive role models* as infiuencing her sexuality.

Patricia cornmented on the fact that 'people are generally more carefui about
racist jokes or jokes that relate to people$' religious backgrounds. But $ex is still
a safe topic."

Patricia was an active participant in the group pmccss. She cantributed
appropfiately to graip discussions and brainstorming exertises. She self-

disclosed in a manner that seemed cornfortable for her; listened adively and
respectfully to other group participants and gave them feeâbatk. One theme that

ernerged early in the group process for Patricia was one of honouring her own

process. This surfaced in session one when Patricia was uncornfortable with the
object that was used to indicate who was speaking and stated 'I could decide not

ta honour mat, I wonY. i'd mthw just say 1
.' She mstaied Mis qain in session

iwe d u A q check out w b n she sâid "$O, i guess I'm baiq gentte. Çayi-

yerih 1

couid think about 1,but I don't want to. But therersno pressure." Patricia had

obsewed that she was not driving herseif to underotand M a t sexuality was. This
'honouring' seemed to be a balance of risk taking and liml setting. The example
in session one is an example of risk taking, mile the example from sessions two
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is a tirne when Patricia set limits for herself. Another example of honouring and

risk taking was when Pabicia challenged another group member to use 'I

staternents'. She was taking a large risk when she disdosed "the flip side of that
is, if for any reasan I don't f w l the way you're saying that women cdlectively feel,
then I tune out."
A second theme that emerged from Me transcripts of the group sessions

was Patricia's struggle with ber sexuality. In session Iwo Patricia stated

°sexuaiity is dirty!" It was possible that a shift was occurring for Patricia in
session four when she shared the folfowing affimiaüon "1 have the right to not fear
my sexuality." Patricia developcd this affirmation in response to soma of the

negative messages she had reœived regarding semality.
Patricia's process seemed to have been sidetracked by a crisis in her

teenage d a u g W s life, which called for signifiant attention from Patricia. As a
single parent, she had to devote much energy towards supporling her daughter.
This shift of focus did impad on Patrïciatsgroup pmess. Palrida acknowledgeû

-

this when she said '1 usually like the group setting there's been a iot of stuff
going on in my tif& during the cowse of time that the group was together. so at the

present 1 don? think Igot a lot out of group. But that d a m l m a n it won't hit me
later on." Despite Patricia having to put a great deal of energy into other aspeds
of her life, she came to al1 but one of the gmup sessions. Thus it w u l d scem that

she benefited from the group in other ways. This assumption was supported by

the following statement: 'l'm sad the group's ending. 1 definlly felt safe in this

group."

The first area of change evident in Patria's responses was a shift in

associations with the notion of sexuality. Patricia shifteâ from answering "dirty" in
the first interview when asked about her associations with the word sexuality. to

"leisurenin the second interview and Woman, fke, right" in the third interview.
This shift is also evident in the third interview when Patn'cia was able to tell

herself 'Ws (sexuality) part of myself, the entire self."
A second shift that was evident in the later interviews, was that Patricia

was beginning to separate the notion of sexual abuse from sexuality. This change
was apparent. for instance, in her response to the question 'The message I
remernber the most about sexuality is...?'.ln interview one Patricia responded

'scary and lad< of powef; whereas in interview three she responded W
' s a pan of
me not part of the abuse.. The shift is not complete and Patricia admits to beliefs
that get in the way of her k i n g eamfoftabk wiai her secwlity. One such belief is
'l'II get hurt."

A third shift that ocarrred for Patricia. is in t e m of increased awareness of

how her mother had infiuenced her sexuality. This awareness is indicated when
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Patricia stated that if her mother did nbt influence her sexuality "1 wwldn't keep
secrets, Iwouldi'rt fed shame, um. I would have @de, l would Rave owneiship of

my sexuality."
A final trend that occumd was in Pmcia's

discussion of influences on her

sexuality. In her first interview she lists mostly negative influences: 'being used.
not protected as a childw.During interview two Patricia lists only positive
influences: 'reading, group stuff;" 'my present partner." Finally. in the third
interview Patricia provided a Iist of both positive and negative influences.
I

i

Negative influences included: ''Parents; media;" 'dysfundional family

f

background. . . I'm thinking as an adult;" and positive infiuenœs included:"being

f

more consciousa[ofinfiuencesl; 'sharing experiences, k i n g able to talk with

f
I

other people;" and "being involved with a gentler partner."
Patricia saw herself as having 'changed a little bit" through the group

1

l!

process. She reportexi 'one (change) would be . . . probably more of a heartfelt

appreciation . . . of the impact of the childhood sWf,which before I paid lip

i
1

service to, I guess.' The shR brougM up feelings of 'anger and sadness" for

:.

Patricia.

i

i

When asked what about the group had helped, Patficia said We hands on
stuff" 'and sharing those aftewardsn(interview Mm). She expanded on the

sharing to indude "a cornmitment on the part of the group, which for me
personally makes it easier to work hardet at something than I might otherwise".

"the group was stNdwed in a mariner tM...l wasn't aware of a lot of aretaking

behmn group mernôers, and 1 think that's really important." She explanml
further why this was impoitant for her. ' In t

m of owning-metkg if

somebody eise is running to pat you on the back or whatever, it didn't get done.
It's not helpful for me."

The-

of conr&Cncb

One a m of beliefs that remaineci constant for Patricia throughout the three
interviews was the dichotomy between woman and man. Patricia maintained the

"woman is beautiful"theme, with stâtements like wornan is 'strong." Man was
associated with more negative ternis "frustratinp"(interview three) and "sick and
shallow" (interview two). While the constructs of sick and shallow are different

from the constnid ftustrating, what remaineâ the same was Vie'polarization of
fernale king asskiatecl w M positive attributes and male with negative attributes
that is consistent with the embeddedneSs stage deak

by Downing and Roush

(1 985).

Paaicia's perspective on seniality changed significantly after the group
experience. 8efore group she had a rnixed association with the notion of sexuality

"dirty, strength, goodn,whereas, after group the association was mostly positive,

"leisure","women, free, right". She also made a shift in beginning to differentiate

between sexuality and sewual abuse: ' l s [sexuality] b a part of me, not the
abusen. However, even as late as the third intenriew Patricia still believed 'l'II get
hurt" [if I express my sexualityl, which suggests some association between

sexuality and violation.

'

Patncia; like many of the other women in the study, made an association

!

between owning feelings and having a positive sense of sexuality. This is evident

C

t

t

1
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when Patricia was asked to talk about what had changed in her understanding of
her sexual self since she began the group and she responded 'probably more of

a heart f e l appreciation

of the impact of the childhood stuff-*

Regarding gender identity, Patricia remained static in reference to Downing
and Roush's (1985) identity developmant theory. Howtver, she had difficulty

when other group mernôers useâ ternis like 'as women we ..." because at times

t a

I;

i

she recognizeâ she did not fed those same feelings or think those thoughts. This

t

t

recognition that she was dnerent suggestd that she may have been struggling to
establish her identity as a MMian, outside of the dicnotomy of genders.

Throughout the first interview Sondra sSnrggled with the word sexuality in
the questions. stating, 'Sec, sometimes I have a hard time mth sexuality being in

a sentence." Part of Sondra's difficulty with the word sexuality was her defining it

as meaning sex. An example of Sondra's definition of sexuality as qua1 to sex is
,
1

1

evident when she said 1' couldn't be semal with anyone for a year after I was with
her." Upon k i n g asked about associations with the word sexuality. Sondra

C

recalled several incidents of childhood sexual abuse and an abusive adult

I

p

relationship. ' I know that it has interfered or. . . with relations because of being
a sunrivof A lot [of feelings] from when I was younger. I went to court about four

!.

years ago about Dr. X.' 'She took a layer out of me. I won? forget R;'

r'

hard time still with being semal with somebody.' The message that Sondra

I have a

remembered the most about sexuality is 'pain, yeah it was painful." These

statements indicate a stmg association between sexuality and senial abuse.

Her attitude towards m m in general was Yorget it.'
Sondra did have some aiment positive associations with sexuality. Sondra
found herseif more cornfortable with her sexuality when she was able to say to
herself 1' am okay as who I am." M e n asked if there was a respect in which her

sexuality expressed her deepest self, Sondra replied ' l remember about a month

ago, I felt, I don't know M a t it was, I was just flowing. T h m was something that
was making me feel good about rnyself."
Sondra saw her mother as having little influence on her sexuality. She had
cut off contact with her father because of his messages to her around the sexual

abuse: "1 dropped him four yean ago; he said to me that I deserved what
happened to me in the family." She fett that Mer having udroppcd"her father he

no longer had an influence on her Iife. Sondra saw the abuse as having greatly

-

impacted on her understanding of sexuality We invasion fmm the men and the

women". Some of the positive influences Sondra reported were: 'I've had a lot of
support from my friends. I guess to have been looking at things critically I guess
for women" and 'I've been talking about that with my therapst, ifs kind of helped."

Sondra shawad some ambivalence about the group exparience. While she
participated in group discussions she men did not do written exercises in the

group or at homa. S b expresseû the root of this ambivalence when she stated

-

'It's so hard it's getang deeper. It's scaring me. I guess;' I guess I find

sometimes I just don? want to talk about anything and its just getting too close. I
guess I'm getting scareâ. 1 guess when you're so used to putting so much stuff
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way deep down, itJshafd to put it on a piece of paper, so used to having it kept

down." Despite baing scared Sondra continued to share her feelings and
thoughts in group and in one of the later sessions said '1 don? know, just a very
busy week. I was actually going to cal1 and not corne today. Iwas really tired, but
I felt that I didnlt want to miss any of them. This is too important to me."

Furthermore, in the ninth group session during check out in response to another
group member who expressed difficult feelings, Sondra remarked 1' feel that I'm

starting to grow, I'rn starting to feel better within myseîf. I'm getüng to know
myself, more that I've hidden, more connecting with my own feelings, not being
afraid anymore to show them or deal with them,l feel good." In group session ten

she once again stated '1 thought it was good for us to get together and talk about
our feelings."

Three themes occurred for Sondra throughout the group: knowing that she
is not alone, a s t ~ g g l wiai
e generalized anger at males and the need to have
someone de-

sexuality for her. The first theme 'knowing I'rn not alonenwas

expressed by Sondra thmghout the group experience. At the end of group
session one Sondra said 70 know that I'rn not alonen;and again in group two she
states 'I can relate." The most striking example occurs when another group
participant asked Sondra to use 1, rather than 'as women you". Sondra's
response to this was Well there's nat just me. . . We, I wasn't saying for myself
so... because I'm not alone is what I rneant;"Tm just saying that I'rn not alone."
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Sondra concludeâ the group exparience in check out in session ten by saying '1
think when you're with m e r people you don't feel so alon€!."

The second theme that reoccuned for Sondra airoughout the group session

was her need to express her anger at men in very geneml 'them against us'
ternis. This Vierne is expressed in statements by Sondra that include: Men are
offended.."; '1 think men are getüng scared though because they're seeing women

get up therewand '1 think sometimes just as women you just get so tired of that it's
like to hell you asshole men." Interestingly, twice in the group p w s s Sondra

i

stated 'l'II just say one thing, Ws not, I don? hate men like I used to, okay, Ws just

1

sometimes it feels good to expresswand 'Sometimes I think to myself I want to

t

feel more positive towards men.... but there always seems more stuff that

happens ftom thern.'

1\

sexuality was expressed by Sondm several times in the group. One example of

i

this was in group session three M e n Sondm remarked '%anwe use a different

€
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The third theme of wanting srneone to pmvide her with a definition of

word for this I can't .... I m a n sexuality". In response to this question other group
members provided osier ternis that Sondra migM substitute. In group session

five Sondra makes the following nquest ' I was just wondering if I could make a

request,do you think yourself anci Lee [the group co-facilitaton] could make out
which is sensuality, sexuality and sex?" This request for dafification around

these terrns and data from her-firstinterview suggest that Sondra sometimes had

t

I

b

t-

t

,

difficulty differervtiating between sexuality and semal adivity. ln respanse to this
request, the group spent parts of sessions eigM and nine brainstorming a Iist of
words that fall under the three categories, sexuality, sensuality and sex." At the

conclusion of this brainstorm Sondra stated ' so Ys (sexuality is) what cornes out
of us individually, sort of like that."

One substantial change that occurred was Sondra's ability to articulate a
definition of sexuality. In the second intenriew, she provided the following
definition of sexuality '1 guess Iwould have to put it, Iguess of feeling happier
within myself. Just feeling happier, feeling , like Iwas saying, more confident.
Just better over all."

Her association with the word sexuality was also much more

-

positive than in the first interview 'being a whole person as myself. as a

1.

!.

.'.

lesbian." This change is consistent with a shM in Sondra's understanding of
sexuality that was evident in session nina mer the group diswssed the difference
arnong sexuality, sex and sensuality. A second area of change was her inueased
ability in the secorid interview to articulate beliefs that hindered expression of the
sexual self. These messages included statements like ' 1 wasn't good enough for
anything no matter wh*, and 'not being able to feel confident enough to express
it, or that I should have the rigM to pleasure. or have any right to have anything

that was good.' Sondra had not been able to articulate any hindrances during her
first interview. Sondra was also Mare of watching for herself falling into old

patterns of wtihdrawn
ig

from intirnate nlationships and challenging herself by

saying ' Sondra, dont you dare."
Sondra shifted in seeing her mother as having no influence on her sexuality

-

to viewing her mother as currently a positive influence 1' guess with my mon, it's
very good. With my mother and with rny family in general." Sondra expanded her

Iist of positive influences to include the group experienœ, 'gang more in contact
with my inner self,with my body" and a new girifriend Sondra had started dating
"with her ls an equal individual keeping yourself, um, I feel very safe with her. I
like that with her because it gives me a litHe more of a boost to going even more

forward with what I'm doing."

When asked what changes had ocairred as a result of attending the group

Sondra respondcd 1' just knuw I feel better about my body....because of the
things that we talked about" and 'l know I'm not so alorie.' Sondra found 'just
having people anwnd to be the most helphil aspect of the group.

-

Sondra continued to view men as unimportant in her life 'a man for me is
what? Oh, not much, not much." She added to this by saying 'They're not al1 bad

-
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and I know that my hatred hasn't corne out like it used to. . .for men." She also at
times during the second intemiew 'forgot' what sexuality meant and retumed to

seeing sexuality as equivalent to sexual adivity, though tinte was spent defining
what it was in group and the beginning of the interview time was spent exploring
what sexuality meant for Sondra. It was clear that at times Sondra associated sex
with sexuality, and this was not a positive association for her. This association

was evidenced when in group she said, 'but as soon as you say that [sexuality] I

-

have a hard time because I think ngM away two people are having sex." In the

beginning of the second interview Sondra stated, ' Okay, you have to tell me
specifically what you mean, because sometimes I get mixed up between sex,
sexuality and sensuality." To question eigM (how would you describe yourself as
a sexual being) Sondra responded =yougot to specify," indicating that she was

confusing sexuality and semal activity, no longer remembered her earlier
definition of sexuality and wanted me to give her a definition of sexuality.

Socidta started the study with a vary definite confusion behnieen sexuality

and sexual adivity. Furaienmm it m e d that she associated sexuality with

being abused. bath as a child and as an adult. An example of this association
between sexuality and sexual abuse was when Sondra was asked about what
she thinks of when she hears the word sexuality and she responded '1 know that it

has interfered with relations because of king a suvivor." After the group Sondra
gave a koader definition of sexuality and she nspondeâ ' Feeling happier in
myself. Just febling happier, fding ....more confident.' However it appeared as
though Sondra had not integrated this new definition because at a later point in
the post group interview she seemed unclear as to what was meant Men she

was asked a question that used the word sexual being and she said I"Youlvegot

From the comments made about men during the g m p it appeared that
Sondra was likely in the i d e m pride (Cass, 1979) or embeddedness (Downing
!

& Roush. 1985) phase of identity developrnent. She clearly had a dichotomous

view of men and women with a very strong notion of us (women) against them

(men). This stance was demonsttated when shc Sbted: '1 think sometimes as

1-

women you just get so tired of that. Ws like to hell you ass hole men." There

i

were, hounver, indicationsthat Sondra was moving towards a phase of

I

t

I

synthesis, as was evident in this statement in the second interview '1 mean

:

there's some, a few men 1 krow they're okay...they're not al1 bad.'

h

$
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Beatfice, in her first interview, presented negative associations with
sexuality. For Beatrice 'sef came to mind when she heard the word sexuality.

T m unclear about the line between sex and sexuality." When asked what
feelings she associated with sexuality, she stated Yeaf and Yemor." When asked
to talk about beliefs about sexuality, Beatrice reported that she had a belief that
she was 'darnaged goods" and 'in my mind I think I'm unsexual." When Beatrice

was asked how she would describe hwself as a sexual k i n g she stated
"asexualor.Iunsexual." Beatrice saw women as "victirnnand men as Victor and
threatening". Because sex and sexuality were in many ways synonymous for

Beatrice 1 was undear in her response to the questions about semality whether
she was talking about sexuality or sex. Because the ternis seemed to have been
interchangeablefor Beatri*oe,her responses needed to be framed with the
understanding that she was answering from a stance in which sexuality and sex

were the same constnrct.
The most positive statement BeaWcemade about sexuality was in
response to the questions 'is there a respect in which your sexuality expresses
wfio you are?' She Sbted that '1 have been told that I have great compassion.

Woman's nurtunng ability m e s out." This was one of the few instances when

Beatrice seemed to view sexuality as more than sex.

Sexuality was a "forbidden topicn in Beatnke's family. Her mother did not
talk about issues regarding sexuality. Beatrice felt that her mother influencecl her
beliefs about sexuality from qust the way sha wa3 rather than what she said

about sexuality. Beatrîcefelt that if her mother were not influencing her sexuality
she 'might be more cornfortable discussing it."
i

I

!
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In the fimt interview Beatrïce presented as seeing her faaier as having
communicated to her that women were to be respeded and protected. However
in order to be consideid a woman, one had to be mamed and have children - "to
be anybody you had to get mamed and have kids." At the time of the interview

Beatrice (closeto forty) was unmamed and had no children. 'But in his eyes I'm
not a complete m a n because I'm not manSed and have no children." Beatrice

1.i1
h

herself as an incomplete wornan was confirmeci when Beatrice was asked what

ib-

messages about sexuality wsra strongest for her. She replied 7hat women

,

should be respected and k i n g woman: k i n g ma-

F

-

-

had intemalized this belief uandthat's sort of the way Ifée1 myself." This view of

F'

and with children."

Beatrice reportecl her home life and the experience of IWe abusen'because
it was so many years" as having negatively infîuenced her sexuality. This

reference to abuse referred to the semal abuse that Beatrice had experienced.
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From the evidence presenfed in the first interview, Beatrb appeared to
have a narrow definition of sexuality. She viewed sexuality as equivalent to sex.
She did not view herseif as a M o l e woman because she was neifher wife not
rnother.

The ~ r o exnerience,
u ~

The group experience was a difficult one for Beatn*ce.During the first

session she stated ' I'rn real stressed out tonight but I made it hem. I almost
didn't. It was hard to corne." She did not m a l to the grwp the nature of this
stress. It is possible that the stress she was feeling was related to the focus of the
group (sexuality). As she rnoved through the group process, Beatrice experienced

some intense and uncornfortable feelings regarding the messages and

experiences that fonned her understanding of sexuality. In response to the
discussion about myths around sexuality Beatrice said ' I don't know if I've ever
f e l anger to this degree.' Beatrice made that staternent after the group

participants did individual collages on the topic of oieir sexuality. Beatrice
became awae of s
o
m of the very strong negative messages she had been
given about sexuality and she responded with intense anger. This intensity of
feeling was greeted with some conflid by Beaûi=

- ' I don? want to feel al1 this

stuff and the other part of me says finally you're feeling Hat's really there."

Despite the intensity of dealing with painful and uncornfortable feelings Beatrice

attended group regulariy and participatecl in group exercises and sharing her

feelings and thoughts as they related to the group and group activities.
Beatrîce reported that in the p s t she had fun fmm emotionally difficult
situations. Through the group process, and with the support of the group Beatrice
dealt with some intense feelings in veiy positive and constructive ways. When

she felt unbearably angry she wrote and talked until the anger was more

manageable. The group seemed to be a place where Beatrice was able to break

some of her family's rules around silence. During the group expcrience Beatrice
wrote a letter of confrontation to her abusive bmther and gave it to him. She
reported that this was something that she had wanted to do for ten years.
Based on her sharing throughout the group experience, 1 was evident that

she had nurnerous negative beliefs and messages regarding sexuality. It was a
struggle for BeaWe to access positive beliefs and staternents regarding

sexuality. Eventually, however, she realized that 'you've got to staft with hope."

Beatrice had few positive p s t exmences of the expression of sexuality. She
seemed to have benefitted from between g m p sensory assignments,
particularly, one assignment which involved walking in the rain or ninning through

a sprinkler. Beatrice reported 'It felt freaing to do.' This experience provided a
moment where Beatrice was able to trust h e m R and have soma clarity around

-

H a t sexuality meant ' I only had it for a moment."

Beatn'ce reported some confision around sexuality when group ended.
This confusion seerned to have been in response to some of the shifts that she
was experiencing. However, through the gcwp process Beatri-

did signifiant

work around inner state regulation and breaking silence. She had allowed herself
to experience and tell others about taboo feelings and aKough this effort found

others who supporteci and shared s o m of these feeling states.

t

Between the first interview and the p s t group interview Beatrice's

r

i

C

associations with sexuality changed substantially. She reportecl feeling a "little bit

t

K

of feaf when she heard the word sexuality as compared to the terror she reported

[

in the first interview. Sexuality was no longer equivalent to sex - 'it's not just a

6

1

k

sexual act, ifs the whole m a n and what makes her whole." The feeling was of
having 'more envy then fear;' ' I want to feel like a woman." Exploration of the

feeling of mew
resuîted in Beatrice talking about wanting to fml more like a
woman than a child. When asked what sexuality meant to her, Bemce
responded 'It mwrld mean not feeling unsexual. I don't have to be in a sexual
relationship to have a definition of sexuality Mer to me.' This is a significant shift
from the first interview where Beatrke held the belief that she was not a ~omplete
woman because she was not marrieci and did not have children. Beattice was
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also able to articulate a positive message about sexuality IPs okay to be a

woman and you don't have to be ashamed any more.' Beaûice was also no
longer defining herself as unsexual T m not unsexual anymore ... celibate by

circumstance but not by choice. While the terni celibacy might have indicated a
narrow understanding of sexuality, it appeared to have had meaning beyond
sexual activity. This is evident from the two times that Beatrice stated "I'm not

unsexual". In the first interview Ming unsexual for Beatrice clearfy nferred to lack
*

of sexual activity. From this context R seemed, celibacy capturecl a definition of

P

sexuality that no longer required sexual activity. Beatn'ce reported that this

F

b

1.

understanding of herseif as celibate feA substantially better than her earlier
definition of herself as unsexual. Beatfice was also able to expand on the

E

1.E

E

ç

primarily negative in the first interview, Beatrice, in the second interview, included
positive influences on her sexuality such as a the counsellingnand Yhe gmup we

c

F'

infiuences on her sexuality. Where the infiuences had been described as

-

1:

When asked haw she felt she had changed through the gmup exmence.

t

Beatrice stated: 'believing that I'm not unsexual anymore," aevenmy dreams

1

have changed (p~sitively),~
'l've noticcd that in the past week it [Beatrice's

I

1

depiession] isn't as deep.
When asked what had been helpM about the group exmence Beatrice
replied 'hearing mer members of the group talk and realizing that I wasn't alone
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in my point of view;' 'doing the three: sexuality, sensuality and sex that opened
my eyes a lot.' Doing the thnc refend to a brainstorming acüvity dunng which
the group members categorized different words and adiviües under the three

headings of sexuality, sensuality and sex.
When Beatn'ce was asked in the third interview what feelings she

associated with sexuality she remarked * ifs still conhision. But some peace

also." Another significant change in the third interview occunwl when Beatn'ce
was asked her view of her fathefs influence on her sexuality. At this point when

asked about being free of her fathefs influence on her sexuality she commented
'1 would be more independent, I would feel that I could do it on my own." Beatrice

was also adively trying to change her thinking amund her sexuality. While
messages like ' you're no good" surfaced spontaneously, she was consciously

reminding herseIf 'l am a woman even if I 'm not a sexual woman ... ItJsokay to
be a woman." "Sexuality does not necessarily mean sex. That's been a big one

for me. Being able to dinerentiate, one doesn't nacessarily mean the other."
Another area of change for Beatrice in her third interview was in her

associations with what it meafit to be a woman. In her initial interview Beatrice
saw woman as Vidim"; and subsequently she saw woman as 'strong but soft,
can be vulnerable, is can'ng.'
A change that occuTriE3d between the second and third interview was

Beatrice's retum to a list of negative influences on her sexuality. This list was

expanded to include 'Society's kind of niche that you're supposeci to fa into and if
you don't: well. you don? belong" and my own fean."

The most consistent response by BeabSa was around her associations
with the word man. For the most part man was 'threatening" and %cary".Another

area that was consistent for BeaWe over the period of the interviews and the
group experience was a belief that Beatrice held and which she feit got in the way
of expressing her sexuality

- Thal you can't be a complete m

a n if you're not a

wife and a mother." This hindering belief remained static even though she was
able to articulate and develop new beliefs that contradided this long held belief.

These confliding beliefs may have been part of what caused Beatrice to feel

confused about what sexuality meant for her. This amfusion may have indicated
that the group created a situation of a crisis of awareness where she was

beginning to exmence m

e values conflic! within herseK.

Prior to going through the grwp intervention, Beatrice viewed sexuality and
sex as essentially the same conStNCt, 'I'm unclear about the Iine between

sexuality and sex." At the pre-intervention stage Beatrice reportecl associated
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feelings of rem" and Yeaf with sexuality and saw herseif as 'darnaged goodsn
and uunsexual'. She also had a very traditional understanding of gender roles,
which was exemplified by the following staternent: ' But in his eyes, I'm not a

cumplete women because I'm not manied and having children. And that's soR of
the way that Ifeel myself."
After the group intervention 8eMce's perspective on herself and what

sexuality meant showed substantial change. Beatrice no longer saw herself as
'unsexual", and changed her view of herself as follows: '1 don't have to be in a
sexual relationship to have a definition of sexuality refer to me." In accordance
t

1

i-

with this shifted perspective of hersel in which sexuality referred to her, she

%9

f

provided an expanded understanding of what sexuality meant T s not just a

1

senial ad, Ks the whole m a n and what makes her whole." While Beatfice

iji'
i

t

showed substantial change in sorne areas, the issue of sexuality was not

completely resolved for M.Particularly dinicuit for her was a belief that she had

L

k

F
,

that she identifid as a hinderïng belief That you can't be a complete woman if

you're not a H e and a mother." Clearîy this old belief was in conflict with

Beatrice's new understanding d herself and sexuality. Thus it was not surprising
that she reporta feelings of 'confusion* in association with the word sexuality.

The belief that one needed to be a wife and mother in order to be a

complete woman, was a belief that Beatrice identifid as having received frorn
her family of origin. During the+groupprocess, as myths about sexuality were

discussed, Beatrice reporteci '1 don't know if I've ever felt anger to this degret",
which suggested she was moving into a phase of 'revelation" (Downing and

Roush. 1985). This phase is charadeni by feelings of anger as one

experiences a crisis of awarencss of the M e d s of oppression. However, in
Beatnce's third interview her continued stniggle with the belief that in order to be
a complete woman one needs to be a wift and mother suggested that she was

entrenched in Downing and Roush's (1985) passive acceptance phase with her
partial acceptance of tradlional gender roles.

Teresa

c
Teresa started from a place of seeing hersetf as Very asexual" and
wanting to distaclce from herseIf as a senial being. Her associations with the

word sexualily consisteci of the following: %ham. guiît, bad, non-existent, dirty."
When Teresa was asked what belief gets in the way of expressing her sexuality
she responded 'it's nasty!' Teresa saw expressing her sexual self in the

following ternis: 'it would be giving up somcthing of myself." When asked to
describe herself as a semal k i n g Teresa Stated T m M."This theme of Tm not
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sexual' was repeated by Teresa three times in the interview, Mce descn'bing

herself as "asemral."
Teresa had negative associations with the notions of man and woman.
Woman she saw as 'pain in the ass." This statement regafding wornen, seemed
ta refer to the hardships that t k y endure because they are women. More clearly

her statement impiied [*awas a] Ipani in the ass" [to ôe a woman]. Her attitude

towards men was 'do w really need themr She foliowed this statement with the

following '1 feel so bad saying mat because I have a son. Of course I'rn going to
1:

i

€

iE

I-

i
1

t

t

1:

make him differcnt, rigMT This staternent put a context on to Teresa's comment

"dowe really need them? which implied that there was something about men's
behaviour that was an issue for Teresa. The implicit sentiment expressed by
Teresa is that men make women's lives difficuît. This stance regarding men and
wornen suggested that Teresa may have been at the point of 'revelationn in

reference to Downing and Roush's (1985) identity development model.

Teresa had some dimailty seeing what type of influence her aunt and
uncle, who were her primarily caregiven, had on her. She had a sense that they
had passed some shame on to her and had given her some rnixed messages

5

!
L
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about sexuality. She aiüculated the following about their influence: 7here was

shame about things, then thethers was 'these were the fads and this is it'." Teresa

explained the latter statement ' I rememkr when I got rny period for the first time.
I knew what was happening. I must have had some infonnation and I believe it

came from my aunt. Other influences that Teresa listed as affecting her

understanding of sexuality were 'Yhe abuse, the mixed messages [ from primary
caregivers], being ashamed of rny body." The source of Teresa's body shame
was not artiwlated by her during the interview.

Rie group experience for Teresa was empomring; but also difficult.
Having the freedom to speak out was a clear theme for Teresa. This theme was
evident in session four, when one member challenged another about breaking
one of the group rules, using '1 statements'. Teresa respondeâ as follows: '1 just ...
last week was good. but a few weeks before that, I'm fairfy intelligent but

verbalizing is not a stmng point, so I'm just getting a little newous about talking...

I sort of feel mat she [Sondra] was just talking and 1 scared me because Ys a
rule that I migM be breaking." Despite k i n g nervous about talking, Teresa still
felt cornfortable enough in the group to talk about how she f e l about the
interaction, that could have potertfially silenad her. mus, she challenged the
ngid application of group niles.
Another theme that emerged frorn Tema's group participation is her
stniggle to see sexuality as a positive consûud. As late as session seven Teresa
admitted '1 don't know if this ffis into what we're talking about, sexuality, Idon't

get it. It doesn't interest me. It's lately even more so it seems to me the grossest

thing in the world.' She then went on to say. 'it [sexuality] was taken away [from
me] and l want it back but on the other hand what the hell do I want backr
A third theme that surfacd from Teresa's speaking in group was her

struggle with her role as a woman. An example of this is from session eigM when
Teresa said, T m very stuck in that traditional manlwaman thing and Ws not where
I want to be, it's not. I can't imagine anything else. I FEEL VERV, V E RV

BRAINWASHED. lNTO T H I S 1%WHAT 1%NORMAL ANV THiS i S THE
WAY IrSSUPPOSEVTOBE."

While the notion of sexuality was cociflidual for Teresa, she made some
significant shRs during the group experience. One exercise that seemed very
significant for Teresa was a homework assignment which involved being
conscious of the experienœ of touch. An instance of this shift is when Teresa
shared 'I thougM WOW, this is really neat! Because I've never been able to touch

her [Teresa's dog]. So mat was a possibility, safe kind of, I don? know. It was
really weird.'
The gmup was cleariy a place of safety for Teresa. One day when Teresa
was feeling particularly distressd about othcr conœms in her life,she chose to

corne to group despite tremendous feelings of agitation. When this particular

session was closing Teresa said, Tm glad I came tonight... this group is much

more empowering [than another group she was participating in], and that ffom
what people Say, I just think we'n preth/ stmng people. And it's nice to be with a

group of people that, I don't know, Iget a mal sense of self-worth when I leave
here."

c
Teresa chose not to participate in the third intenriew because she needed

to focus her energy on other aspects d her life and as a resuît the second or
post-intervention iMenrim is the only source of comprison with the first or pre
intervention intenriew. In comparing the hivo interviews it was evident aiat Teresa
had made a substantive shR in her attitude toward sexuality. In Teresa's first

interview, she saw sexuality negatively, whereas the second interview showed a
very hopeful and positive understanding of sexuality. Whereas, in her first

interview she replied Marne, guitt, bad, non-existew when asked about her
associations with the word sexuality, in the second in(enri6w she responded,
"freedom,k i n g able to be who Iam. . . I don? know, Ws a happier thing ... a

more peaceful thing.' Change was also evident in Teresa's response to the
question 'what beliefs get in the way of expressing your sexual self?'. Her
response in the fint intmiew was 'Ys nasty', whereas her response in the

second interview was Yhat I'm miskhaving...that Ws the wild side of me and
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that's beginning to be okay with me but with m e r people l s harder to express."
Another example of this change was Teresa's response to the question 'is aiere a
way in which your sexuality expresses your seW While she once nsponded

"Well if I feel that I am asexual then, the expression would be 'stay aways.", she
later responded "The person I want to be. The person, creativity cornes to mind."

This conneetion between creativity and sexuality is consist with Lorde's (1984)

view of the erotic.
When Teresa was asked if she felt that she had changed, she replied lrery
much so." Teresa describeci this change as 'Vie thing that sticks out is the

sensory. . . .I'm hearing things, I'm smelling things.... I feel the freedom to be what
I want to be." This is an important shift in that sensory experiences can help with

inner state regulation, allowing the individual to regulate distress and experience
pleasure. Teresa, in allowing heneif to experience the sensation of touch. was
making a choice to no longer be as 'numbed out' or shut dom. Stettbacher
(1991) sees feelings and sensation as 'guardians of wt spedes. These two

"authoritiesnoonstantly watcti over us' (p.lll). In short, Teresa by allowing

herseif to fulling experience touch was mating safety for herself.
Teresa responâed as follows Wen asked about what helped her to make

those changes: 'I think mostly what helped was sharing with other people" 'It

was very safe, yeah. And I really saw a strength in the w o m , Mat I really don?
see anywhere else. Which was really empawering. You caild see that they came

a long way and it was rsally, I don? know. I was really irnprcssed." I wasn't an

outsider;" '1 wasn't out of place." The connedion betwe!en seniality and intirnacy
or the capacity to be in relationship to uthen is best addnssed in Eastern

spiritual teachings regarding the Svadisthana chakra, which is relata to the
reproductive system. uThischakra permits d a p interrelationshipand connection.
The full meaning of this centre lies not in sexual exchange but in the exchange of

intimacy and in the subtle energy which enriches and nourishesn(Ozaniec, 1994.
p. 12).

Teresa's attitudes towards men and women rernained constant. in both
interviews when she was asked Woman for me is...3 she respnded 'pain in the

-

ass." Her associations with the word man remained negative 'frustrating."

"Frustrating' and ' do we really need them?" both suggest that men are
probletnatic and a bother.

c
Teresa's understanding of what sexuality meant shiRed significantly. Where
sexuality had once k e n 'nastÿ Teresa had begun to associate R with 'Freedom.

being who I am.' She also implied a nlationship between sexuality and the

power to change when she nsponded Wie person I want to ben.when she was
asked 'is there a way in which your semaMy expresses your ~elf'?"This implicit

reference to having the power to change or to becorne is consistent with Teresa's
observation that the group had been empowen'ng. Her association of sexuality
with creativity and connedion with mers suggested a very pmfound

understanding of th* construd with parallels in the teachings of Eastern
spirituality and the writings of Audre Lorde (1984).
While Teresa was able to make this shift in her understanding of the larger
constmct of sexuality. 1 remained static with regard to gender: to be woman was
to suffer and to be man was to be a problem. These conflicting values may likely

have been a source of confiict for her-

H
In hcr fia interview, it was evident aiat Polli was in a time of translion
t

around her associations with the notion of sexuality. Polli attributad this positive
transition to her relationship with her cwrant boyfnend: ' now that I met [my

bowend] and we love each othef Ys difierent;" %en going out with ['y
boyfriend] it was al1 I can think of myself is different."
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Polli reportecl positive or benign associations with the notion of sexuality.
These associations included 'maleflemale, sex. sensuality." Many of Polli's

answers indicated a strong belief that sexuality was equivalent to semal activity.

For instance. when she was asked about what g a s in the way of expressing your
sexual seif she responded: '1 guess my abuses made me feel that sex was a
chore." Anoaier example of this was when Polli was asked '1s there a way in
which your sexuality expresses M o you are?' She responded, 'More l met [my

boyfrfena now, I guess Ithought my sexwlity was that I didn't have a choice....
Now that I met [my boyfHen4....It's Iike now I have a choice. I don't have to have
sex if I don't want to."

Polli saw her parents as having passed on mixed messages about

-

sexuality "therewere mixed messages in that area like Ï t was okay to have sex
but yet is wasn't okay for daughters to, only sons, sort of." Polli felt that these

mixed messages had caused her to be inhibited about sex. Other inRuences that

Polli listed indudecl: =[my60yfMnq, 'my friends saying I do have a choice"; and
"the sexual abusemwhich had made Polli feel like she had no choiœ about having

sex. Polli's boyftiend and friends had helped Polli feel she had a choice about
having sex and that she 'should respect" her self.
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Polli did not participate in the full group experience. She attendeci five of
eleven sessions and dropped out after the sixth session. Polli's n a ~ ~ n i for
ng
dropping out of the group was that she felt that she was further ahead in her work

with sexuality than the other women in the group. One theme that emerged in the
time that Polli was in group was her need to celebrate being in a 'heaithy'

relationship. An exarnple of this need to celebrate the relationship was when Polli
disclosed Iwefinally came to the decision that eventually we'll live together, get

married, have kids and stuftn This need to celebrate a new relatiomhip did not
feel in step with a group where one woman talked about receiving divorce

papers. two women were ending their mamages, another woman had recently
asked her cornmon-law partner to move out and two mer women were not in

relationships. While on a number of occasions group members validated each
other's feelings by sharing similar feelings or experience, this did not happen

when Polli shared her exciternent and happiness in her new relationship. While

Polli reportad somc common experiences, foi example 'ifs nice to be here
because you guys have feelings, tw, so I &long that war, she was not able to
have enough of a sense of belonging to continue with the gmup. As is consistent
with the formation of new relationships, much of her energy for reltiociships was

focussed on her boytn'end. Polli was separMing from her family and spending

more and more time with her boyfriend. This was evidenced when Polli said '1
just came to the realization that Idon? like my family, so I don't see them. And I

guess it helps a lot to have an excuse with-my boyfriend. I have him now, so I

don? have to go see thern.' It was clear from this statement that Polli was at a
point in her life where she was launching into young adulthood; leaving her family
and shifting her focus to creating her own family with her boyfriend. Polli had a

-

new place to belong with her boyfiïend. Much of Polli's identity was king
framed by her relationship with her boyfriend. At this poim R seemed that Polli's

sexual i d e m was reliant on her boyffiend's valuing of W.

One change that-ocairredfrom the first to the later interviews was that Polli
referred to the effects of the sexual abuse on her sexuality less a-

emphesized

the impact of.parental 'double standardmessages" more. The only time PoHi

talked about the impact of the sexual abuse was in answefing the question about

influences on sexuality.Polli seemad to be at a stage in her life when she was
separating from her family of origin. Polli's focus at this time seemeâ ta have
been more on developing an identii separate from her family. Thus she seemed
more focussed on identifying and challenging values that were held by her
parents.
A second change that occurred was a gradua1 shift in Polli's understanding
of how pa;s;ita: messages impacted on her. lnitially she saw these messages as

having inhibited het. However, by the point at which the third interview occurreâ

Polli stated that if her mother and stepfather had nut infïuenced her sexuality I
would have waiteci to have sex." lt seemed that Polli feR mat her moice to

becorne sexually active at an earlier age was because of her parents' values.
A third shift that occurred was in Polli's response to what got in the way of

expressing her sexual self. In the first interview Polli stated " I guess my abusers
made me feel that sex was a chore", which s h W in the second interview to We

double standard, of course, ôetween daugMers and sons." and finally in the third
interview mat I'm not worth it. . .feelings of guilt." White atl of these responses
were about the choice to have sex, there is a movement from extemal messages
ta intemal bamers.

In the third interview Polli idetiïed that in the tinte sinœ the group started

-

she had changed 'l've changed in that, I'm k i n g more open with myself and in
tum, with others." Whan shc was asked what caused this change Polli

responded '1 guess just from like my farnily experience [curreritly] and going out
with my boylhBnd." A fourth change that occurred was wtien Polli was asked
what helps her to express her sexual setf. In the first intefvim Polli replied "ttiat it

-

was not my fauk the semial abuse, and that Ws okay to be sexual with your

.

partner", whereas in the third interview she responded '[my boyIWen4 makes me
feel like I'm worth something, so my self-esteern goes way up." The shift in this
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instance was from Polli telling hersel Wat Ws okay to be sexual with your

partnef to Polli relying on her boyfiïend to help her express her sexuality.

c
Throughout the three interviews Pdi's perception of her boyfriend's
positive influence on her semiality nmains constant. Examples of this are Then
going out with my boyfrïend is like al1 I can think of myseîf is different" (interview
one), Wie biggest one (infiuence) is meeting [my boyfl&ndJ ....the best influence I
guess." (Interview two) and '[my boflendJ makes me feel like I'm worth

somethingn(interview three).
Another area of consistency is Polli's positive associations with the words
'man' and 'woman'. Foi instance, in interview thme Polli responded in the
following way to the questions 'man for me is...?': 'Equal parbief in a relationship,

in a sexual relationship and aH aspects of the relationship." This statement can be

interpreted in two ways with regard to Downing and Roush's (1985) or Cass's
(1979) stages of identity development: either Polli is at a point of synthesis

where-she no longer needs to base her positive female identity on a dichotomy of
the two genders; or she is at a stage of passive acceptana (Downing 8 Roush,
1985) and is not aware of or denies discrimination.

Given that her response did

not allude to any discrimination it is possible that she is to some degree denying
the existence of discrimination towards women.

Throughout the course of the study, Polli's view of sexuality and sex as
equivalent remained constant. Her ability to view sexualityIsex positkely

increasad through the three interviews. The effect of the sexual abuse also
seemed to diminish as the influence of ber boyfnend's positive regard increased.

Thus, it appeared th& Polli had a relatively positive. but narrow, definition of
sexuality. It also appeared that Polli's definition of positive sexuality was based

more on her boyfriend,~positive regard towards her than on her own self

definition of sexuality. Polli, like Matha, in the final interview talked about men
and women being equal. However, unlike, Marthe. Polli did not acknowledge that
this is not always so, which suggested that Polli was at an earfier stage of identity

development, perhaps at the pre-emnter or passive acceptance phase (Roush
and Downing, 1985).

al Venes Ingrnu Source of -a
Based on the data presented in the sections taled 'redefining sexualw
classification of whether a definition of sexuality is defined through intemal or

extemal sources is possible. In the inlial interview seven of the eight participants
indicated a definlion of sexuality that was externally defined. Martha is the only

group participant that gave an intemally-based definition of sexuality. However
even in her case, she admitted at the end of the interview that she was uncertain
about Hat scniality meant. This response indicated that shc was perhaps in an

intemediate phase of her definition of sexuality that is drawing on both intemal
and extemal definitions of sexuality. At the point of the final interview, Martha,

Stacy, Gwen, and Teresa seemed to have a more self determined definition of
sexuality. Polli's definition of sexu8lity was based more on her relationship with

her boyfrienci. Thus, it would be classified as externally or otherdetermined.

Beatrice, Patricia and Sondra suggest definitions of sexuality that are in
transition, with definitions thet contain elements of both extemal and intemal
determination of a definition of sexuality.

Table 6

1 abuse
( Abuse

1
-

Family of Origin

-

#

dysfbnctïonal
couple
relationships

1 own feam

I

1 (hornophobk)

1 ,

1 body rhrme

1 1

1 Addiction

1 -1

Thirteen negative influences were Iisted by the study participants. The
influences listed m s t frequently in the preintewiews were incestlsexual abuse

and family origin. Six of the eight parücipants or 75% Iisted the semial
abuse/incest and five of the eight or 63% of the participants listed family of origin
as an influence on sexuality. In the p s t and followup interviews the number of

participants listing these as influences dropped to t h m for both or 38%. The
negative influences that increased in ternis of the number of participants listing
them were society ( from 1 to 2), and sexual activity too young (O to 1).
The total number of mentions of negative influences listed in the A phase

was 21. This decreased to 16 mentions of negative influences in the 8 phase.
This represents a 24% decrease in the number of times that negaüve influences

were listed, .

Table 7

Eleven positive influences were Iisted by shidy participants. In the pre
interview aie highest number of participants listing a particular influence was two
out of eight or 25%. These influences w r e Wiends' and acunwitparbief. The

number of times that these influences weremported stayed constant throughout
the post and follow up intenriews.

In the B phase or post and follow-up interviews, group was reported to
influence sexuality by six of the eigM or 75% of the participants. Reading
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materials and therapy were another inRuences in the B phase that inaeased to

25% when two of the eight participants listeâ mis as an influence verses zero of
the eight reporting this as an influence in the A phase.

In the A phase there was a total of eigM mentions of positive influences
being listed. In the 6 phase 15 mentions of positive influences occurred. This

was an increase of 87.5%.

un Feeâbck F o m -the
O

ummarv of Resutûs for Quemtion Nine

9. Did the group experience help you to obtain a better understanding of yourself,
your needs and values? Explain.

C-1 . Helped me to understand mat I am okay as a pemn.

C-2. Absolutely. I'm a smart woman but unfortunately I lived I b distrusting my
body = feelings. Via mis group experience i'm leaming to listen to and
homuring my uwn feelings and needs. My values are becaming softerlmy
own & less @id dogrnatic.
C-3. Question left blank.
C-4.

More sexuality was a non issue, now I have a lot of questions and
confusion.

C-S. What seniality meant for me although it is different from other women.

Every woman is unique.

L

I
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C b . It made me look deeper into myself.
C-7. Group exp. allowed me time to reflect during sessions as opposeci to
individual caunselling where I am in aie 'hot mat"Good to have chance to
discuss topics not usually ones I've talked about.

-

Four of the seven women sunreyed identified that one poslive change that
occurred was a more positive attitude toward the self. These responses included:
'helped me to understand that I am o h y as a person."; 'listening and honounng

rny own feelings and needs."; 'it made me look deeper into rnyself."; and 'What

sexuality meant for me although it is different from other women. Every woman is
unique." A fM woman reported increased feelings of confwion where sexuality

1:

had previously been a m i s s u e for her. While this response suggested

i

discornfort because of the group experience, it was a desired outcorne. The

ri

change process is Men accompanied by distressing feelings. The response of

!-

the sixth woman who answered this question points to a larger overall theme

i

b

!
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found wïthina number of oie questions: the importance of discussing sexuality
with other group participants.

The theme of change in attitude toward sel (increased positive view of

self) was an expected change, as was the expression of some uncornfortable
feelings. The degree of positive change in view of self was stronger than had
been anticipated. A stronger expression of discornfort associateci with change

was expecîed.

of R e w b ta Question Ten

1O*

What aspect or experlence was most valuable to you?

C-1 . The group itself. A great bunch of people. I felt very comfortable and safe.

C-2. To realize I am with other wmen in my class for al1 that seemed damaged
to be discovend as M o l e and I'm ok. I'm just where I am in rny sexual
cornfort, not damaged.
C-3. Was not feeling so alone anymore, because of having support of people.
Listeningto be saying feelings üiey have exparienceci.

-

C-4. Brainstorming it lets me know what m e r views were.
C-S. Realizing how my childhood 8 other experiences affectecl me as a woman.
C-6. The sharing of the group rnernbers.

-

C-7. Activities (e-g.. collage) then sharing what exparience was like for us.

The dominant theme in this question was the importance of sharing with
other women. Six of the seven women identified this as the r o s t valuable aspect
of the group. The seventh woman identfied increased self awareness about the

impact of past experiences on her understanding of herselas a woman. This

theme is Iikely connected to the 'increased poslive view of seK theme surfaced
in question nine.

m
The group was designed and facilitated to promote sharing and support

among group members. Thus, the valuing of shating with other gnwp members

was an anticipated outcorne. This resuit is consistent with the goal of the group to
create a new social environment that would support exploration of the issue of

sexuality. This finding was also consistent with groups focusseâ on other issues
held at Women's Post Treatment Centre, where group sharing (and support)

where valued expetiences of the participants.

1 1.

1 liked...

C-1. Being able to be open and honest about my feelings.

C-2. The entire process. I was amazed at how much we covered and very
excita ta discover new important things 8 watch others discover about

thernselves.
I found the gmup very supportive and very safe. I was always a rny growth
edge 8 1 never fel pushed beyond it.

C-3- Left blank.
C-4. The collages.

C-5. Music, poems, care basket, sharing with mer women who can relate or
are that honest.

-

C-6. Most of it.

C-7. Setting gmup guidelines f i n t session/boundaries activity.

The msponses to this question were quite diverse. Two women used the
notion of honesty in their responses. This suggested an apparent theme of the
group as a place of honesty. Another theme that emerged was that of the support
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of the group indicated by responses such as, 'sharing with other womn who can

relatenand '1 found the group very supportive and safel

c
The theme of honesty was an expecied theme because it surfaced so
strongly in the transcripts of the group experienœ. Likewise, the supportiveness

of the group environment was also an anticipated result. However, a stronger

indication was expedcd. Nonetheless, the study participants may have chosen
not to state the issue of group supporüveness in this question because they had
implied this therne in the previous question.

12.

1 did not like...

C- 1. The exercises.
C-2. Left blank
C-3. Left blank.

C-4. The hornework because I çould think of all kinds of reasons not to do it.
C-5. (Sornetimes) check out.

C-6. There wasn't any one pan that I didn't like.
C-7. I feff uncornfortable with the fndion between [anofhergmup membev and I.

No real themes emrged from this question except the possibility that there
was little that group members did not like about the group. Two women leit the
question blank suggesting that they did not have anything that they did not like
about the group and a third woman stated that explicitly. One m a n identified
that she did rot like the exenises. H o w w « in earlier questions this participant

identified that she liked the shanng. which often resulteâ Rom the exercises. Thu

it is not clear what it was about the exercises that she did not like.

When these resutts are viewed in the context of other gmups responding to

this question. generally participants were reluctant to identify H a t they did not
like about a particular group. This group showed a greater ability to state that

there were aspects of the group that they did not like. This ability to speak
honestly is clearly consistent with a therne developed from the group transcripts.

Have things changed for you sime y w Sbrted group? Explain. how?
I am trying to acapt myselfor who I am. At le-

I have the concept.

Yes, very much so. I am enjoying my physicality in the world. I do not feel
sexually defonned & damageci as I did befbce. I W more relaxed and
safu in geneml. More able to be vuhierable for sure.
It has (and control on people) given me more understanding of feelings
of abuse. Cantml Viat I have sharing, and has used against myself instead
of haming othcr people. Would ham omi self kisteaâ.
+-

Same as question #9 and I can someümes do things for myself that I
couldn't before self care.

-

Yes, have greater understanding of why 1 have been so f k e d up 8 a
I am beginning to feal mon, cornfortable about myself and my sel worih.

-

Not a great deal I expect it wîll take a Mile forthings to sink in... They wil[
sink in, up and al1 arowrd.

SU(of the seven women identifiecl that they had changed. Three of
these six indicated that their understanding of themselves had changed and
had greater self acceptane. A fourth participant indicated that she was
trying to be more self accepting. Two of the six identified treatment of self as
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an issue. One of these two m e n had an increased awareness that she
harmed herçelf, and the other indicated that her behaviour toward herself
had changed - she was engaging in better self care. The seventh woman
felt that she had not changed a great deal; but that she needed more time to

integrate infomation.

t
i

I

The degree of change and the nurnber of women who identified substantial

I

i'

change to have occurred was not an expected result. The expeded resuit was

t1

that of the one wrnan who stated that she needed more time to integrate the

1,

expeded to take longer than the ten weeks of the group intervention.

6

1

i'

information. The type of change that participants allude to in this question was

-

14.

What if anything wwld y a i suggest we add, subtract, or change in future
gmups?

C-1.

It was well planned. 1 wwldn't want anything changed.

1

C-2. I stNggled to think of something and I can't so I guess, No changes is my
answer.

C-3. More invohring body imageland more acceptana of o w inner self, more
weeks added, small groups. we just got started we needed longer tirne.
C-4. More sessions maybe, 14 to help dear up some of the confusion.

-

C-5. Start earfier in spring tough getting to mtg in summer. Overall leave as is!

C-7. Longer period of time (#of sessions) avoid sdreduling during summer
mmths. Goal setting of some sort. Perhaps set goal lest session
feedback at 3 monMs mtg.

-

Three of the six women who answered this question suggested tha!
changes be made to the group. All thchange b e that th-

women suggested that the primary

be more graup sessions. The mer three respondents

suggested that the grwp be left unchanged.

The request to have the group of longer duration was not unexpected. This

response is consistent with other g r w p thak have been run at Women's Post

Treatment Centre. This request was likely an expression of the sense of loss
associated with a positive experience coming to an encl. This response did
explain the response to question seven where there was a high parcenta* of

participants dissatisfied with the number-ofgroup sessions.

CHAPïER 5: DISCUSSION

The Answers bo the Research Questions

a S u w i v n ~ c t h WhW
e
Influences SexupliM

Prior to the group intervention participants most frequently Iisted the sexual
abuse and family of origin as influences on their sexuality. This list of influences
shifted after the interventionwith the group experience now k i n g the most often

named influence. The frequency of listing of positive influences increased
substantially after the group intervention. Furthemiore, as was hoped, the

frequency of repoRing of the influence of the sexual abuse deaeased after

intervention.
The influences listed by the study participants are consistent with the notion
that sexuality is influenced by the koad cansûuct of context. The four major

areas of context (individual, significant other, social environment and

experienœs) wwe all evident in the ifluences listed by the study participants.
lncestlsexual abse, poslive role models. and non-sexual abuse can be listed as
experiential influences. Wlmedia. church. mding material, and society are
examples of environmental infiuences. Family of origin, peers, teachers, friends,
cuvent parîner fa M i n the category of signiticant &ers. Fean, semal acitivity
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when too Young, body shame, addiction, getüng older, greater awareness of

influences on sexuality, k-ng

what one's needs are, self acceptanœ and

conneding with the self are intemal influences that corne fmm within the
individual. Group is an example of an influence that falls under three of the four
constmcts contained by the notion of conte*, experience, environment and

significant othen.
It appeareâ that after the grwp the study participants uuem more aware of

the positive influences on their sexuality. This awareness of positive as well as

negative influence may have caused the study participantsto feel more positively
about their sexuality.

In the post and follow up interviews, al1 of the grwp participants began to
talk about sexuality in tem of 'being cornfortable with myself as a woman" and

as a positive part d themselves. While Wis dMnition may be hard to measure
and evaluate in empirical tems, i?is the pivutal fador that allowed the gmup

participants to fecl safe in themselves. Understanding sexuality in this new way
impaded signficantly on fmlings of self-confidence and safety in the wodd in

general. An example of this increased self confidence and safety was when Gwen
stated '1 feel safer in the world.... I feel safe in my own body, even with strong and

foreign emotions.' This new definition also seemed to diminish the impact that
the sexual abuse had on the participantsnfeelings about sexuality. The group

participants did not seem to neeâ the comprehensive detailed definitions that
were offered by the literature to feel better about themselves as sexual beings.
They did need to separate the experiences of sexual abuse and sexual adivity

from the constNct of sexuality in order to feel more confident about themselves
as sexual beings.

eb of Idenw ûeveloppi6nt: Do n i y Fit?
While the majonty of m e n that participatecl in the group showed

significant changes in their understanding and acceptance of their sexuality as a
positive aspect of themselves, their attitudes towards men and women rernained
polarized. The majority of the participants m a i n relatively static with regard to

Downing and Roush's (1985) phases of feminist idenüty development. In pre,
p s t and follow up intmiaws (hre of the sevem participants (Gwn, Stacy.

Patricia, Teresa, and Sondra) manitained dualistic thinking regarding men and
women. Beatrice showed signs of having shiRed lrom a place of passive
acceptaice of traditional gender rdes in the first interview to perteiving men

more negatively in the follow up interview. In the final interview. Martha began to
show signs d shifting to the final phase of identity development. identity synthesis

(Cass, 1979) when she indicated that she was beginning to evaluate the equality
of men and women on an individual basis.

The question about a t t i i e s towatds men and women may have been
inadequate to use in assessing M a t stages of identity development in which the
participants may have ffl. The models of identii development of people who

experience oppression al1 see the later stages of positive identity development as
being characterized by a diminishment of an 'us against thern' mentality.
However, to develop positive feelings towards a privileged or majority population
one would need positive experience of individuals from that population. This
ocairance is pmaps more dependent upon having new positive experiences

with the privileged populationthan upon changes within the individual. mat the
women did not change in their attitudes towards men may have been more of a

comment about the treatment from men that they were experiencing than on their

ability to move on to later stages. The reality is that. if one only has negaüve or
oppressive exmerices

a partiwlar population, attitudes towards that population

are not likely to Ctiblrige.

An al1 woman group could not provide positive opporhrnities for rnernbers
to experiena men in a poslive or diflerenf way. The group was cleady not the
type of environment that could Mact the type of change as outlincd by the models
of identity development for people who experience oppression.
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Another explanaion for the apparent lack of change in the study
participants with regard to stages of identity development may lie in the lack offa

between the models tnernselves and aie goals of the group intervention. The
hoped for outcorne was a seif-defined understanding of sexuality. The models

suggested by Cass (1 979), Cross (1971) and Downing and Roush (1 985) al1

remain focussed on the dominant culture for definitions of semalit-.By

encouraging study participants to selfdefine sexuality the study moved beyond
the limits of these models of identity devalopment.

I
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e G r o m n c e as a SocY InfJuenc*
The group experienœ was clearly valued by the participantswho

:i

completed the group. Six of the seven participants identifid sharing with other

it-*

women as the experience that they most valml about the group. All of the

,

L
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participants who completed the follow up interview also identifia the group as

1.

!

I

i-

having been a signiiicant influence on their sexwlity. Furthemore, the thames of

r-

B

1,

I

t

'honesty 'and 'I'm not alone' show the signiTCance of the impact of the group

experience on owning and raddning fernale sexwlity. Social envimnments
cleariy continue to influence identity aimughout our Iives. Whdn Teresa
expressed frustration that what the group offered was different from the real
worid. she points to the med of the therapeutic proœss to facilitate t h

development of supportive social networks after the therapy group ends. When

Stacy reporled in her follow up interview that she was being impacted by the

sexisrn of her workplace, she al- remindeci us that whik a group experïence can
facilitate positive change, this change can also be emded by ongoing negative

social environments.

The Qualitative Findings

lntroduedion
Through reading and comparing the case studies and transcfipts of the

interviews and the group sessions six themes regarding changes ttiat influenced
the group participants' development of a new understanding of female sexuality

emerged. Four of the themes dealt with changes within the individual: 'trusting
myseW, 'seniality is part of me', 'sex and sexuality are different', and 'being
comfortable with my feelings1.Two of the themes that emerged were relational in

nature: Tm nat done' and 'being hone*.

Of the four themes of change that emergsd from the qualitative data, the most

surprising was the amergence of the theme of becoming cornfortable with
feelings. Six of the seven women who completed the group identifieci this process
of becoming more comfortable with the&own feeling States. An example of this

increased cornfort with expressing feelings was when Martha said the following
dunng the three month follow up group session:
R sure is better than sMling it. I know sometïmes I feit big big
sadness and nonnally I would try and stM R and =ver it up. And
now I'rn just lettirtg myself feel sad. And I'm telling people 'I'rnfeding
sad, I'rn not rsally sure why yet.

This shift sacmeci to msult in the womn fccling more comfortable wiai speaking
out. One of the wmen later asked how the group was designed to

accomplished his oritcomc. The nsearchu nplied '1 don7 know, but if you have
any ideas Id me krow.' Upon Mection it is possible to have a dean#

understanding of what facilitated this unexpected outme. First of all, talking
about scxuatity was exhmely distrassing for the group participants; and

conseqwntly, the group suriaced some extnmely uncornfortable emotional

states. This experience set the environment for change. However, it was the

group participants themselves who facilitatecl the actual change. Group
participants made the choice to ta1k about these difficuit feeling states, thus
lessening isolation. An example of this choice was evident in the following s e l
disclosure by Beatfice in session five:
this group is really hard for me. lt's bringing up a lot of feelings that I
haven't had corne up for years. And, a part of me just wants to nrn
away. I don1want to f s l all thb stuff. And the athdr part of me says
finally you're fealing M a Y s really there.
Martha also reiterateû this theme when she stated '1 think because we've opened

up a lot of stuff we haven't looked at. I know for myself that's how Ifeel." This

choice to talk about difficult feelings also allowec! the group participants to
witness others dealing with distressing emotional states in creative and positive
ways. The group participants were able to see that othen did not go crazy or die

f'om the intense feelings; but rather eventually came to a place of well-king after
facing the difficuît emotional m e . This provided encouragement to explore their

difficult emotional states, finding that not only do othem wmve dificuit emotional
states, but that they also endured and suniived. The following statement by

Teresa in session seven is an example of the encouragement that the group

participants exprienad in the group process: 'fmm what people say Ijust think
that we're pretty strong people, al1 of us."
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The sensory assignments mat the m

n undertook W

n gmup

sessions klped to foster a rneans of inner state regulation, also facilitating the
increased cornfort with dimaiR emotional States. These experiences provided the
opportunity to experienœ pleasant emotional States, Owen expressed this when
she talked about one of the sensory acüvities as follows:

....what's it called the sensory experienœ thing? M was terrifie! At
first I thougbt, oh, no, My thing was I was supposeci to touch difrent
textures. I did it in small pieces and I really likeâ it So I'm going to
continue mat. It really, this week excited me. This was the best part
of the week. I realized that very dowly doing it my own way.
Touching marble 1felt cold, toudiing different aiings, touching
different kinds of material that this is going to be my healing joumey
about my s e ~ l i t yThat
.
I can take it in small pieces. And I can kind
af run away, that was okay. You kmM whal I mean? That was okay
and that's going to be my, that's how I'm going to heal my sexuality.
mat's fi. 1 just know it.

The majority of group participants ( seven of eight) also made an important
shift in their v i w of sexwlity. Sexuality shifted from something painful, dirty and

outside of the individual to something a&ated

with a sense of cornfort with

oneself and a part of meself. The majonty of the gmup participants seerned to

realize at the end of aie group th& their semality did not make the abuse happen.
This redefining of sexuatity as something comiacted to 'me being cornfortable
with rnyself', was important in countering the earlier held beliefs that 'sexuality

makes bad things happen to me'. Befors the group began most of the women no

longer saw the sexual abuse as being th&

fault. Hbwtver, they did see the

senial abuse as being the fauit of their sexuality. This sense that semality made
bad things happen was evident in the first interview when Gwen stateâ ' in some

part of me, I nally klieve that the whole sexuality things leads me to being a bad
destructive person and th& I'm responsible for men hitting on m."

2

Separating sexuality from sexual adivity helped to rnake the shift to
viewing sexuality as somcthing poslive within hnro of the themes that were
relational in nature: Tm not alone' and 'being honest'. Clearîy, some of the
participants will need to Wuggle with this distinction further, but the majority
seemed to have been able to make a clear distinction between the two

constructs.

IrwmmmThe final theme of YNsting myself is likely the rerult of beaming more

cornfortable with difficult emoüonal States and viewing sexuality as a positive part
of the self. The best understanding of what R really meant for the women to Say
this was when Gwen Stateâ, 'my body is homen.From this Staternent it is possible
to understand that 'tnisting myseW was quivalent to finding a reliable rehige in

what can be a hostile world. Othar examples of the expression of this theme

occurred when Teresa StBted in inteMew two 'I want to be M a t I am not what
everybody wants me to k."tt takes tmrnendous trust in onesalf to M e n enough

to the self and ignore extemal pressures to express one's i d e m in the way that

Teresa was talking about.

hemes Related to St-

Othen

Beina honet.
The remining significant themes that emerged wen categofizcd as

relational because this terni best descn'bed the essence of the theriies. While
'being honea' could be viewed as an individual change, the researcher's sense

from the intenriews was that it was nally a way of king in relationship with
others. The thcme of being hocnrst seamad to ba the rsdairning of the nght to be

one's self in nlationship. For instance, in session t h m Stacy talked about k i n g

honest about hcr feelings of M n g not like athcn in the group. This choia to be
honest at this point seemed to have fadlitated Stacy in feeling part of ths group.
This state of 'being homst' was the antithesis to the silencing of girls voices
during adolescence that was obsenred by Gillian and Brown (1992).
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There seemeâ to have been a cirwlar relationship behncan being honest
and trusting onesel and k i n g cornfortable wiai emotional states that encouraged
the growth of both changes. Honesty seemed to have helped build self

confidence, and self confidence increasad honesty. An example of this theme
was in session six when Stacy stated the following:

I'm really beginning to feel really cornfortable with a lot of things. Il's
really opened my eyes. Or pemaps I've opened my ears. Perhaps
W s what L've done. I don't knaw. I've been able to get in touch with
the Old Stacy inside thers and I'm being honest. RiaYs also go a lot
to do with pCmaps Ihavenî been honest enough W o n . But coming
here il's making me get honest with myseif.

I'm not alone,
"I'm not alone" was the other relational theme that emerged from the

qualitative data. Six of eigM of the women who filled out the client feedback fom
talked about k i n g able to talk to other women as the most helpful aspect of the
group experience. This therne points to the silencing and isolation that these
women experienced around their sexuality. Being able to be honest about being
confused about sexwlity seemeâ to break the silence and the isolation that the
study participants wcn experiencing.

The sense of no longer Ming alone is stmngly connected to k i n g honest

and would have k e n fostend by the group nile amund 'being honest'. Being

honest is consistent wia, Neisen's (1993) recomrnendationthat in order to heal

from cultural or semal victimization one needs to break silence. Breaking silence
allows one to discover that they are not alone.

The Quantitative Findings

There was an observable downward trend in the baseline pefiod of the

administration of the BFE in fm percent of the women (Maraia, Gwen, Stacy and

r

I

i

i
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Polli) who participated in the study. While in 3 of the study participants (Sondra.
Beatrice and Teresa) there was an upward trend. In the case of Patricia there

was an unstable baseline. I appean that for at least finy percent of the women

positive change may have been precipitated by parücipating in the first interview
or by anticipation of participating in the group.. The participants may have

1

the study, the discussion of issues arounâ sexualÏty may have inueaseâ levels of

i

anxiety arwnd this topic. For Sondra, for instance, the discussion of scniality

i

?

experienced relief in beginning to talk about this taboo and difficult subject, thus
being less sensitive to negative evaluation. For thc other women participating in

seemed to have surfaced unresolved matarial around experiences of abuse (both

sexual and nomsexual) in adun relationships. As is consistent with unresolved
material k i n g brougM to awareness, Sondra showed an incnascd tendency to

perceive mers as viewi-ng her in a negative IigM. It seemed that discussion of
the topic of sexuality affecteci study participants in one of two ways, either there

was relief in talking about the topic or increased discomfort. Bath of these

responses would have been expeded.

c
The lack of an overall consistent visual pattern in the gnphs of the data

from the BFE on the surfa-

suggested several possibilities: 1) ineffectiveness of

the intervention. 2) insensitivity of the measure, 3) wakness of the research

design in eliminating other causes, and 4) measure is inappropriate. The

qualitative data suggested that change occurred. thus eliminating the possibility
that the intervention was ineffective.

Furthsr analysis suggested that the BFE did M e c t change in some of the
study participants. The use of two standard deviation bands suggested that
significant change occunGd in thme of the six w m n who completed the group
program and participatecl in al1 thme phases ofthe administration of the measure.
The frequencyfpropoction approach SM
statistically significant change in four
of the eigM women who participatecl in the study. Thne of these women were

wornen who completed the group and the fourth woman decideâ to leave the
group at mid-point. It must be nm«nbefed that the frquencylproportioci

approach is more reliable than the two standard deviations approach because not

all of the asswnptions of hNO Standard deviations wm! W.The existence of

pmnounadtrends in some of the graphs may have skewed the findings of the
two standard deviations approach. Thus, where then is disagreement in the

findings of the hno types of viwal analysis, the findings of the
freqwncylproportion are to be taken as the more acairate interpretation.
The analysis with the Witcoxin matdled pairs s i g W rank sum statistic

indicated a statistically significant finding as well. Because the group as a mole
and some of the single case shidies s h o w change. R w l d appear that the

measun did capture change in the w o m who participateâ in the group.
The measun capturing change d a s not nile out the possibility mat factors

outside the gmup experience influenced the individual outcomes. It is possible
that in some instances the measure may have been influenced by fadon other

than the group exparience, particularly in the A phase ofthe intervention. which

showed an increasing or decreasing patterns in most of the women measured.
The first measurement in phase A ocairred before the pre-intervention interview
and the othw three possible measurement points in phase A occurtGd Mer the

pre-interview for all of the m e n except Patnccia. Rius. it is possible that the preinterview influencedthe masure outcomes. Beginning to talk about sexuality
may have alleviated negatîve seKevaluation in some womcn and inmascd it in

othen. For women whose negative self-evaluation increased, it is possible that
discussing sexuality s u r f a d issues that pnviously had been hidden hprn the

individual. This possibility is reflected in the feedback fomi when one of the
respondents stated 'Before sexuality was a non-issue, now Ihave a lot of

questions and confusion." The mer possibility is that the measwe was

influenced by Mects outside the limits of the study. For instance, during the group
process, bath Teresa and Patrïcia experienced family related crises which may
have had a stronger influence on se~evaluaüonthan the group process. This is

consistent with the limitations of the research design. me measure was intended
to measure general self-evaluation rather than self-cvaluaüon regarding sexuality.

Another problem was the shortness of the A phase during which the baseline was
established. It is possible that the measure may have shown a more stable

baseline period had it been of longer duration.
Another explanaüon of the lack of statistically significant change in some of
the cases is possible. Change did not ocair for some of the women. Because the

BFE was used to triangulate qualitative data. this explanation needs to be

explored within the context of the qualitative data.
The Fmidman's J statisüc, while it yielded a value mat was less than the

critical value, does nd negate the possibility d change as a result of the
intervention. The visual analysis suggests that the influence of the intervention
camed over into the withdrawal of the intervention phase for many of the women.
Thus, it could be argued that them wem not three distinctive phases of

measurement because d the carryover effect of the intervention. If there were

,
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less than thme phases, then the Friedman's statistic would not have been an
appropriate statistic for this sbdy and the value calculatecl from the data gathered
would be less reliable. The Wilcoxin Matchad Pairs Signed Rank test, because it

requires paired data is the more nliable statistic in this instance. for it allows for
the canyover effocf of the intervention. The Wilcoxin statistic suggests that there

was a sîatisticatly signifiant change in the degree of fear of negative evaluation
of the women wtro participated in the full group program. The overall scores of
the participants decreased, which shows decmased fear of negative evaluation. a
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desirable outcome for mis study.
Kaschak (1992) thcofizes that 1 is important for women to stop viawing

themselves through a masculinist gaze and to tell their stories in their own voices.
The decreased scores of the BFE suggest less concern with others' evaluation

!

(whether they are masailinist or na), which possibly allowed for a more self

!,

anchored self-evaluation. lt is possible that in so far as the group intenantion

facilitated a decrease in fear d negative evaluation, the participants may have
gained a more self anchorad and positive seFevaluation regarding their

individual sematity. Again b«ause the BFE does nat dinctly measun s e l evaluation of sexuality, any conclusions about selfavaluaüon of sexuality c m
only be expressGd tentatively without the suppoit of other data. The findings
based on the BFE n a d to be understood in the context of the qualitative data for

which the measure was used b r the purpose of triangulation.
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The m a n of the CSQ-8 scores of this group did not differ significantly from

the normative scores suggtsted in another large study. This lack of diffennce or
the small t value suggests that the scores in this study a n comparable to scores
in the study by Nguyen. Attkisson, and Stegner (1983). Thus the mean score of
this sludy(28.33). H i l e it was slightly higher than the mean score in the Nguyen
et. al. (1983) study (27.09) is not significantly different The highest possible

score is 32 and the lowbst possible scom 8. The scores of the CSQ-8 for this
study suggest a normative level of satisfadion with the program.

The scons of the Client Feedback fom suggest a high degree of

satisfaction with the group program. The only area of dissatisfaction was with the
duration of the group. The majority of participants wuld have liked the group to
have k e n of longer duration. The desin for longer duration suggests that

participants saw thc intervention as helphil and desirable. This interpretation is
supported by the mean score of 8 for question 2 Midi asiced 'Overall. how useful
was the group to you?, where a scon of 1 suggested not useful at al1 and a
score of ten meant very useful.

Questions 4 (Did you feel safe in group?) and 5 (Did you feel a sense of

-

group unity m«nbefs working together towards a common goal?) yielded very

positive responses as well. Question 4 haâ a mean score of 9.14 out of a
possible 10. In Question 5 all the participants responded yes. These positive
responses support responses in the qualitative data that highlighted the
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signifmnce of Me group exparience in the change process. These questions are
also significant in that the group intavention was developed to address the
influences of significant others and enviromnent regarding the development of a

positive sexual identity. A sense of belonging and safety would likely contribute to
the influence of the new significant others and environment on a positive self
defined sense of sexuality.

Bringing Togethec the BFE and The Case Studies
The choice of using the BFE was based on the hypothesis that it would

help to confimi the finding of aie case studies. The question to k addressed is
whether the findings of the BFE wwe consistent with the fniding described in the

case studies. Specifically this question Mers to the analysis of the BFE through
the use of the 2 standard deviations and the proportio~uencyapproach.

Six of the seven womem who completed the group reporteci significant
change in their sexual identity. Only three af the seven Shewart Charts showed
statistically significant change. mis diffemnce,at first glanca, suggests that the

BFE only meêswed some of aie changes that occurred for the group participants
or that the BFE measufed different constructs than did the qualitative rneasures. It
may, h o w w , be helpful to explon the Shewart Charts on a case by case basis.
The findings of the case studies of Beatria, Stacy, and G w n wen the

three cases consistent with the B E . The BFE suggestad statistically significant
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change for al1thm of these women, as did analysis of the interviews and group

transaipts of these lhree women. While Berna's scores showed statistically
significant positive change. hef scoras ramain quite high which indicated a high
level of perœiveâ negative evaluation. This scoring suggested that while she had

changed she was süll s b i n g a high degm of conœm regarding negative

evaluation by othefs. This finding is consistent with Beatria's analysis of her own
change. Beattice saw herseIf as having a long way to go.

Stacy's and Owen's final s c m s were both very low. showing substantially

less conœm about negative evaluation of dhers than they had in the beginning
of the study. This finding was also consistent with the results of the interviews.
Stacy and Gwen put a great deal of emphasis on aieif increased abilities to

speak out regarding their thoughts and feelings. This increased ability to speak
out would indicate less of a coMm wïth negative evaluation by others.

Since Sondra chuse not to fiIl out the BFE after the midpoint of the grwp. it
is diffiailt to detemine w)iether or not the finding of the case studies were

amsistent with the BFE. fhw this partiarlar example is not appropriate for
explorination, on a case by case basis as to whether there was agreement
between the statilical case analysis of the BFE and the qualitative data.
Matha and Teresa also reported substantial improvement. However their
BFE scores wsn not consistent with this finding. Martha showed the greatest

decrease in the bbasline penod. This decrease suggests that something other
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than the group influenced significant change in Mama. Hawcver this
interpretation is not consistent with Martha's report that she saw herself as havirtg
changed as a resuit of the group. Another explanation of this dramatic drop in the

baseline pend is the existence of confounding factors that influenced this rapid

decrease in the amount of concem regarding others' evaluation of her. The first
BFE rating occurred before the pn-interview for the saidy. It is possible that the

interview itself influenced change in Maitha. It is possible that being accepted into
the group had a significant influence on Martha. Finally it is possible that Martha
had a particularly bad day on the day that she filled out the fint 8FE which rnay

have skewed her score. If this first score were removed from the calculation of

the mean, then Martha's mean score would have been 31-5;with the lower two
standard deviation band being 27.26 and the upper band 35.75. In this case
Martha's scores would have shown statistically significant change. A longer
baseline period may have helped to counter the weighting of one possibly
skewed score. Martha, like Stacy and Owan reported inaaased cornfort in

expressing h u feelings and thoughts to oaiais. Thus a statistically significant
change in dtcrtased c o r n about negative evaluation would have been
expected from the BFE m s .

Teresa showcd a baseline score that had less apparent increasing or
decreasing trend than did Martha's baseline score. Again one is left wondering
what caused this exception. Cleafîy there were no confounding factors in the
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baseline pnod of data gathering. Teresa's scores became anatic in the later part
of the intervention. which suggests them may have bc«i confounding fadors that

occurred during the intervention or mat her fear of negative evaluation was rapidly

changing in referenœ to the group and other factors. In fact in the course of the
group, Teresa disclosed to the group that she had asked her husband to leave.
The scores of the BFE may ôe more refkdive of Teresa's feelings regarding this

action than the affects of the group. However while the BFE does not show
statistically signifiant change regarding perception of nqative self evaluation.
the qualitative data shows that Teresa showed increased positive s e l evaluation.

These two constnicts in theory should have negated each other. That is as

Teresa's positive self evaluation increased. her fear of negative evaluation should
have decreased.
Patncia, the seventh woman who participated in the full group repofted that
she had not changed significantly as a resuît of the group. Her BFE scons are

congruent with this assessment. Furthemore R appears that fear of negative

evaluation was not as mudi of a concem for Patricia as it was for the other
participants. The BFE score's for Patriciaramaineci on the low end of the scale.
While no critical values have been established for the BFE, low scores would
suggest that Patricia was not parüwlarly concemed with other's negative

evaluation of her. Thus there was significantly less r m for Patricia to change in
this area. The BFE s c m s for Patricia are consist with the qualitative data
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gatheml from Paûîcia. Patricia did not report the increased ability to speak out

that other group participants reported.

Polli who did not complete the group. and who reported that she felt that
she had not changed as a msult of aie gmup, shawed no statisically significant

change in her BFE scores with regard to the 2 standard deviations approach.

In summary, five of the seven women who provided enough data points to
make the analysis the BFE possible, showed an agreement between the analysis
of the BFE and the qualitative findings. Clearly Beatrice, Stacy and Gwen's

cases showed a match between the scores d the BFE and the qualitative

findings. How then were these three cases different from the other cases? All
three of these cases had beginning scons. above

fm. The remaining two cases

for which there was no match, bath had basdine scores below

m.This may

suggest that the BFE is best used to show change in individuals that are severely

concerned with negative evaluation by others. However, since there rnay have
been wnfounding factors wiVI the two cases that did not follow the expected
pattern and the sample was limited by I s size, this is a questionable conclusion

regarding the BFE. Given that the there may have k e n confounding fadon that
interfered with the BFE scores,mis indicator was adequate for use in

triangulating and confirming the findings of the qualitative data. This is to Say that
it appean that the BFE yeilded findings mostly consistent with that of the

qualitative data.
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The pmportionlfnquency approach yielded results that were more

consistent with the findings of the qualitative data. The t h m women (Gwen,
Stacy and MaMa). who completed the grwp and s h m d staistically significant

findings were al1 woman who saw themselves as having changed significantly.
Patncia, who saw hemlf as not having changed much showed no statistically
significant change in her scores. For Beaûice it was found in the qualitative data
that she had made substantive change; but this was not demonstrated in the

quantitative data. However unlike other group members who showed statistically
significant change. BeaWcewas only able to say that she would like to be able to
express herseIf more fieely, which suggests that she had not made significant
changes regarding the impact of perception of negative evaluaüon. Beatrice
appeared to have more unresolved conflict then the three women who

experienced statistically significant change. Thus, the proportion frequency
approach showing no statistical significance was an expected result.
The only inconsistencies between findings from the qualitative data and

the proportionlfrequencyapproach were with regard to Polli and Teresa.
However, even these inconsistencies can be reasonably explained. Teresa
dernonstrated change in the qualitative data but not in quantitative data. She
identified in the gmup a great deal of distress about other factors in her life. It is
likely that these sources of distress infîuenced the scores in the BFE. Polli did not
show as much change in the qualitative data as she did in the proportion
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frequency approaçh. Howaver in her decision to leave the gmup Polli indicated
that she feit that she was further ahead of the other grwp members with regard to

sexwlity. It is quite likely mat this sense of being much M e r off with regard to
issues amund soarality positively Muenœd her self perception and thus

influenced her BFE scores. The other factor that seems to have influenced Polli's
scores is that ilwas possible that rather than doing the measures on separate
occasions she answered one at one point and copied the msults to subsequent

measures. Polli was given a set of BFE measums to fiIl out at two different points.
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The first set showed no variation in scores or responses among data points and

responses to the questions. After this first set was retumad, a second set was

1

given to Polli. This secund set had a differeit score than the fint and varied in its

fk.

answers to questions fram aie first set. However, there was no variation in
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scores and responses to questions am-

the second set of BFE measures. All

of the other study participants showed variation in scores and msponses among

the different points of masures. This suggests that Polli's data may not
accurately retïect what was happening for ber over the period of time that she

k

L

was filling the masure out.
In conclusion, it appean mat the scores yielded by the
proportioizlfnquencyapproach seem to be more consistent with the findings from
the qualitative data than did the use of the two standard deviation bands

approach. Sina the proportion/frequencyapproach is a mon nliable statistic for
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this study, the findings of this approach are of greater value when considering the
findings. H ~ v e rboth
, appmaches suggest that aie BFE can be a reliable
source of data with regard to measurhg changes in the impact of a shifting

definition of sexuality. However, there was a stmng indication that the BFE could
be influenced by fadors outside the gmup intervention..

The E-ts

of the Gmup

The findings from both the quantitative and qualitative data both indicated
that the group had a strong effed on the group participants. Six of the eigM study

participants listed the group as having had a positive influence on theit
understanding of sexuality. The group was designed to provide a new social
environment, new significant relations and new experiences that would impact on
the individuals' beliefs and view of self. The group appeared to have the potential
to counter some of the experiences, relationships and social environments that

the study participants lived in, and thus facilitated increased confidence in
creating a selfaeterrnined definition of sexuality. me new definition of sexuality
appeared to allow the participant to view hemK in a new way, that resulted in

increased wmfort with the self.
The capacity to self disclose, tolerate and manage painfut affective states
and invest in the relationships wiai m e r grwp members seemed to pmmote the
most significant change. Teresa and Patricia, who needed to focus on issues
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other than issues of sexuality showed no staüstically signifiant change. Sondra

and Beatrice both struggled with tolerating diflicuit aflect. Sondra also struggled
with self disclosure. An example of this struggle with self disclosure was Sondra's

reluctance to do group exercises. Polli who showed statistically significant
change in the BFE but not in the qualitative data was not able to form an alliance
with other group members, and eventually leR the group because she did not feel
that she ffi.

Summary
A common myth of ouf times is that a senial revdutionlliberationacarnwl

in the sixties and seventies. This stwly points to the paradox of our culture. We
are inundated with sexually explicit material. Almost al1foms of advertisement

use the notion of sex to seIl produds. Yet the excessive sexual verbiage of our

culture serves more to silence than to encourage dialogue. This silencing has an
even greater impact when combined with the experience of childhood semal

abuse.
This shidy showed that by acating a temporary social environment, in the

fonn of a group, sexual abuse survivors can devefop the intemal resources to be

at peace with their sexuality. Niesen (1993) stated that in order to heal from
cultural vidimization the individual needs to 'break silence, establish perpetrator
responsibility and d a i m pesonal powef (p. 5556) The group studied in this
thesis pmvided a new context where sexuality could be re-evaluated, silence
broken, power redaimed, and perpetrator responsibility established.

The primary shortcoming of this group is that it was only a temporary

m e t of safety in a world that is hostile towards women. Unless group
participants are able to establish positive contexts with other women, gains made
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in the group may be slowiy eroded by the onslaught of sexisrn and misogyny
found in workplaces, families, cultural institutions and significant relationships.
I am left wondering that if a ten week pmgtam can have a significant

impact on facilitating wmen in redefining sexuality, how much greater would the

impact be of enduring long-tem social networks that truly valued fernale

sexuality?

Recommendations
One recommendation that follows from the interviews with the women

participating in the study is mat we as social wrkers (and as a society) need to
focus more on sexuality education than on sex education. The women who

participated in the group al1 benefRed h m exploting the notion of sexuality. Given
the high prevalance of sexual abuse among women and the tendency for

survivon to confwe the sexual abuse, sexual adivity and sexuality. sex

education may nut be appropriate. Understanding the context of sexuality seemed
to have been liberating for the women in this study. Thus, when a social worker is

exploring a complex consûuct l i k sexuality, 1 is better to locate this COristnid
within the larger cmtext (person in situation)tather than in a namw definition.
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Toward a New Understanding of Sexuality
From this study it was evident that it was not so much a shift in identity that
occurred but a shift in the ability to express that identity with confidence. The
impact of oppression is not so much that it hams the axe identity but that it

creates barriers to the individual knowing that identity and expressing it. The
duration of the group was too short to sustain substantive shifts in core identity. If
core identity shifted as rapidly as would have been indicated by this study, the
implicationwould have been that idenüty is ptimarily unstable. This type of
instability in identity would Iead to a rather diaotic existence. mere would be
inconsistency in who the s e l was. mis could mean that we would never have a
constant sense of our self and Othe=. Thus, it seemed more appropriate to look
at a less fundamental source of the shifts that occumed in the study participants.
It seemed more likely that the expression of self shifted rather than the mole

identity. The reported change of increaoed selfanfidence is consistent with the
notion that it was expression of self that changed rather than the self.
Core identity is likely stable, but ouf ability to live from ouf inner tnith and
express that ideclfity can be compromised. Thw R is not so much who these
women were that changed, but their awareness of who they were and their
wilingness

to express that identity. Sexism, partiailarly sexual abuse, by the

fragmentation that it causes, distorts the view that the individual has of her self. It
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becornes the pfimary frame of reference or perspective through which sexual
identity is viewed. Thus. context infiuenced pempedive.

The problem wiai the theones of identity development presented by Cass
(1979), Cross (1 971), Roush and D m i r t g (1985) and Kus (19û6) is that they

suggest that identity changes. Hawever. It is not identity that changes, but the

perspective on identity that changes. A further wncem is mat Cross (1971), Cass
(1979) and Roush and Downing (1985) al1 suggest models of identity formation

that require the individual to maintain an identity that remains focussed and

defined in relationship to the dominant culture.

The analogy of genetically ctoned seeds can be used to understand the
impact of the perspective. If the seed is viewed as the self and the soi1 as the

perspective. the essence of the plant that gmws remains the same-no matter
what the soil; but the way that this essence is expresseci varies according to the

soi1 type. The seed planned in nutrient leached day is likely to ôe less resilient
than the seed plantcd in ridi fertile soil. The plant remains a pektnia but the

expression of petunia is varid.
Penpectk influences the expression of sexuality, just as soi1 affects the
growth and development of the petunia. Thus, when a group participant's
definition of sexuality changed, she gained a new perspective. This new
perspective allowed her to express her sexuality in a new more authentic way.
Furthemore. when there is a context in which this expression is honoured, then
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the individual expeflences her new perspective as valid and thus is more likely to

value her perspective on sexuality. As the individual increases her valuing of hef
perspective, she becomes decreasingly dependent upori othen'for the validation
of her new perspective, and is more willing to selfsefine sexuality. The followïng

diagram (figure 26) gives a visual representation of this process.

)Figure 25

Self Definition of Sexuality

Convefsely. as is shomi in figure 26, if the individual's expression of
authentic sexuality is devalued, then she leams to devalue her own perspective.

thus becomes lem willing to value that perspective and becomes more
dependent upon extemal sources for an understanding of sexwlity or sexuality

becames other-defined.

Implication for Social Work Pmcüse
In closing it seerns important to address the implications that this thesis

has for sacimal
wMk practia. The first implication is mat when working with issues
such as sexuality, understanding them within their context is important. When this

construct was defined nanwvly as sex, then the individual saw herself as the
problem. When #e problem was shifted and Iocated in a larger context. then the
individual can exmence a more positive sense of self. Locating the issues of

-

sexuality as a problem m i n the individual lead to a sense of self Marne 'my
sexuality is why I continue to be abused'. ShiRing the location of the pmblems
associated with negative sexual identity to the social context helped the individual
to have a sense of wholeness. In working with pmblems and concems that ouf
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clients bring to us as social workers,

must ask ounelves where is the point of

intervention?": the individual, the situation, or the interaction between the
individual and the situation.
Another implication is that it is possible for the social worker to do

evaluation of her clinical practice. Doing this study requiredjuggling many
potentially conflicting roles. The researcherldinicianhad to be prepared to
abandon the study ifthe needs of the dients required such an adion. Research.

like clinical social wotk requires that the soacli

worker do no ham to the client.

Furaiemore, research can be done in a way that is healing for the individuals that
are participating in it This was evident by the fact that participants did change.

Another implication is that group work can pmvide the necessary social
environment and significant nlationships for facilitating profound change in

clients. This was evidenced by the fact that the majority of the study participants
identifid the group as a positive influence. Furthemore, the study results point to
the fad that individuals that parlicipated in the study changed pmfoundly.
A final implication is that resdving issues of seniality are not only the work

of the clinical soda1 W e r ; but requires the MMs of social &ers

wodcing in

the area of community development. It is not so much that individual change

needs to occur. but that wornen have access to environments and expetiences

within the larger social situations that pmmote authentic expression of seniality.
This need for larger change was evident paftiwlarly in the instance of Stacy,
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whose new found confidence was k i n g eroded in the work place. The group

intervention showed the impact that a more affirming social environment could
have on the individual's understanding and expression of sexuality. Clearly, the
solution to the problem of negative views of the self as a sexual king is not
located within the individual; but is located more in the other factors that are

inherent within context (environment, experiperience
and signifiant relationships).
The point of intervention, then, is not the individual; but the situation in which the
individual lives.

While doing my data gathering and writing this Thesis. I was a subject in a
double blind study. My participation in that study sensitized me to the

vulnerability of participating in research. I was offered the opportunity to perhaps

receive a drug that migM slow down the demylination of my central nervous
system that was a resuît of MuRiple Sclcrosis (MS) . In my MS support group I
watched as some of my peers wwsened and became incnrasingly disabled. I
could see what the worst case scenario was; and had no way of knowing if that

future awaited me. Could I say no to a dnig that might give me some certainty?
Probably not.

The other option was to wait until the dn~gwas testeci and the side-effects
understood. However, the dnig costs approximately 52.000.00 an injection. I

would not be able to Mord this. If I participateci in the study I would receive the

treatment for fke during the study and for one year after. Coufd f say no to such

an opporhrnity? Probably not.
I wonder if it was possible for me to really voluntarily consent. when I really
could not say no. Ils tnie the researchers did not ooerce me to participarte.

However economics and the nature of the disease which made me eligible to
participate in the study gave me no real choice. I requested reading matenal on
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anything about the dnig. I surfed the net, to see what others' experiences of the
dnig were like. Iwas infomied. Was Ifree from coercion? No.

This experience heightened my awareness of how subtle coercion is. Were
the clients participating in my study really able to say no to participating in the

data gathering? I hope that they were. I remindeci them time and time again that
they could participate in the ûeatment without filling out the measures.
At tirnes Ifett like a research object. powcrrless and out of control of what

was being done to me. One day after spending two hows in an MRI (an

experience I liken to being in a culvert with some one jack hammering above) and
being scolded for flinching when the nurse injeded dye into my veins too fast

(people with MS have been known to have spastic veins), I had an even deeper
appreciation for a research design with a foundation in empowennent ethics. My
experience led me to the realization that the measures were more important then
the subject in the study in which Iwas a participant. Iresolved to make the well

being of the participants of my study of the outmost importance. Iwuld rathef
have my thesis fail than to convey to the participants of my study that their needs
were less important then the needs of the study. How could therapy be effective if

clients were made to feel like objects?
After a year of being given the drug, Iwas told that analysis of the data was

indicating that the experimental groups (those receiving the drug) were doing
worse than the control group (those mceiving a placebo). Because it was a

t

double blind study. the people who administered the drug did not know who was

receiving the dnig, and thus, they could not tell me if Iwas receiving the dnig.
Once again the needs of the study were placed before my needs. I walked away
with the concem that I had a three out of four chance of having received a drug

that has made my condition wwse. Ihave more unceftainty with which to Iive.

While I was prepared for the adverse side effects of the dnig, I was not
prepared for the possibility that the primary effect of the dnrg would be the

worsening of the condition for which Iwas being treated. No one had spelt out
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this possible risk for me. From this I have leamed that it is extremely important to
talk about the possibility of the presenting problem getting worse because of the
experimental intervention.
My experience of being a reseanh subject, has greatly infomed my
practice. It has also cementeci a bias towards qualitative research, which allows

for a person to person interadion that c m be healing.
I believe that a pradiœ that is not evaluated is dangenws, and fot that

reason I believe research is necessary. However, the neeûs of the client must
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always corne first for the clinicianlresearchet.

Finally, I asked myself. Mat is consent? Is it freedom from coercim? I
think not. Perhaps it is M o m from a specilic fomi of coercion, that is, the
researcher does not coeroe the potential pafticipantb into participating. However.
it is important to understand that there an numerous other sources of coercion.
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both intemal and extemal that prevent absolute consent. Perhaps the best I can
do as a researcher is to explore these sources of coercion with potential

participants, design studies with these sources of coercion in mind and to try and

rninimize the effeds of these forces.

APPENDIX ONE
Sexuality Group Outline
1. Week One

Theme: Introduction and Orientaüon to G m p
Group Rules
a
Boundaries

2.week Two

Theme: What is Semielity?
Seniality and ldentity
Sex verses Sexuality

3. Week Three

Theme: Society and Sexuality

4. Week Four

Theme: What Our Family Taught Us About Sexuality

5. Week Five

Theme: What Sexual Abuse TaugM Us About Sexuality

6.week Six

Theme: Body Image and Sexuality
Sources of Body Shame
Sensuality and Sexuality
A Lesson in Anatomy

7. Week Seven

Theme: Relationships and Sexuality
Safer Sex
a
Exploration of How Relationships lnfiuence Sexuality

8. Week EigM

Theme: Senial Orientation and Sexuality

9. Week Nine

Theme: Redefining Sexuality
What Sexuality Means to Me
Fears of Sexuality
Theme: Closing Celebraüon

11.3 Month

Follow Up

Theme: What Does Sexualtty Mean New?

Session One
Theme: Introduction and Orientation to Group
1.

Purpose: To socialire group rnernbers into the "group rolen

II.

Objectives:
1) To nitroduce group members to eacb other.
2) To begin to develop operating niles for group.
3) f o enable participants in decision making around joining the group
4) To introduce the concept of boundaries.

111.

Agenda:
lntroduction
a. Geamund
1) introduction of group members
ii) Expectations and goals for group of individual members

Explanation of the purpose of the group.
Establishment of the group rules
a. Brainstorming in paidsmall g m p s
b. Large group sharing and negotiation of group niles.

Boundary exercise.
Discussion of boundary exercise
Check out

a) exploration of leaming and feelings g m p merribers have.

Session Two
Theme: What is Sexuality
Objectives:
1. To facilitate an exploration of Hat sexuality means to group members.
2. To explore myths and messages that members may have intemalized.
Agenda:
1. Check-in

a) Reading of poetry or prose on Sensuality
2.

Leftovers:
Follow up on discussion on group niles: Discussion of no extra-group
a)
contact between group sessions.
Discuss personal safety when leaving the building at the end of the
b)
session.
Questions or concems from last session.
C)
d)

3.

Introduction d the idea basket and self-care basket.

Myths about What Sexuality is
Group Brainstorm of Myths

Coffee Break:

-

4.

A collage What sexuality has meant to you.

5.

A definition of sexuality

6.

Check-out
a) What are members feeling or M a t are they taking hrmi the group today.
b) ldea basket
c) Closing song, Wamor w d Sisters, 1994).

SESSION Thme
Theme: Society and Sexwlity
Objectives:
1.

2.

Encowage an awamess of the impact of general sodety on notions
about sexuality.
Develop tools-toexplore and evaluate internalized societal values
regarding sexuality .

Agenda:
1 . Overview

-

2. Check in
a. How are you feeling rigM now?
b. How did you do with your senbory task?

3.Left overs:
a. Sharïng of Collages.
b. Intempüng each otheR
c. Questions and comment$ frorn eartier sessions.
Society and Sexualiîy
a. Naming some social institutions
b. Some definitions:

a. Sexism
b. Misogyny
c. Heterosexism.

Hearing ow awn stories:
a. The aary of Ruth and Naomi.
1) Whose story is it any way.
b. Take a moniM and write about one experience you had in
leaming about sexuaîity.

Listening to our stories.
questions from Kaschak (1992, p. 214)

-

Check out.
a. How are you feeling now?
b. Selfare basket

c. Closing song.

Session Four
Theme: Shedding Negative Images-Family 8 Sexuality
Objectives:
1.

2.

To identify values about sexuality that have been passed on through
the family.
To facilitate the process of sorting out which values individuals want
to keep and which they wish to reject.

Agenda:
1. Overview
2. Check in
3. Lefi-overshouse keeping.
a. Filling in participants who missed last week?
b. Questions and comments f m previous sessions?
c. The Closing session on July 12 how would group members like
to Celebrate the ending of group?
d. Do we need to start challenging malebashing?
4.Farnilies and Sexuality indudes our families response to Our
development of breast, menstruations, privacy, etc.
a. lncomplete sentences
Break:
5.Sharing of lncomplete sentences

-

-

6. Giving Back hand-rnedaiinrs-visual (Napier, pp.200-228).
a. Sharing.
7. What is one positive message about sexuality, being female, benig
woman that you wwld like to replace the message you gave back.

8.Che~kout
a. How are you feeling
b. Sensory Basket
c. Closing song.

Session Five
Theme: What sexuril abuse taught us about sexuality

1.

To M p group participants understand the impact of the semal abuse on
their sexual i d e m formation.

2.

To explore meaning making around sexuality that occurred as a result of
the child sexual abuse.

Agenda:
1. Overview
2. Check-in

a. Opening Qwte
b. How are you feeling?
3. Leftoven & Housekeeping
a. Comments or questions from previous sessions
b. Planning for the Closing Session
4. How sexual abuse impacts on sexuality
a. OrawWIng/painting
b. Sharing
5. Positive Images and Messages about sexuality
6. Check-out

a. SeIf-care basket
b. How are you feeling nonl?
c- Closicrg sang Warn'or (Wyrd Sister, 1994)

-

Session Si*
Theme: Sexuality & Body Image
1. Objectives:
1. f o increase awareness of how body image is influencecl by the dominant

culture.
2. To increase acceptance of meinbers physical self.
3. To provide some basic information about physiology
II. Agenda:
1. Ovewiew

a. Reading: 'l h o p to be an old woman who dresses very inappropriately"(
Steinem, 1994. p.27980)
2. Check-in
3. Leffovers

a. Adding Ideas to the sensory idea basket.

-

4. Representation of the female body trends through histofy.

5. Letter from the body or letter of apmaüon
to the body. Or 'If your body could
tell itts story, is there anything it would want to cammunicate?"
Break
6. Sharing of letten
7. A lesson in anatomy
8. Debriefing-ofvideo

9.Checkout.
a. Sensory ldea Basket
b. How am you feeling W . What are you taking from group tonight?
c. Closing Song Wamot ONyrd Sister, 1994)

-

Session Seven
Theme: Relationships
Objectïves:
1.
2.

3.

To explore issues of safety in relationships (physical and emotional)
To explore boundaries and relaüonships.
To pmvide a definition of healaiy sexual activity.

Agenda:
1. Ovewiew:

2.

3.

4.

5.

a) Reading
b) Review of themes king addresseci during the session
Check-in
a) How a n you feeling?
b) How did the sensory experirnents go?
Leftovem 8 Housekeeping
a) Any comments or questions fiom previous session?
b) Plans for the final session
C) The dates for the 3 month follow up session.
Relationships & Sexuafity
a) Creating Safety
i) ldentifying safs touch
Bmak
ii) Gender Roles and Relationships
iii) Oating Expeaations
iv) Creating safe heaithy semal experiences
V) Safer sex.
Checkout
a) What a n you feeling novil?
b) S e l care Basket
c) Closing Song Wanior (Wyrd Sistem, 1994).

-

Session Eight
Theme: Owning Sexual Orientation
Objective
1. To gaaier information about sexual ofientaîion and sexual attraction.
2. To talk about expefiences of sexual orientation so as to provide and
environment that is honest, accepting and safe.
3. To provide an opportunity for wmen to clam issues around participants
sexual orientation.
4. To challenge homophobia, and societal noms about sexwlity.
Agenda:
1.
Ovenriew
a. Reading
b. Review of themes for the session.
2.
Check in
How are you fwling tonight?
a.
3.
Leftovers 8 house keeping
Questions and comments frorn previous sessions.
a.
b.
Plans for final session?
Owning senial orientation and semal attraction.
4.
a.
ThougMs about sexual preference
1) exercise
ii) sharing of experience and feelings about exercise.
b.
Sexual attraction is...
c.
Sexual fantasies and sexuality.
4.
5.

6.

Couplism.
Def~ningsume tems: A group brainstom
What am suarality, sex and sensuality anyway.
a)
Checkout
a.
Homework.
b.
How are you fecling now?
c.
Sensory Basket.
d.
Closing song Warrtor (Wyrd Sisters, 1994).

-

SESSON NlNE
Theme: REDEFINING SEXUALITY
OW ECTIVES:
To facilitate the integration of leaming that oawrred through earlier
1.
group sessions.
To encourage gmup participants to explore their notion of sexuality
2.
and to encourage the ndefining of what sexuality is for each
individualAGENDA:
1.

Ovenriew
a.
Review of agenda
b.
Reading

2.

Checkin
a.
How are you feeling M a y ?

3.

Leftovers
a.
Questions or comments h m previous sessions
b.
Further planning for the final session.
c.
Horne work
d.
Three month follow up-Odober 9, 1996 at 630 p.m.

4.

The frightening thing about owning and defining my own sexuality

5.

Redefining sexuality
Wnte a Jetter to a young Mwnan ( m p s yow daughter or another
young womanlgirl in ywr life)to give her some positive and affi~nning
messages about fmale sexuality. What messages would you want
to give to her to support her in king amfortable with herseif as a
senial Ming.

6.

Continuhg to define sensuality, sexuality, and sex

7.

is...

Check out
How are you feeling?
b.
Seif-care basket

a.

Session ten
Theme: Closure
fo bnng closure to the group process.

1.

Purpose:

II.

Objectives:
i. f o allow grwp members to dcfine how the grwp ends,so as to
anirm aieir rigMto make decîsions abwl their Iives.
To facilitate participants in the transition to setting limits regarding
2.
their own sexuality.

III.

Agenda:
1. Check-in
2. Overview of the sessions
3.Leftovers/housekeeping.
4. Main fouis of the evening: agenda set by group members
6. Check out-

Thw Iknth Folkw Up Session
Theme: What does sexuality mean now?

Purpose:

To provide an opportunity to share new leaminglunderstanding
about sexuality.

Objectives:
To facilitate the d o n that understanding of sexuality can continue to
1.
change outside of the g m p .
To provide an opportwiity for validation of new understanding of
2.
seniality that may have developed dwing the three months since
group ended.
Agenda:
Review of the Agenda
Check-in:
a) How are you feeling?
b) What has been happening for you in your understanding os
sexuality?
C ) Mirroring exercise.
Leftovers.
Letter of Encouragement
Sharing of letterd or feelings arislng from the exercise.
Check out:
a) Mirroring exercise
b) shan'ng of feslings.

APPENOIX THREE
Scmenkig Criteda for Sexuality Ciroup
Inclusion Criteria:
The client has completed at least one gmup program for sexual abuse survivors.

The client has demonstrated the ability to tolerate the interpersonal demands of
group participation Viis is to Say she is able to share talk time and is able to
respect the boundaries of other participants.

-

The client is in one to one therapy or has access to a therapist-

The client consents to the group therapist consufting with the individwl therapist
on an as needed basis.
The client is a client of Women's Post Treatrnent Centre.

The client is in the rniddle to later stages of her healing process and is willing
and able to begin to distinguish between sexuality and her early experience of
incest/sexual abuse.
The client is able to set and articulate goals for group treatrnent.

Exclusion Criteria:

The client wi-Il be excluded from the group process if she is:
1.

Adively suicida1 or homicidal.

2.

Acutely psychotic.

3.

Severely abusing alcohol or other mood altenng substances (cannot abstain for
tiilenty-four hours prior to and after the group session).

4,

Unable to seifdisclose.

5.

Unable to tolerate the disdosure and expression of feelings of 0th- group
members.

APPENOlX FOUR
WOMEN'SP û ~TREATMENT
t
CENTRE
62 SHERER~
ST.
~K
WPG. M B R3C 263
783-5460
Fur: 774-29 I 2

Client of Women's Post Treatment Centre

Dear:
I am cunently mrking on my Master's of Social Work Thesis at the University of
Manitoba. I have worked as a clinical social wrker at the Women's Post Treatment
Centre for the past six years. I will be conducting wrk on my Thesis at Women's Post
Treatment Centre. The title of my thesis is "Defining and Understanding Fernale Sexual
Identity." My interest in this topic has corne from my expetience of wrking with sexual
abuse survivors where I have seen my clients struggle with issues regarding their
sexuality. I have also wrked extensively wi-thwmen in resolving conflicts regarding
their sexuality. From this woPk I have developed an interest in the impact that cultural
vidimization, such as sexism and heterosexism, has on the development of sexuality in
women.

Partiwlarfy, I am interested in how women begin to define their sexuality and M a t
influences that definition. Specifically, I am interested in mis process when women
have experïenced exiremes of victimization, like sexual abuse and cultural
victimization.
The objectives of my study are as follows:
1.

To understand ttiose factors that influence the formation of sexual
identity.

2.

To begin to d8vd0p a definition of sexuality that is based on the
experiences of group participants.

3.

To design. implernent and design a sexuality group for sexual abuse
survivors.

The group that I will be conducting will be of ten weeks duration. A maximum of ten
women will be involved in the group. f h e group is open to m e n who were sexually

abused as children. are currently involved with a therapist and have participated in a
group for sexual abuse survivors. Participantswill be asked to sign a consent form and
to fiIl out questionnaires and participate in face to face interviews regarding the study.
Each woman referred will be asked to participate in a xreening interview before king
admitted to the grnup.
If you have any fbrther questions please contact Lee Woytkiw at 7835460.

Sincerely,

Lee Woytkiw, BSW, RSW.

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK THESIS STUDV
You are being asked to participate in a Masters of Soaal Work Thesis study aimed at
improving treatrnent regarding sexuaiii issues for sexual abuse suruivors. If you choose to
participate you will be askeâ to complete weekly questionnairas and thme face to face
intewiews relaüng to sexualï. You will ba askeâ to participate in interviews at the beginning,
end and three rnonths M e r your stay in the study. Questionnaires must be filled out for three
weeks prior to when the group begins, More each group session, and four times before the
Viree month follow up gmup session. The resuits fmm the questionnaires and interviews wil
be published in the forrn of a Masters Thesis Report M o r e you make a decision about
paRicipating Iwant to make sure that you M y undersbnd your rights as a potential
parb'cipant
You should be awrre tbt:
1.

Participation in this
is com~&elvv d u n w It is up to you to decide whether or
not you want to take part in #e study. if you choose not to participate your counselling
at the Women's Post Treatrnent Centre Inc. will not be affecteci in anyway. Your
decision will not determine wtiether or not you reœive services ftam the Centre

2.

You do not have to answer everv auestion. If you dm-de to participate and encounter
questions that you would rather not answer. you rnay leave them blank. Of course, we
would appreciate it if you could mspond to al1 of the questions so that the information
is more complete

3.

You mav withdraw from the studv at aw time and this ml1not affect vour counsellina- at
e Women's Post Trement C%ntre. Inc, You have the right to resund your consent
at any time. If you do so, the information we have already collected will be destroyed.

4.

Y

*

*

t COtQp~telvcoqjyenti& Your completed questionnaires
and interviewswill be identifid by a number and mW not contain your name or other
y

identifying information. Data obtained for the Mastem of Social Work Thesis report will
be used in a manner that maintains confidentiality and your personal fights. However,
it is possible that information oWained for the purpose of the study rnay be recognized
by your refemng therapist and orner group rnetrnbem. Furthemore because I have
conducbâ
gmup, I will know who each raspondent is. The raw data for the study
will kt storecl in a locked d n m in~my office. Any identifying information will be stored
in a separate place. to prevent any accidental identification occum'ng by a third Party.
Ail canfidential material stored in my cornputer will be password protected.
Confidentiality actording to the p d i i of Women's Post 1reatment Centre, may be
breached in the following extreme cirwmstanœs: there is a definite and imminent
possibility of suicide or homicide, or a child is at high nsk for physical or sexual abuse.
ln these instances the appropriate authornes Ml be notifiecl by the studenVressanher

if the study participant is not willing to report or take the necessary steps to reduce the
risk,

You mav niauest the rssylts of mis stuQy, At the end of the study if you are interested
in the findings of the study you may request to see the written results. When your
interviews have been transcribed 1 will also send ürem to you , sa that you may review
them and make any suggestions that ciarify your responses.
The imgementation of the -rn

will be superviseQ by the dinical supervisor
at Women's Post Treatment Centre. Iwill also kt disausing ethicd concems that may
anse dunng the corne of the stwly with Sid Frankel. PhD., my thesis advisor.

Theby a thesis cornmittee with the follow-ng
cornmittee members: Sid Frankel, PhD; Shirley Grosser. MSW (Faculty of Soacli
Work) and Lit Adhns, Ph0 (Clinical Health Psychology). They will have access to all
of the data collected for the study with the exception of your name.

- ..
-.
arûqpation n g l o u ~
mav nreu~me
cria As b tme for most group experiences.
resuit
. of issues mat are raised
there is the possibility of some exparience of M ~asi a~
by the group content The group faalitatofs will wofk in wnjunction with your primary
therapist to ensure that y w have adequate supports and rssources to deal with any
crisis that may anse as a resuit of gmup content
.
The group is designed to assist in addressing
!n,
Possible benefits to parbc@@o
issues of sexuality for sexual abuse suwivon. mere is the possibility of benefit to
participants in the study as reailt of the group intervention. PaftÏdpating in the study
may also benefit you by giving you the opporhinity to reflect on your responses to the
interviews and questionnaires.
S

.

*

*

Thank you for taking the time to consider parüupating. If you have any questions or concerns
please fell fme to disaiss them with your therapist, or Lee Woyaiw.

Description of Potentïal Benefits and Hanns of Group Work
It has b e n demonstrated in the Iiterahire that group work benefits sexual
abuse survivors in the folIowing ways: (1) the identification with other group
members; (2) the raising of consciousness through recognition of
commonalities among group participants; (3) the resolution of issues of
secrecy and acknowledgement of the abuse; (4) the development of a
support network; (5) the provision of the catalyst for the exploration of
emotions and bdiefs related to the abuse; (6) the provision of the context in
which beliefs and childhood messages can be challenged; (7) the provision
of a the forum for expressing grief related to the abuse; (8) the opportunity
for the therapist to observe and explore dient dynamics and patterns of
interaction; and (9) the provision of an environment in which new social
skills can be pradised.

While group work can be of great benefit to group participants there are also
some risks that are an inherent part of group work. These risks may indude:
(1) individuals rnay make themselves overly vulnerable when opening up to
other group mernbers; (2) selfdisdosure rnay be misused or rnisunderrtood
by group members. Self4isdosure rnay becorne an end in itself rather than
a means; (3) confidentiality rnay not always be maintained by al1 group
members; (4) the group rnay scapegoat one or more members of the group
(5) group rnernbers someümes rnay experience significant disruption in their
Iives.

l

give my consent to have the
I
written and verbal infornation I provide belore, dwing and at the end of the
treatment program wed for aie purposes of a Masters of Social Work Thesis
Report. l understand mat I will complete some evaluation questionnaires and will
be interviewed before the commencement of the grwp immediately #ter the
group and as part of a thne month follow up.

I provide this consent voluntarily, and understand that I may withdraw my consent
without any penalty.

I understand that, as a participant in this treatment program. rny tights will not be
jeopardized, that my privacy will be maintainad, and that the data oMained for the
Mastem of Social Work Thesis report will be used in a manne?that maintains
confidentiality and personal rights.

Name (prïnt)
Signature of Participant:

Date:
Masters Student

Consent for Recording Interviews

, give permission to

1,

(Print client's name)
, of Women's Post Treatment Centre

(Print counsellor's/students name)
to audio tape interviews and group sessions.
I understand that I may at any time request that any part of an interview or
the whole interview be erased. Furthemore, at any time during taping I may
request that the tape recorder be tumed off. I also understand that I may
revoke this consent at anytime by delivefing a written revocaüon to the
Women's Post Treatment Centre and that this consent expires one year
from signing.

The tapes may be used for the purpose of gathering data for a Master's
Thesis. The tapes will be destroyed upon being transcribed. Any identifying
information will be removed from the transcfipt to protect my privacy.

Name (pn'nt)
Signature of Participant:

Date:
Masters Student

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
PR€-GROUP INTERVIEW
What words or feelings come to mind when you think of the word

sexuality?
(a)l'd like to spend some time talking about the messages that you got
from your mother about sexuality.
(b) Now, I'd like you to complete the following incomplete sentence: If I
were free of mother's sexual influence.....?

(a)lld like to spend some tirne talking about the messages that you got
from your father about sexuality.
(b) Now, I'd like you to complete the following incomplete sentence: If
I were free of father's sexual influence....?

What message do you most remember about sexualiv

Were you involved with religious institutions when you were a child or
later in your life?What did the church, synagogue teach you about
sexuality7

What is one belief that you have that you feel gets in the way of
expressing your sexual self?

What belief do you have that helps you to express your sexual self?
How would you describe yourself as a sexual being?

Woman for me is....? ; Man for me is....?
Is there a respect in which your sexuality expresses your self?

What has influenced your sexuality?

POST GROUP INTERVIEWS
What words, feelings or images corne to mind M e n you think of the word
sexuality?

What does sexuality mean to you?
We talked in grwp aban how family influences sexuality and we talked in
ouf first intewiew about how family influenceci your sexwlity, with those
kinds of influences in mind, I would like you to finish this incomplete
sentence. l'II say it and you can repeat it after me out loud or to your sel,
whatever is most cornfortable.
If 1 were free of mother's sexual infiuence....?
If I were free of fathets sexual influence....?

The message I most rernember about sexuality is....?
What is one belief that you have which you feel gets in the way of
expressing your sexual self?
What belief do you have that helps you to express your sexual self?

How would you describe yourself as a sexual being?
Woman for me is...? ; Man for me is.. .?
Is there a respect in which your sexuality expresses your self?

What has infîuenced your sexwlity?

Has the way you understand yourself as a sexual k i n g changed since you
began the group?
if there have been changes, what are thei,

Are there particular things about the group that helped you to make those
changes?
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FOCLOW UP INTERVIEW
What wrds fwlings or corne to mind when you think of the word sexuality?
What does sexuality mean to you?

We talked in group about how family influences sexuality and we talked in
our fint interview about how family inRuenced your sexuality, with those
kinds of influences in minci, f w l d like you to finish Mis incomplete
sentence. l'II Say it and you can repeat it after me out loud or to your self.
matever is most cornfortable.

If I were ftee of motnef's sexual influence...?
If I were free of fathets sexual influence...?
The message I most remember about sexuality is...?
What is one belief that you have which you feel gets in the way of
expressing your sexual self?

What belief do you have that helps you to express your sexual self?
How would you describe yourself as a sexual being?

Woman for me.is.. .? ; Man for me is.. .?
Is there a respect in which yow semality expresses your seW?

M a t has inflwriced your sewality?

Has the way yw understand yourseif as a sexual king changed since you
beganthe group?
If there have been changes. what are they?

Are there partiailar things about the group that helped you to make those

changes?

Appendix Seven

-

Group Feed Back Fonn Women's Post Treatrnent Centre
Date

L

1. Did you attend group?

(If yes please complets the folIcwing)

Cirde the number that is most tme for you.
Nat at al1 somewhat Very

2. Overall, how useful was the group to you?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

3. Were your expectations met?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

4. Did you feel safe in gtoup?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

-

5. Did you feel a sense of group unity mernbers
working togetfier towards a common goal?

7Yes 3No

6. The length of sessions was satisfactory
7. The number of sessions was adequate

8. Were the handout materials helpfuuuseful?
9. Oid the gtoup exparience help you to attain a better understanding of yourself, your needs, and
values? Explain

12. 1 did not Iike
13. Have things-changecifor you since you started gmup? If so, how?

14. Wh*

if anything, would you suggest we add, subtrad, or change in Mure groups?

Please help us improve out program by amwuring -me questions. We are interesteâ in
your honest opinions, whettter they are posMm or negtlnra. Please enswer sll of ahe
quest%msSWe also wlcome your comments or suggesüons-Thenk you vary much, We
really appreciate your help.
1.

Hou would you nOl th.qwlity of service you have meivrd?

I2.

Excehnt
1
Gaod
1
Did you get the kind of sewice th.t you nnnasd?

13.

1

1

No, not redy
Y-,
To what amnt has out program met yow neeâs?

No, definitety

Fair

1

Poor

I

genenlty

1

Yes, definbly

1

Almost all of my needs Most of my needs have Oniy a Ibw of my needs None of my neeâs have
hava been met
been met.
have b e n met
been met
4.
If r Wnd wwe in m d of simi& hdp, would you recmmœnd out prognm to lrcK3

No, not really
1 Yes, genenlly
5. How utisfiid am you with th.amount of help you have nwivsd?
No,definite&

1

Yes they helpad r gmat
deal
7.
Inan o v d ,

Yes, definitely

No they seumed to
No, t h q feJly didn't
Y=, they halped
hdpmrke things worse.
somawtmt.
mu,how saîbfid are you with U u s w k e you mcehad?

Very m.
8.

1

1

h

IndiClbrmt or mildly
Quib dismtMed
d
i
ï
If you wwe to saaû h.lp again, wu# you coni. back to our prognm?

No, definitety not

M o d l y m

1

No,IdonVhinkso.

1

Yes, i think so.

1

Ycw ,definitely.

I

APPENDIX ELEVEN
Cornparison of Expecteâ and Actual Resub

Expected Resul categoffes
and sukategories

Ofd -UR
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